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ABSTRACT
Polar codes, as the first error-correcting codes with an explicit construction to
provably achieve the symmetric capacity of memoryless channels, which are constructed based on channel polarization, have recently become a primary contender
in communication networks for achieving tighter requirements with relatively low
complexity.
As one of the contributions in this thesis, three modified polar decoding schemes
are proposed. These schemes include enhanced versions of successive cancellationflip (SC-F), belief propagation (BP), and sphere decoding (SD). The proposed SC-F
utilizes novel potential incorrect bits selection criteria and stack to improve its error correction performance. Next, to make the decoding performance of BP better,
permutation and feedback structure are utilized. Then, in order to reduce the complexity without compromising performance, a SD by using novel decoding strategies
according to modified path metric (PM) and radius extension is proposed. Additionally, to solve the problem that BP has redundant iterations, a new stopping criterion
based on bit different ratio (BDR) is proposed. According to the simulation results
and mathematical proof, all proposed schemes can achieve corresponding performance
improvement or complexity reduction compared with existing works.
Beside applying polar coding, to achieve a reliable and flexible transmission in
a wireless communication system, a modified version of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation based on index modulation, called OFDMin-phase/quadrature-IM (OFDM-I/Q-IM), is applied. This modulation scheme can
simultaneously improve spectral efficiency and bit-error rate (BER) performance with
great flexibility in design and implementation. Hence, OFDM-I/Q-IM is considered
as a potential candidate in the new generation of cellular networks.
As the main contribution in this work, a polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system is
proposed. The general design guidelines for overcoming the difficulties associated
vi

with the application of polar codes in OFDM-I/Q-IM are presented. In the proposed
system, at the transmitter, we employ a random frozen bits appending scheme which
not only makes the polar code compatible with OFDM-I/Q-IM but also improves the
BER performance of the system. Furthermore, at the receiver, it is shown that the
a posteriori information for each index provided by the index detector is essential
for the iterative decoding of polar codes by the BP algorithm. Simulation results
show that the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system outperforms its OFDM
counterpart in terms of BER performance.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Channel coding and its development

Channel coding technologies have undergone continuous development and progress
since 1948 when Claude Shannon established the theory [6]. From the comparatively
simple hamming codes to the recent capacity achievable polar codes, performance of
channel coding techniques is constantly improving with variant complexity. Different
channel coding has different properties and thus is suitable for various applications.
According to the development of channel coding and the corresponding theory, channel coding schemes can be categorized into two types:
• Algebraic coding (classical coding)
• Probabilistic coding (modern coding)

1.1.1

Algebraic coding

In the early stage of channel coding, major technological innovations and breakthroughs took place in algebraic coding. The construction of algebraic codes rely on
three parameters (N, K, d). In this chapter, the author denote N as the codeword
length, K as the length of information bits coming from the message source, and
d as the minimum hamming distance, which actually measures the minimum differences between two codewords. Here, the binary domain linear algebra is used, that
is, each element of the codeword and message sequence takes values from {0, 1}, and
the corresponding operations are implemented in GF(2). As an instance, a (7, 4, 2)
hamming code represents a length-7 code with 4 information bits, and its minimum
hamming distance is 2. For a linear algebraic code, the minimum hamming distance
is equivalent to the minimum weight of a non-zero codeword, i.e. the number of “1”
elements in the non-zero codeword. The main goal of algebraic coding is to select 2K
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linear codes from all 2N vectors in the codeword space under the given parameters
(N, K), and makes the value of d as large as possible. This is equivalent to find a set
of linear codes so that the smallest difference between any two codewords is as large
as possible. Intuitively, it can be imagined that in a N -dimensional space, each of
2N codewords is corresponding to a point distributed in this high-dimensional space.
When any 2K points are selected, the distance characteristics between these points
must be determined. It is unnecessary to consider the maximum distance between
any two points, because although this maximum value is the easiest to distinguish two
points, it is impossible to characterize the difficulty of distinguishing two points with
smaller distances. But as long as the minimum distance d between any two points is
determined, it can be guaranteed that the distance between any two other points is
at least as large as d. Therefore, for any decoding scheme that is able to distinguish
the two nearest points, it is able to distinguish any other two points. The minimum
hamming distance d can be considered to indicate the worst case. Intuitively, by
raising the value of d, the worst case can become not so “bad”.
For a linear code, hard decoding is usually applied. The received vector is firstly
converted to a hard-valued sequence consisting of {0, 1}, and then various decoding
schemes are implemented, which are different from that of the probabilistic coding
methods. For a linear code with minimum hamming distance d, all errors caused
by no more than d/2 channels can be corrected (when d is odd, the result is (d −
1)/2), but for more errors, such linear code cannot correct them. Typical linear
codes in early era include hamming codes [7], Golay codes [8], Reed-Muller (RM)
codes [9], etc. Then, the field of algebraic coding ushered in a relatively prosperous
period. At this stage, scholars applied finite field theory to coding research. Such
theory provides a very good theoretical basis for the goal that researchers have been
working to find the largest possible distance d. Typical codes based on finite field
theory include Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) [10] and Reed-Solomon (RS)
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codes [11]. These codes are able to achieve impressive performance enhancement and
have been applied in many practical scenarios. Other coding techniques that are
representative include algebraic geometry (AG) codes [12] and so on. However, the
performance of these algebraic codes still have a remarkable gap from the Shannon
limit, which are caused by several reasons. One of them is that the algebraic codes
usually apply hard decoding schemes, thus some information has been lost before
being sent to decoders. According to the information theory, this part of the lost
information is equivalent to being discarded permanently, so it is inevitable that the
partial information extracted from the receiving sequence causes performance loss.
In addition, the part of reason why Shannon limit cannot be realized is the design
and construction of codes. In the research to prove Shannon limit, random coding is
adopted without particularly emphasizing the minimum hamming distance d, which
promotes the development of probabilistic coding.

1.1.2

Probabilistic coding

The design of probabilistic coding is more in line with Shannon’s theory. This idea
is not dedicated to finding a large d, but trying to find a class of codes that have
the best average performance and appropriate complexity. In other words, the probabilistic coding is a dynamic approach which usually achieves better performance. The
first kind of codes that have a distinctly different design from algebraic coding are
convolutional codes [13]. Unlike block coding for linear codes, convolutional codes
belong to flow coding. It typically utilizes a shift register and a binary adder to continuously encode the input bits stream. In a convolutional code, there are two types
of sequences: one is the observed sequence; the other is the state sequence, which
is determined by the states of shift registers. After the occurrence of convolutional
codes, several feasible schemes have been proposed for its decoding, such as the sequential search algorithm [14]. Then, Viterbi decoding [15] was developed for the
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decoding of convolutional codes, and it has been shown to achieve optimal decoding
performance [16]. The Viterbi algorithm utilizes the mathematical relationship between the Markov state sequence and observed sequence, and the one-step transfer
characteristic of the Markov state sequence to advance from the initial state to final
state, reducing the complexity to a degree that can be effectively realized. Actually, the Viterbi decoding can be also regarded as a type of dynamic planing because
convolutional codes with Markov state sequences have the optimal substructure that
Viterbi algorithm can achieve the optimal decoding performance with low complexity.
The advent of convolutional codes have also led to the beginning of soft decoding,
rather than hard-decision based decoding. The soft decoding can introduce more
information to improve the decoding performance.
Another well-known decoding scheme for convolutional codes is Bahl-JelinekCocke-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [17]. BCJR scheme utilizes the forward-backward
iterative decoding to calculate the corresponding probabilities. BCJR decoding is a
soft input soft output (SISO) algorithm, which is a very effective decoding scheme
for turbo codes cascaded with symbol detectors. The fundamental idea of BCJR
decoding scheme is to use Markov one-step transfer characteristics. By introducing
the current state, total probability formula is utilized to add all possible values of
the state, and Bayesian formula is used to derive the iterative relationship. In the
history of probabilistic coding, there is also a kind of important techniques called
concatenated codes [18], which cascade two block codes to improve error correction
capability thus better decoding performance can be achieved [18]. In addition to this
traditional cascading approach, there is an another kind of codes called generalized
concatenated codes [19], which adopt a multi-level structure, and the corresponding
coding scheme is appropriately designed for each level. At the receiving side, multistage decoding that is decoded sequentially, and when decoding the ith level, it is
necessary to use all decoding results of previous i − 1 levels until the end of last level.
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As one of the most famous coding techniques in development of modern coding,
turbo codes [20] achieve very closely performance to Shannon limit, and the invention
of turbo codes has caused a huge sensation in the aftermath. Turbo coding is different from conventional algebraic codes. Turbo codes do not intentionally make the
minimum hamming distance d as large as possible. In fact, the idea of turbo codes
was originally inspired by treating decoders as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) amplifiers.
Therefore, when turbo coding was proposed, it did not use too much mathematics to
design a sophisticated code structure, and the idea was to straightforwardly iterate
decoders of two convolutional codes in the form of a turbine. That is, the output
of a decoder D1 is fed back to another decoder D2 to improve the decoding performance of D2 , and the result of D2 is fed back to D1 to improve the performance of
D1 . Through this continuous iterative feedback, two decoders provide information
to each other, ultimately improving the overall decoding performance. A simple but
typical turbo decoder is illustrated in Fig.1.1, where Π and Π−1 denote an interleaver
and deinterleaver, respectively. More details about turbo codes can be found in [21].
The emergence of turbo coding shifts people’s concern from the algebraic coding to
probabilistic coding. Moreover, scholars have re-explored the low density parity check
(LDPC) coding, which is a representative of codes on graphs [22, 23]. Based on this
innovation, many new coding schemes that are able to approach the Shannon limit,
such as repeat-accumulate (RA) codes [24] and accumulate-repeat-accumulate (ARA)
codes [25], are proposed, and efficient graph-based decoding algorithms, such as belief
propagation (BP) [26], are also widely studied and applied to various scenarios.
Although the field of coding has evolved over the past few decades, there are still
many problems that need to be explored. For example, the trade off between decoding
performance and complexity, coding and decoding based on multi-level structure and
graph theory. These questions are worth thinking and studying. For the readers who
are interested in coding theory, more details can be found in [27].
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D1

 -1

D2


Fig. 1.1: Block diagram of a turbo decoder

1.2

Research status of polar codes

In 2009, the first paper on the theory of polar codes was published [28]. Polar codes
have both characteristics of algebraic and probabilistic coding, which are different
from most existing coding schemes. First, as long as the code length is given, the
corresponding polar coding structure is uniquely determined, and the encoding process can also be completed by a generating matrix, which is consistent with the idea
of algebraic coding. Second, polar coding is not designed to minimize the hamming
distance. Instead, channel combination and splitting are utilized to determine the specific polar coding structure, and probabilistic decoding algorithms are also applied.
This is more in line with the probabilistic coding.
Specifically, polar coding introduces a concept called channel polarization. For a
polar code of length N = 2n (n is any positive integer), it utilizes N independent
copies of channel W for channel combination and splitting to obtain new N split
(1)

(2)

(N )

channels {WN , WN , ..., WN }. With the increase of code length N , the channel
after split will develop to two extremes, that is, the trend of polarization. Some of the
split channels will approach the perfect channels, which are noise-free channels with
capacity approaching 1, and the other part of split channels will be completely noisy,
which capacity approaches 0. Assuming that the binary input symmetric capacity
of the original channel W is denoted as I(W ), when the code length N approaches
infinity, the ratio of split channel capacity approaching 1 is approximately K = N ×
I(W ). Correspondingly, the ratio of channel capacity approaching 0 is approximately
6

N × (1 − I(W )). The behavior of polarization of a length 1024 polar code for a binary
erasure channel (BEC) is given in Fig.1.2. For a reliable channel with capacity of
1, message bits can be placed directly without any operation, which is equivalent
to an encoding rate of R = 1. For an unreliable channel with capacity of 0, frozen
bits are placed, which is equivalent to an encoding rate of R = 0. These positions
of frozen bits are known by both the transmitting and receiving sides in advance.
It can be seen that when the code length N → ∞, the reachable coding rate of
polar codes is R = N × I(W )/N = I(W ). Hence, polar codes can be theoretically
proved to achieve the binary discrete memoryless channel (B-DMC) capacity. The
successive cancellation (SC) decoding is a typical method for polar decoding. During
(i)

the channel splitting, since the obtained ith channel WN is related to all the previous
i − 1 channels, decoding of the ith channel can be implemented only all i − 1 split
channels are decoded. The SC decoding algorithm proceeds sequentially from i = 1
to i = N . Unlike LDPC codes, polar codes have a specific code structure, so it
is the first known channel coding that can be theoretically proved to achieve the
channel capacity, and polar codes have a definite construction method. The decoding
structure of polar codes is similar to the butterfly diagram [29]. Due to this regular
recursive structure, the en/decoding complexity of polar codes using SC decoding can
be generalized to O(N logN ).
To use polar coding for data transmission, it is necessary to distinguish the reliability of N split channels. In other words, which channels are reliable and which are
not. Initially, the construction of polar codes utilizes the Bhattacharyya parameter
Z(W ) [28] as a measure of the reliability of each split channel. The larger Z(W )
indicates the lower reliability of the channel. When W is a binary erasure channel
(i)

(BEC), each Z(WN ) can be calculated recursively with complexity of O(N logN ).
Nevertheless, for other channels, such as binary input symmetric, or binary input ad(i)

ditive white Gaussian noise channels, there is no such a method to calculate Z(WN )
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Fig. 1.2: Channel polarization for BEC ε=0.5
accurately. An effective approximation method was developed for channels other than
BEC by introducing channel degradation and channel evolution [30]. Moreover, it has
been introduced that there are some methods to achieve channel polarization, so as
to realize a polar code with an arbitrary codeword length of N = ln , where l is any
positive integer. This method was introduced in [31]. Also, the relationship between
decoding performance and code length can be found in [32]. These articles further
enriched the theoretical basis of polar codes.
The capacity achievement of polar codes is only a theoretical proof due to the inefficient channel polarization caused by limited code length. Therefore, in practice, the
performance of polar codes under SC is sub-optimal, especially when the code length
is short or moderate. Also, the latency of SC based decoding is high. To improve the
throughput of polar decoding, despite some fast SC decoders [33, 34, 35], some scholars applied decoding algorithms adopted by other codes to polar decoding, such as
BP that is widely used in LDPC codes [36]. BP decoding for polar codes [37, 38] has
some improvement compared with the SC decoding method in terms of latency, but
there are a large number of short loops in the decoding factor graph, which increases
the correlation of update in decoding process [39]. Therefore, there is still a clear
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gap between the performance of BP and maximum likelihood (ML). To improve the
decoding performance of BP, many articles have been proposed [40, 41, 42]. Instead
of solving the problem directly by changing the update strategy or eliminate short
loops, most modified BP tried to generate more than one candidates using permutation or scrambling to improve the decoding performance. Also, some works did
modifications on the encoding side [43, 44]. Since the capacity achievement of polar
codes has been proved by using SC, many improved SC based methods were proposed, such as SC-list (SCL) decoding and its modified versions [45, 46, 47, 48, 49].
For SCL, by maintaining multiple paths in parallel during the decoding process, the
probability of correct codeword loss can be reduced, thereby achieving better performance. Moreover, by introducing the cyclic redundancy check (CRC), the error
correction capability of SCL can be significantly improved. Using SCL, for some code
lengths, the decoding performance of polar codes is better than that of turbo and
LDPC codes [47, 50]. Nevertheless, most polar decoding algorithms cannot achieve
the ML performance (except for SCL decoding with very large size), especially for
short or moderate code length. As an alternative way to achieve ML decoding, sphere
decoding (SD) can achieve ML performance with high complexity [51]. Unlike the
ML decoder which searches all possible outputs, SD only visits candidates within a
sphere with radius r . Although SD significantly reduces the complexity compared
with ML decoding scheme, it is still too complicated to be implemented in practice.
Therefore, many articles were proposed to decrease the complexity of SD for polar
codes [52, 53, 54].
With the continue in-depth study, polar coding has been applied in some practical
scenarios. At the 2016 conference in Lisbon, Portugal, participants debated on what
channel coding should be used in the 5G enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) scenario. Finally, both LDPC and polar codes are selected to be adopted to the 5G new
radio (NR) interface by the third-generation partnership project (3GPP) [55]. Polar
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codes would be applied in the signaling channel, and LDPC codes would be applied
in the data channel. Therefore, polar codes has won a position in 5G era.

1.3

OFDM based systems

Besides channel coding, as a practical communication system, a reliable transmission
scheme is also required. By combining the transmission, channel coding and other
necessary techniques (i.e. constellation mapping, resources allocation, channel estimation), a communication network can achieve the performance that meet requirements
for practical scenarios. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been
applied in 4G wireless networks because of its strong resistance for frequency selective
fading. Also, such benefits of OFDM based systems also make them a very strong
candidate for next generation wireless communication networks.
OFDM is a special kind of multi-carrier modulation (MCM). OFDM divides a
high speed data stream into several low speed data streams and modulate them on
sub-carriers that are orthogonal with each other, making the symbol period longer
than the delay spread. This property can avoid small scale fading and inter-symbol
interference (ISI) [56]. Moreover, OFDM is spectrally efficient since sub-carriers have
significant overlap in the frequency domain [57].
The concept of OFDM was proposed in 1965 as a special case of the frequency
division multiplexing [58]. Compared with the conventional FDM, OFDM allows
the spectrum from different sub-carriers that are orthogonal to be overlapped with
each other, which improves the spectral efficiency of the system. In 1971, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was utilized into the MCM [59]. In practice, the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) implementation of the DFT has made OFDM modulation
and demodulation feasible and very successful. In the 1980s, Peled and Ruiz [60]
inserted cyclic prefix (CP) to OFDM signals to guarantee the orthogonality among
sub-carriers, which dramatically decreased the ISI caused by a multi-path channel.
10

OFDM has been adopted extensively in 4G long term evolution (LTE), IEEE
802.16 (WiMAX), and IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) standards for its relatively high resistance against frequency selective fading [61]. Compared with single carrier modulations, OFDM has several advantages, which caused OFDM to replace code division
multiple access (CDMA) techniques in 4G LTE networks. The main advantages of
OFDM are listed as follows [62]:
• Robustness against narrow-band co-channel interference
• Robustness against ISI and fading caused by multipath propagation
• High spectral efficiency
• Simple implementation using FFT/IFFT
• Frequency diversity
However, OFDM also has some obstacles that need to be overcome in the implementation of OFDM systems:
• Sensitivity to carrier offset and drift
• High peak to average power ratio (PAPR)
Moreover, similar to polar codes, OFDM is also a potential candidate as the waveform format of 5G communication networks [63]. Since to the strong performance
of OFDM in frequency selective channels, it is worth to investigate the polar-coded
OFDM based system. In practice, communication channels are frequency selective
instead of pure additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). However, polar codes are
mostly designed for AWGN channels, which may be insufficient when using in frequency selective channels. Although there are some investigations for polar codes
construction in fading channels [64, 65, 66], it is more practical and straightforward
to combine the standard polar code with some existing techniques to improve its
11

performance. Many related schemes that are helpful to OFDM or polar decoding can
be introduced for system performance improvement. Moreover, the introduction of
polar code in OFDM based systems can contribute to the solutions of the problems
that MCM techniques are currently facing, such as high PAPR.
As an extended version of OFDM, OFDM with index modulation (OFDM-IM)
introduces the concept of spatial modulation (SM) to the frequency domain [67].
Compared with the conventional OFDM, OFDM-IM provides an interesting trade-off
between energy efficiency and system performance from the adjustment of the number of active sub-carriers in systems [68]. Nevertheless, it was shown that OFDM-IM
shows weak performance in low SNR scenarios [69]. Several articles have been proposed to improve the performance of OFDM-IM and are able to achieve effective
results. Most of these modified OFDM-IM are generalized in [70]. Thanks to the significant flexibility, OFDM-IM has been currently attracting a number of researches
and playing a very strong candidate in the next generation wireless networks. It is
very interesting to investigate the performance of polar-coded OFDM-IM systems,
especially compared with the conventional polar-coded OFDM system because both
OFDM and OFDM-IM are potential candidates for 5G while polar codes have already been accepted by 5G standards. Moreover, all improved techniques for polar
en/decoding applied in OFDM systems are expected to be smoothly transfered to
OFDM-IM. Unfortunately, based on author’s best knowledge, no article investigates
such problems. This gives us a chance to develop a polar-coded OFDM-IM based
system which is expected to be able to achieve better performance than that of the
polar-coded OFDM system.

1.4

Main research contents of the thesis

The main contribution of this thesis is to propose a general design guideline of polarcoded OFDM-IM systems. Nevertheless, before it, there are many related works devel12

oped during the author’s Ph.D program, including modified polar decoding methods,
modified polar-coded OFDM systems, and a low PAPR OFDM-IM system utilizing
polar codes.

1.4.1

Modified polar decoding schemes

This thesis starts from proposing several modified polar decoding schemes, which
achieve better error performance than their counterparts. These polar decoding methods are based on SC-flip (SC-F), BP and SD, respectively. Then, to reduce the redundant iterations of BP, a stopping criterion is proposed. The research contents of
this part are summarized as follows:
• A novel SC flip stack decoding based on GA for polar codes:
In this part, an enhanced SC-F decoding is proposed. As a modified version
of SC, SC-F decoding can achieve better error performance than that of SC
without increasing significant complexity. In the proposed method, compared
with the conventional SC-F, new criteria based on Gaussian approximation
(GA) are applied to accurately recognize incorrect bits. Further, to correct
more than one errors, a stack based on ML rule is utilized. Based on these two
modifications, simulation results show that the proposed method can achieve
better performance than that of conventional SC-F and SCL decoding with
lower complexity.
• Novel decoding schemes for polar codes based on BP:
In this part, we propose two decoding schemes for polar codes based on the BP
algorithm. The basic idea of the proposed schemes, called “interleaved-BP” (IBP) and “multiple candidates-BP” (M-BP), is to construct multiple candidates
with different reliability values from the received signal and to decode each
candidate by a BP decoder. Then, the output of the BP decoder that meets the
13

stopping criterion or the maximum likelihood (ML) rule is chosen as the decoded
data. Simulation results show that both the proposed polar decoders outperform
the one based only on a single conventional BP decoder. In conjunction with
each of the proposed schemes, a feedback structure is also proposed to achieve
more performance gain. The proposed feedback structure takes as input the
output of each BP decoder, and enhances the a posteriori information of reliable
bits and flips unreliable bits. Then, the processed information is fed back into
its corresponding decoder. Simulation results show that the performance gain
of the proposed schemes with this feedback, compared to the ones without the
feedback, may be as large as 1 dB at a frame-error rate (FER) 10−2 on frequency
selective channels and 2 dB at a FER of 0.07 on doubly selective channels (DSC).
• Stopping criterion for BP polar decoder based on bit different ratio:
As an iterative decoding method, BP exchanges information between the nodes
of decoding factor graph. However, sometimes the information between nodes
is not changed but the number of iterations has not reached the preset value.
This situation results in iteration redundancy, which decreases decoding efficiency and waste energy. In this thesis, we propose a novel stopping criterion
for BP polar decoders. The proposed criterion is based on the bit difference
ratio (BDR). The BDR stopping method is implemented by monitoring the
fluctuation of BDR along with the number of iterations to decide if the BP
decoding process can be terminated. Simulation results indicate that the proposed criterion can provide superiority in iteration reduction compared with
the current stopping criteria [71, 72, 73, 74]. Hence, the proposed BDR stopping criterion can effectively reduce the energy waste and decoding latency of
decoding procedure. Moreover, by loosing constraints, the proposed stopping
criterion can achieve more iteration reduction at the cost of BER degradation.
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• A hybrid SD scheme for short polar codes using variable step size:
In this part, we propose a hybrid stack SD scheme for polar codes based on
radius extension and a modified optimum PM. The proposed SD scheme utilizes
variable step size obtained from the PM and increases the corresponding radius
until a valid polar codeword is found. Simulation results show that for short
polar codes, compared with existing SD schemes, the proposed scheme achieves
more complexity reduction without compromising the ML optimality.

1.4.2

Modified polar-coded OFDM systems

After introducing the polar decoding schemes, improved polar-coded OFDM systems
are investigated. These related works are presented in Chapter 5, which contains two
modified polar-coded OFDM systems which introduces existing techniques to improve
error performance. First, a channel compensator for BP with noisy channel estimate
is proposed. Then, a turbo receiver that combines the expectation maximum (EM)
soft symbol detector and BP decoder is proposed, which significantly improves the
error correction performance of polar-coded OFDM systems. The research contents
of this part are summarized as follows:
• Polar decoding for wireless system with noisy channel estimates:
In this section, a channel compensator C to improve conventional BP polar decoding performance with noisy channel estimates is proposed. It is known that
in practice, channel estimates for fading channels are usually available. However, inaccurate channel estimates may leads decoding performance degradation. In this section, we prove that utilizes channel compensator can effectively
enhance the BER performance of polar codes over fading channels. However, it
is proved that the min-sum (MS) based decoding schemes cannot enjoy this benefit brought by channel compensators. By introducing the variance of channel
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2
estimate errors σm
, inaccurate initial LLRs can be re-regulated using a chan-

nel compensator C, which helps enhance BER performance. Simulation results
suggest that BP decoders utilizing C can achieve 1.5 dB SNR gain without
complexity increment.
• Turbo receiver of polar-coded OFDM system with unknown CSI:
In this section, a turbo receiver for polar-coded OFDM systems in frequencyselective fading channels with unknown channel state information (CSI) is proposed. The receiver iteratively exchanges the soft information between an
expectation-maximization (EM) symbol detector and a soft polar decoder that
is based on the BP. By utilizing such receiver, the error correction performance
of systems can be significantly improved even with unknown CSI. Simulation
results show that by using the proposed turbo receiver, around 5 dB coding
gain at a BER of 5 × 10−2 can be obtained compared with receivers that detect
symbols and implement decoding separately with unknown CSI.
1.4.3

A SLM scheme for PAPR reduction in polar-coded OFDM-IM systems without using side information

In this section, we propose a novel SLM scheme based on a polar coding technique for
PAPR reduction in OFDM-IM systems. The proposed scheme by utilizing random
frozen bits in polar codes generates different number of candidate sequences. Then
the candidate sequence with the smallest PAPR is selected for transmission. The proposed scheme can be considered as one block in an OFDM-IM system that performs
both PAPR reduction and error correction. For a fair comparison, the performance
of an OFDM-IM system based on the proposed scheme is compared with a system
that carries out the same operations with two separate blocks where a polar encoder
is cascaded with the one for PAPR reduction (such as conventional SLM or partial
transmit sequence (PTS)), and a polar coded OFDM-IM system without any PAPR
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reduction scheme. Moreover, based on our proposed SLM scheme, a novel receiver
without using side information (SI) is proposed. This SI free receiver is based on
SCL. Simulation results show that as the polar code can bring both error correction
and PAPR reduction capabilities by using our proposed scheme. Also, the proposed
SI free receiver can achieve similar BER performance as that of the ideal case in both
AWGN and frequency selective channels.

1.4.4

Polar-coded OFDM with index modulation

In this part, we apply polar codes to a modified version of OFDM systems with index modulation which is called OFDM with in-phase/quadrature index modulation
(OFDM-I/Q-IM). We provide general design guidelines for the proposed polar-coded
OFDM-I/Q-IM systems. In the proposed system, at the transmitter, we employ a
random frozen bits appending scheme which not only makes the polar code compatible with OFDM-I/Q-IM but also improves the BER performance of the system.
Furthermore, at the receiver, it is shown that the a posteriori information for each
index provided by the index detector is essential for the iterative decoding of polar
codes by the BP algorithm. Simulation results show that the proposed polar-coded
OFDM-I/Q-IM system outperforms its OFDM counterpart in terms of BER performance.

1.5

The organization of the thesis

In Chapter 2, preliminary knowledge on polar codes designed for memoryless channels
is given. The author starts from the theory of polarization, which is the reason that
polar codes can achieve the channel capacity when the code length tends to infinity.
Then, practical polar codes constructions, including encoding and decoding methods
are reviewed.
In Chapter 3, the author gives several improved polar decoding schemes in terms
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of error correction performance enhancement or complexity reduction.
After introducing the works related to polar decoding, in Chapter 4, the background of OFDM based systems is reviewed. This chapter starts from the introduction of OFDM, including the principle and transceiver of OFDM. Then, as a modified
version of OFDM, the concept of OFDM-IM is introduced. Moreover, the comparison
between OFDM-IM and OFDM is also provided in this chapter.
In Chapter 5, enhanced polar-coded OFDM systems are proposed. By introducing some existing techniques, these proposed systems can improve their error
performance.
Then, in Chapter 6, to reduce the high PAPR in OFDM-IM systems, the SI free
SLM scheme based on polar codes is introduced and the polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM
system is proposed in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8, the author conclude the thesis by summarizing the main contributions of each chapter and discussing the potential interesting open questions for
future research.
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2

THE THEORY OF POLAR CODES

This chapter mainly introduces the basic en/decoding principles of polar codes, and
its effective implementation structure. These preliminaries provide the basis for the
subsequent research and analysis.

2.1

The theory of polarization

This section gives the preliminaries of the polarization theory. The first part of this
section introduces the chain rule of mutual information and the second part of this
section gives the definition of channel split and polarization

2.1.1

Chain rule of mutual information

u1

I (W )

u1

u2

I (W )

u2

(a)

c1
c2

I (W )

y1

I (W )

y2

(b)

Fig. 2.1: (a). Conventional transmission mechanism (b). Polar coding transmission
mechanism

In Fig.2.1.(a), the author uses u1 and u2 to represent the source message bits. For
simplicity, let u1 , u2 ∈ {0, 1}, and their inter-operations are in binary fields. After
they are sent over a symmetric channel with capacity of I(W ), y1 and y2 are received.
Here, the symmetric capacity I(W ) refers to the channel capacity when the input
distribution is uniform symmetrical. Examining the mutual information obtained by
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using such channel twice, we can obtain the following result:
(1)

I(u1 , u2 ; y1 , y2 ) = I(u1 ; y1 , y2 ) + I(u2 ; y1 , y2 |u1 )
(2)

= I(u1 ; y1 ) + I(u2 ; y2 )

= I(W ) + I(W )
= 2I(W )

(2.1)

where (1) is obtained from the chain rule of mutual information, and (2) is because
two channels utilized by u1 and u2 are independent. Then, we investigate Fig.2.1.(b),
which illustrates the mechanism of a polar code transmission. Unlike the conventional
transmission mechanism, before sending u1 and u2 to channels, binary operations need
to be implemented first to obtain c1 = u1 ⊕ u2 , and c2 = u2 . Now, examining the
mutual information obtained by such operations, we can obtain the following result:

I(u1 , u2 ; y1 , y2 ) = I(c1 , c2 ; y1 , y2 )
= I(u1 ; y1 , y2 ) + I(u2 ; y1 , y2 |u1 )
(1)

(1)

(2)

= I(W2 ) + I(W2 )

(2)

= 2I(W )
(1)

(2.2)
(2)

where in (1), the author denotes I(W2 ) = I(u1 ; y1 , y2 ), I(W2 ) = I(u2 ; y1 , y2 |u1 ).
(2) is because two channels are still independent of each other. Since u1 and u2 are
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independent, we have:
(2)

I(W2 ) = I(u2 ; y1 , y2 )
= I(u2 ; y1 , y2 , u1 )
= I(u2 ; y2 ) + I(u2 ; y1 , u1 |y2 )
= I(W ) + I(u2 ; y1 , u1 |y2 )
≥ I(W )
(1)

(2.3)

(2)

Therefore, I(W2 ) ≤ I(W ) ≤ I(W2 ).
Based on above conclusions and Fig.2.1.(b), we have actually defined two split
channels:
(1)

u1 → y1 , y2

W2

:

(2)
W2

: u2 → u1 , y1 , y2

(2.4)

Here, let give an example to illustrate the polarization phenomenon. Assume that
channel W is a BEC with erase rate ε = 0.4, which means I(W ) = 1 − ε = 0.6.
When decoding u1 in Fig.2.1.(b), we have u1 = y1 ⊕ y2 . It is easy to know that
when one of {y1 , y2 } is a delete symbol, the value of u1 cannot be obtained. At
this time, the decoding of u1 fails, which probability can be calculated as: p1 =
ε × (1 − ε) + ε2 + (1 − ε) × ε = 0.64. On the other hand, it is known that u2 = y1 ⊕ u1
or u2 = y2 , thus as long as either of these two results provides a non-deletion symbol,
then u2 will be decoded correctly. That is, when u1 is correctly decoded, u2 will fail
for decoding only if {y1 , y2 } are all incorrect symbols. The corresponding probability
can be calculated as: p2 = ε × ε = 0.16. From above calculations, we know that for a
BEC with ε = 0.4, the delete probability of u1 and u2 are 0.64 and 0.16, respectively,
resulting in 0.64 > 0.4 > 0.16. From the perspective of channel capacity, after simple
(1)

(2)

calculations, we have: I(W2 ) = 1 − 0.64 = 0.36 and I(W2 ) = 1 − 0.16 = 0.84,
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

satisfying I(W2 ) + I(W2 ) = 2I(W ) and I(W2 ) ≤ I(W ) ≤ I(W2 ).
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2.1.2

Definition of channel split and polarization
(1)

From Fig.2.1.(b), we can obtain two split W2

(2)

and W2

by independently utilizing

channels W . Now using this recursive idea one more time, if we copy the structure
(1)

in Fig.2.1.(b), we can obtain two independent split channels W2
(1)

we apply the same arithmetic structure to W2

(2)

and W2 . Then

(2)

and W2 , respectively and obtain

Fig.2.2.

u1
u2

u3
u4

v1

c1

v2

c2

v3

c3

v4

c4

I (W )

y1

I (W )

y2

I (W )

y3

I (W )

y4

Fig. 2.2: Recursive structure of a polar code construction
The author defines N split channels after recursive structure as:
(i)

(i−1)

WN : ui → y1N × u1

(2.5)

where i = 1, 2, ..., N , and here, the author denotes uji as vector [ui , ..., uj ]. Then after
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calculations, the transition probability of the ith split channel can be written as:
(i)

WN (y1N , ui−1
1 |ui ) =
=

P (y1N , ui−1
1 , ui )
P (ui )
P
N
i
N
uN ∈χN −i P (y1 , u1 , ui+1 )
i+1

P

uN
i+1

=

N

1/2

1/2
N
N N
∈χN −i (P (u1 ) × WN (y1 |u1 ))

P

uN
i+1

=

1/2
N N
∈χN −i WN (y1 |u1 )
1/2

1

X

=

N −i
uN
i+1 ∈χ

where χ ∈ {0, 1}, and WN (y1N |uN
1 ) =

QN

i=1

2N −1

WN (y1N |uN
1 )

(2.6)

W (yi |ci ). Here, considering a specific case

for a N = 8 polar code in BEC with ε = 0.4. After recursive calculations, we can
obtain the capacity of each split channel:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

I(W8 ) = 0.0168 I(W8 ) = 0.2424 I(W8 ) = 0.3486 I(W8 ) = 0.8322
(5)
I(W8 )

= 0.4979

(6)
I(W8 )

= 0.9133

(7)
I(W8 )

= 0.9495

(8)
I(W8 )

(2.7)

= 0.9993

Hence, under the construction mechanism of polar codes, each split channel has different capacity. If we have 4 bits to transmit, we should select 4 split channels that have
the highest capacities, which are the 4th , 6th , 7th , 8th channels. For the rest channels,
some pre-known bits should be arranged, such as “0” bits. Thus, the information
sequence after zero insertion can be denoted as u81 = [0, 0, 0, u4 , 0, u6 , u7 , u8 ], where
u4 , u6 , u7 , u8 are called information or free bits, and u1 , u2 , u3 , u5 are called frozen
bits, which are usually zeros. These bits are known by transmitters and receivers in
advance. Further, it has been concluded [28] that:
• When the code length N approaches infinity, the capacity of a split channel
obtained through the construction will show a tendency of polarization, that is,
it will approach 0 or 1.
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• Assume that the symmetry capacity of a channel W is I(W ), then, when the
code length approaches infinity, there will be about N × I(W ) split channels
whose capacity is 1, and about N × (1 − I(W )) split channels with capacity of
0.
• When message bits are placed on split channels with capacity of 1, the achievable
rate is R = N × I(W )/N = I(W ). It means that polar codes can reach the
symmetrical channel capacity when the code length approaches infinity.
• When the channel input distribution is symmetrical, that is the channel capacity
C = I(W ), polar codes can reach the channel capacity.
Compared with turbo and LDPC codes, polar codes have a specific coding structure. This explicit structure is sufficient to prove that polar codes can reach the
channel capacity, not in an average sense. A simple but direct illustration for the
understanding of polar codes is given in Fig.2.3. A message sequence uN
1 is sent to a
N
polarization structure and a codeword cN
1 is obtained. Then, c1 is sent to real phys-

ical channels, and a signal y1N is received. However, since the polarization structure
actually constructs a set of split channels, it can be considered that each bit ui in
(i)

the message sequence is sent to the corresponding split channel WN for transmission
with received sequence {y1N , ui−1
1 }.

2.2

Polar encoding

A polar code C(N, K) is assumed with rate R = K/N , where N = 2n denotes the
code length, and K (K ≤ N ) indicates the number of information bits. Given an
N
input sequence uN
1 (after zero insertion) and codeword x1 , the encoding process can

be expressed as a matrix product. Take a construction of polar code with length N
and rate R as an example. In Arikan’s original paper [28], before encoding, the input
sequence uN
1 is permuted by a permutation matrix BN . Then, the sequence after
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I (WN( 2 ) )
I (WN(1) )
c1

u1
u2

c1

I (W )

y1

I (W )

y2

......

Polarization
Structure

c1

uN

I (W )

yN

I (WN( N ) )
Fig. 2.3: Direct illustration of polar codes
permutation are multiplied by a generation matrix G⊗n . Here, it yields:

N
⊗n
xN
1 = u1 BN G

(2.8)

where G⊗n denotes the nth Kronecker power of G, as written below:




1 0 
G=

1 1

(2.9)

BN is a permutation matrix, which can be defined recursively as: BN = RN (I2 ⊗
BN/2 ), where I2 is a 2 × 2 identity matrix. The effect of matrix RN is as follows:

[u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , ..., uN ] × RN = [u1 , u3 , u5 , ...uN −1 , u2 , u4 , u6 , ..., uN ]
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(2.10)

Since the matrix BN only serves as a re-ordering of indices and it does not affect
the properties of polar codes, the author omits this permutation for simplicity in the
following parts of this thesis.
The polar encoding procedure aims to identify the K most reliable bit-channels
using various polar construction methods [28, 30, 75, 76, 77] to carry information bits
uN
1 . The indices of the rest N − K frozen bits are recorded in F. For instance, to
build a C(8, 4) polar code, G⊗3 can be expressed as:

G⊗3


1


1


1



1
=

1


1



1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1





0


0



0


0


0



0

1

(2.11)

Four rows are taken for information bits. In such example, u1 , u2 , u3 , u5 are assumed
to be picked as frozen bits, and the other four positions u4 , u6 , u7 , u8 carry the information. An illustration of the encoding process for a BEC with ε = 0.5 is given in
N ⊗3
Fig.2.4. Accordingly, the C(8, 4) code can be built by performing xN
1 = u1 G , as
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expressed below:
 T  T 
1
x
0
 1
  
 
  
x2 
 0  1
 
  
 
  
x 
 0  1
3
 
  
 
  
 
  
x4 
u  1
  =  4 
 
  
x5 
 0  1
 
  
 
  
x 
u  1
6
 
 6 
 
  
 
  
x7 
u7  1
 
  
1
x8
u8

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1





0


0



0


0


0



0

1

(2.12)

It is shown that due to the recursive structure of G , the encoding complexity of
polar codes can be reduced from O(N 2 ), which is the complexity of vector-matrix
multiplication, to O(N logN ) [78].

2.3

SC based polar decoding

Polar codes decoded by SC can achieve the channel capacity of B-DMCs when the
code length is long enough [28]. In this section, SC and SCL [45] decoding are
reviewed. The author notes that there are also some other polar decoding schemes,
such as SC-F [79], BP [38], SD [51]. These decoding schemes will be reviewed in the
next chapter.
2.3.1

SC polar decoding

For SC decoding, hard decision of the ith estimate ûi depends on both received vectors
y1N and the previous estimation ûi−1
1 . The corresponding ûi is determined according
to its LLR, which is denoted as:

L(ûi ) = ln(

P (ui = 0|y1N , ûi−1
1 )
)
N
P (ui = 1|y1 , ûi−1
1 )
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(2.13)
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Fig. 2.4: Encoding procedure for a C(8, 4) polar code, BEC with ε = 0.5
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Then, the hard decision of ûi can be obtained as follows:

ûi = h(L(ûi )) =





if i ∈ F

ui ,

(2.14)


 1−sgn(L(ûi )) , if i ∈ Fc
2

where c represent the complementary, and sgn(x) is the sign function.
It has been reported in [28] that the LLR of ûi can be obtained recursively according to the encoding graph of polar coding. Here, the author defines the function
f (a, b, k) and g(a, b, k) as follows:
1 + ea+b
)
ea + eb

(2.15)

g(a, b, k) = (−1)k a + b

(2.16)

f (a, b) = ln(

where, a, b ∈ R, k ∈ {0, 1}.

(2j−1)

LN

N/2

(y1N , û2j−2 ) = f (LjN/2 (y1

2j−2
j
2j−2
N
, û2j−2
1,o ⊕ û1,e ), LN/2 (yN/2+1 , û1,e ))

N/2

(2j)

LN (y1N , û2j−1 ) = g(LjN/2 (y1

(2.17)

2j−2
, û2j−2
1,o ⊕ û1,e ))

(2.18)

LLR values can be obtained via (2.17) and (2.18) recursively, and in above equa(2j−2)

tions, 1 ≤ j ≤ N/2. û1,o

(2j−2)

and û1,e

(2i−2)

denote the odd and even part of û1

, re-

spectively. The author notes that when N = 1, the recursion stops and L11 (yi ) should
i |xi =1)
be obtained from the channel input, which equals to ln( PP (y
), where 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
(yi |xi =0)

The decoding complexity of SC can be generalized to O(N logN ).

2.3.2

SCL polar decoding

Unlike SC decoding that only keeps one survival path and do hard decision directly,
SCL decoding attempts both ûi = 0 and ûi = 1 (i ∈ Fc ) by splitting current path into
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two paths. If the number of decoding paths is larger than a pre-defined list size L,
the SCL decoder discards the least probable paths based on the PM, which is given
in (2.19), where l = 1, 2...L, and keeps the best L paths.

P Mli =








(i−1)

P Ml






(i−1)

if

i ∈ F or Fc and ui [l] = h(Ll (ui ))

+ |Ll (ui )|

if

i ∈ Fc or F and ui [l] 6= h(Ll (ui ))

if

i ∈ F and incorrect value

P Ml

+∞

(2.19)

Moreover, by attaching CRC bits behind the original polar codeword, the performance of SCL decoding can be further improved [50]. It has been concluded that due
to the large list size, the complexity of SCL decoding, generalized as O(LN logN ), is
higher than that of SC decoding. Therefore, to decrease the complexity of SCL, an
adaptive-SCL (A-SCL) decoding was proposed [47]. Instead of keeping a fixed list
size L, A-SCL doubles the size L only when the estimate ûN
1 obtained by current
size-L SCL cannot pass the CRC. By using such iterative method, unnecessary paths
splitting can be avoided while the performance is maintained [80].

2.3.3

Comparison between polar codes and existing coding schemes

Although polar codes have the capacity-achieving construction and provide a new
idea for channel coding theory. Compared with other existing codes, polar codes still
have many open issues for practical applications. Here, the author summarizes a
comparison between these codes in Table.2.1. The author notes that for turbo and
LDPC codes, the conclusion is directly quoted from book [81].
The advantages of polar codes can be summarized as follows:
• The design and construction of polar codes are more straightforward and less
complex than its competitors.
• Polar codes have been proved to achieve capacity of symmetric B-DMCs because
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Table 2.1: Comparison among polar codes, LDPC codes, and turbo codes
Structure
Polar
Turbo
LDPC

Encoding
Complexity

Recursive
encoder
Convolutional
encoder
Matrix
multiplication

Design and construction
Methods
Complexity
DE [82]
High
Tal and Vardy [30] Medium
GA [76]
Low
Interleaver
High
optimization
Degree distribution
High
optimization

O(N logN )
medium
O(mN ) low
O(N 2 ) high

Decoding
Complexity
Performance
O(N logN ) low
Sub-optimal
O(LN logN )
SCL
Approach ML
medium
O(T N logN )
BP
Sub-optimal
high
Iterative
O(T 4N 2m )
Approach ML
BCJR
high
O(T (N d¯v + M d¯c ))
BP
Approach ML
high
One turbo code has two convolutional component codes
m: memory length of the component codes
T : maximum iterations
N : code length
M : number of check nodes
L: list size
d¯v (d¯c ): average check degree distribution of the LDPC code
Algortithms
SC

Polar

Turbo
LDPC

Notation
List
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of their code structures. Therefore, polar codes have a theoretic advantage over
the other two codes.
• Polar codes can achieve better performance than that of other codes with some
specific decoding schemes (SCL or SCL+CRC) with lower complexity, which is
shown in Table.2.1.
Nevertheless, polar codes also have disadvantages compared with its competitors,
which are:
• For polar codes construction, the channel reliability should be calculated based
on different channel types, which means the code construction is channel dependent though the code structure is universal (The positions of information
bits may be different with different channel types.).
• Classical polar decoding methods have obvious disadvantages. SC based schemes
are easy to be implemented, but they usually have high latency. BP decoding
has high throughput, but its performance is not satisfying compared with turbo
and LDPC codes due to the structure of polar codes. SD achieves ML performance, but its complexity is very high, which is almost impractical when the
code length is long.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, the author gave the preliminary knowledge of polar codes, including:
the theory of channel polarization, polar encoding and decoding. The author notes
that although in this thesis, how to construct polar codes is not the priority, the
introduction of polar encoding is necessary and helpful for the development of the
following chapters. Further, the author also reviewed SC and SCL decoding algorithms for polar codes, which are usually used as a benchmarks when comparing with
polar decoding schemes. Moreover, the comparison of polar codes and other classical
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channel coding schemes was also provided. According to the comparison, we know
that polar coding has its unique advantages, which help it to become a strong candidate for next generation communication networks. Therefore, many works related to
polar decoding have been proposed.
In next chapter, the author will introduce several modified polar decoding schemes
developed during the author’s PhD program. These modified polar decoding schemes
can surpass existing methods by improving the error performance or reducing the
complexity.
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3

MODIFIED POLAR DECODING SCHEMES

In order to design a polar-coded OFDM-IM system, the investigation in polar decoding is inevitable. Therefore, during the author’s Ph.D study, most polar decoding
schemes are investigated. These schemes own different advantages and the author
found most of them can be improved in terms of their error correction performance
or complexity reduction. In this chapter, the author introduces three modified polar
decoding schemes based on SC, BP and SD, respectively, and they are able to achieve
enhanced performance in terms of error correction or complexity reduction. Furthermore, in this chapter, the author also introduces a novel stopping criterion to reduce
BP decoding latency.

3.1

A novel SC flip stack decoding based on GA for polar
codes

3.1.1

Introduction

Polar coding is regarded as a major breakthrough in information theory. Polar codes
achieve channel capacity using SC decoding with long codeword length [28]. Nevertheless, when the code length is moderate or short, the decoding performance of
SC is sub-optimal. To improve the performance of SC, SC-F based schemes were
proposed by flipping potential incorrect bits [79, 83, 84]. Compared with SC decoding, SC-F achieves lower frame error rate (FER) with similar complexity in moderate
to high SNRs. However, the conventional SC-F still has inferior performance than
that of SCL [45], which is caused by following reasons: first, SC-F flips one bit in
each iteration, leading the case that has more than one errors cannot be corrected.
Second, criteria of choosing unreliable bits in SC-F are too naive to make an efficient
decoding. Therefore, to solve these drawbacks, in this section, a stack is utilized to
correct more error bits, and GA [75] is introduced to effectively recognize incorrect
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bits. By using these modifications, the proposed SC-F is able to correct more than
one errors and achieve lower FER performance than that of the conventional SC-F.

3.1.2

SC decoding in a block by block perspective

We note that SC decoding is usually introduced in a view of bit by bit prospect,
as what we have introduced in Chapter.2. However, in this section, we describe SC
in a block by block prospective for a better understanding of the proposed SC-F.
For simplicity, a C(24 , 9) polar code is given as an example, where 24 is the code
length N , “9” is the number of information bits, and the indices of information bits
are [6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Fig.3.1.(b) illustrates a decoding tree of SC, where
black leaf nodes are information bits, and the white ones are frozen bits. In most
articles, these nodes are called: rate-0 (white), rate-r (gray) and rate-1 (black, which
are A,B,C,D in Fig.3.1.(b)) based on different kinds of bits (frozen or free) they
contain [85]. As shown in Fig.3.1.(a), a decoding node v receives a soft information
vector αv from its parents pv and is responsible to produce an estimate ûv . The
initialization of root nodes are obtained from the channel output y1N with αvroot =
(yi |xi =0)
.
(λ1 , λ2 , ...λN ), where λi is the ith received LLR, which is denoted as: λi = ln PP (y
i |xi =0)

When a local decoder v is activated, αvl is obtained through:
αvl [i] = f (αv [2i − 1], αv [2i]), for i = 1, ..., 2n−dv −1

(3.1)

and given to vl , where n and dv is equivalent to log2 N and the depth of node v,
respectively. The operator f (x) is defined as: 2tanh−1 (tanh( x2 )tanh( x2 )). After receiving ûvl from vl , the local decoder v then activates its right node vr and αvr can
be obtained via:

αvr [i] = αv [2i − 1](1 − 2ûvl [i]) + αv [2i] for i = 1, ..., 2n−dv −1
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(3.2)

Then, node v receives ûvr from vr and calculates ûv via:
ûv [2i] = ûvr [i]
(3.3)
n−dv −1

ûv [2i − 1] = ûvl [i] ⊕ ûvr [i], for i = 1, ..., 2

Then, node v passes ûv to pv . The local decoder v is finished when node v obtained ûv .
Then, the same operation is operated at the next node. Finally, leaf nodes perform
the following hard decision if such leaf nodes are not frozen:

ûv,leaf =



0, if αv,leaf ≥ 0

 1, otherwise

Here, the ûv,leaf is denoted as the estimated information bits.
pv
v

v

 vl

vl

ûv

 vr

ûvl

A

ûvr

C

B

D

vr

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.1: Illustration of (a). local decoder of SC; (b). full binary tree for N = 24

3.1.3

Criteria for unreliable bit selection

It has been illustrated that in most SC decoding scenarios, there is only one bit error
occurred, and this behavior becomes remarkable with the increase of SNR. However,
this sole incorrectness may compromise consecutive output LLRs and leads “error
propagation”. Hence, SC-F aims to correct the first error bit that could cause error
propagation. Intuitively, criteria of selecting unreliable bits are critical for SC-F
decoding. Here, unlike the conventional SC-F that only relies on LLRs, we propose
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two criteria based on GA and “critical set” [86], which are helpful to find these
unreliable bits.
Criterion.1: Assume a node v with length m, αv = [α1 , α2 , ..., αm ], and uv =
e (ui )
, where P̄e (ui )
[u1 , u2 , ..., um ]. A bit can be regarded as unreliable if |αi | < ln 1−P̄eP̄(u
i)

is the average error probability of the ith bit, and P̄e (ui ) is low. The proof of this
criterion is given in the appendix.
Criterion.2: The first incorrect bit is highly possible in set f, which contains
the first unfrozen bits of all rate-1 nodes and may have variant length. The proof of
Criterion.2 has been given in [86].

3.1.4

The proposed SC-F scheme

We know that for polar codes, the FER performance of ML decoding is superior than
that of the conventional SC-F. The ML result can be obtained by minimizing the
squared Euclidean distance (SED) between the estimated ûN
1 and received sequence
N ⊗n 2
N
)| ), where 1 is an
y1N , which can be described as: ûN
1 = argmin(|y1 − (1 − 2u1 G
u

all one vector. However, in the conventional SC-F, estimates may not have the lowest
SED among intermediate estimated results obtained during the flipping process. Also,
the received sequence may have more than one incorrect bits due to the channel
condition. Intuitively, a stack that stores the indices of flipping bits that result in
the lowest SED during the iterations can be utilized to correct more than one errors.
The usage of stack is illustrated in Fig.3.2. For example, the 4th and 10th bits are
incorrectly decoded. In the conventional SC-F, after flipping the 4th bit, the CRC fails
and the sequence remains unchanged. However, due to the lower SED after flipping
the 4th bit, the proposed method includes this bit to the stack. Compared with the
conventional SC-F, the procedure of the proposed method is given as follows.
Step.1: Initialization: set a stack ID = ∅. Then, do a SC decoding, and obtain
LLRs αi , for i = 1, 2, ..., N . If CRC passes, output ûN
1 , otherwise, go to Step.2.
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......

u4

......

u10

id llr (t )  id max
... CRC

......

SED = 10 ID=[ ]

......

u4

......

u10

u4

......

u10

......

... CRC

proposed

u10

... CRC

u4

......

u10

... CRC

SED = 5 ID=[4 ]

......

... CRC

SED = 4 ID=[4,10 ]

......

SED = 10 ID=[ ]

SED = 5 ID=[4 ]

......

u4

pass

u4

......

u10

... CRC

SED = 6 ID=[10 ]

SC-F

fail

Fig. 3.2: Illustration of decoding procedure between the conventional SC-F and the
proposed method
Step.2: Construct a flipping set idbookllr : first, construct indices set f based on
e (ui )
, where k
Criterion.2. Then, for a node i in set f with LLRs αi , if |αi | < kln 1−P̄eP̄(u
i)

is a constant obtained from experiments, which is great than 1, includes such i into
idbookllr .
Step.3: Do SC-F and check: set a iteration number T . Then, do SC-F based on
idbookllr . If CRC passes, output ûN
1 . Otherwise, update the stack based on following
rules: after one flipping on bit i in the iteration t, if the corresponding SED is smaller
than the previous one in the stack, store such index i in the list of stack ID[ ] and
keep the current ûN
1 for next iteration.
Step.4: Output and check: if CRC passes or t = T , output ûN
1 , otherwise, t = t+1
and go to the Step.3.
We note that when the corresponding SED of idllr (t) is smaller than that of the
stored one, if the present flipping bit index idllr (t) at the tth iteration is smaller than
the largest index idmax saving in the stack, only the indices in stack that are smaller
than idllr (t) can be used in the next iteration. Let assume that the 4th bit is the wrong
decision. However, since |α4 | > |α10 |, the 10th bit is flipped first. After, since the SED
is lower than that of the previous one, the stack stores index 10. However, when the 4th
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bit comes to the stack, the index 10 must be removed from the stack. Otherwise, SC-F
decoding can never be successful even reaching the maximum number of iterations.
The value of P̂e (ûi ) can be obtained off-line via GA. Also, the set f can be
obtained off-line based on the structure of polar codes. Therefore, the complexity of
the proposed method does not increase compared with the conventional SC-F.
3.1.5

Simulation results

In this section, FER and complexity performances between the proposed SC-F and
the conventional SC-F in AWGN channels are compared. In our simulations, code
length N = 1024 and code rate R = 0.5. Moreover, since SCL decoding can achieve an
impressive performance among existing polar decoding methods [87], the performance
of SCL with L = 16 is also included as a reference. We note that the CRC used in
this part was 16 bits and the generation polynomial was x16 + x15 + x2 + x1 )
FER,N=1024 R=0.50 Polar code performance
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SC
SC-F,T=16
proposed,T=16
SC-F,T=32
proposed,T=32
SC-L,L=16
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Fig. 3.3: FER performance among the proposed SC-F, conventional SC-F, and SCL
decoding methods
Fig.3.3 indicates the FER performance of the proposed SC-F and conventional
SC-F in AWGN channels. In the simulation, different iterations T are used. It is
shown that the proposed SC-F achieves better FER performance than that of the
conventional SC-F with the same number of T . The increase of T is helpful to obtain
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a better performance. Additionally, it is shown that in low SNR scenarios, the gap
between two different methods is small. However, with the increase of SNR, the
proposed method is more likely to find incorrect bits. Moreover, compared with SCL
decoding, the proposed SC-F with T = 32 can achieve a similar decoding performance.
18
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Fig. 3.4: Average normalized computational complexity among the conventional, proposed SC-F and SCL decoding methods
In Fig.3.4, we give the average normalized complexity [79] of the proposed and
conventional SC-F when T = 8 and T = 16. As a reference, the complexities of SC
and SCL are also included. It is indicated that the complexity of proposed decoding
method is lower than that of the conventional SC-F when Eb/N0 is low. It is because
by including more bits into the stack, the proposed method can correct more than
one bits, which may lead the decoding process terminate earlier. Additionally, it
is illustrated that the complexity of both SC-F converge very quick, and when the
Eb/N0 is larger than 2.5 dB, the complexity of both SC-F methods are almost the
same as that of SC. Also, compared with SCL decoding, the proposed SC-F can
achieve similar FER performance with lower complexity.
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3.2
3.2.1

Novel decoding schemes for polar codes based on BP
Introduction

Polar codes have been considered as a type of capacity-achieving codes for B-DMCs [28].
SC [28] and BP [38] are two widely applied decoding algorithms for polar codes. In
general, SC is less complex than other types of decoding methods [87] (e.g. BP
or SD [51]). However, with the constraint of code length, SC exhibits sub-optimal
error correction performance with high latency. Therefore, many researchers have attempted to improve SC by increasing its complexity [50, 88, 89, 90, 45]. Meanwhile,
BP is considered as an alternative polar decoding method. Although BP still show
sub-optimal performance, it exhibits higher throughput and lower latency due to its
parallel structure. Nevertheless, only a few recent works, [41]- [40], have developed
modified versions of BP polar decoding to achieve better performance. In [41], to
solve three common error patterns present in BP, a post-processing approach was
proposed and achieved significant performance gain. In [40], it was prposed a BP-list
(BPL) decoding algorithm that outperformed SCL. Furthermore, a noise aided BP
(N-BP) proposed in [42] improved decoding performance by adding random noise.
Besides these modified BP decoders, some schemes based on outer code concatenation or modified polar coding constructions were also proposed [43, 44]. However,
these methods tried to modify the structure of polar codes.
In this section, we first propose two enhanced BP decoders to improve the error
correction performance of polar codes. The interleaved-BP (I-BP) consists of a group
of distinct interelavers, designed according to decoding factor graphs. The multiple candidates-BP (M-BP) yields several candidates by adding random offsets with
different variances. Both I-BP and M-BP can generate several estimated codeword
candidates which have different soft values. Then, the candidate that meets stopping
criterion [71] and ML rule is selected. In conjunction with the proposed BP decoders,
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a feedback structure is introduced. This structure enhances reliable bits and flips
unreliable bits based on their LLRs. If at the end of a round of decoding neither
the stopping criterion nor the ML rule is met, the receiver feeds back the processed
(enhanced or flipped) a posteriori information of the selected candidate yielded by
M-BP or I-BP as the initial messages used for the next iteration. By exchanging
these informations iteratively, the error correction performance of the decoder can be
improved at the expense of increasing complexity and latency.

3.2.2

Belief propagation decoding

In this section, we consider a C(N, K) polar code of length N = 2M with K (K ≤ N )
free bits. Here, the index sets of frozen and free bits are denoted as F and Fc , respectively. The message vector u and polar codeword x are denoted as [u[1], u[2], ..., u[N ]]
and [x[1], x[2], ..., x[N ]], respectively.
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=
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Fig. 3.5: Factor graph of a C(8, 5) polar code
BP polar decoding can be viewed as a message-passing algorithm over the factor
graph of polar code. For example, Fig.3.5 illustrates the factor graph for a C(8, 5) po42

lar code, with u[1], u[3], u[5] as frozen bits. A BP decoder consists of M N/2 processing
elements (PE), where M = log2 N . Fig.3.6 gives a detailed view of the message flow
for a single PE. The soft messages from right to left and left to right are denoted by
t
, respectively, where i = 1, . . . , N is the bit index, m = 1, . . . , M is the
Lti,m and Ri,m
t
stage index, and t is the iteration number. The leftmost value of Ri,1
is 0 (i ∈ Fc ) for

free bits and ∞ for frozen bits (i ∈ F). The rightmost messages Lti,M +1 is obtained
(x[i]=0|y)
, where y denotes the received signal. In each iteration, the
according to ln PP (x[i]=1|y)

message-passing algorithm is initiated from m = M (rightmost) and m = 1 (leftmost), respectively. The update equations for a PE can be simplified considerably by
the following scaled min-sum (SMS) updates, [91]:

t−1
t
Lti,m = g(Lt−1
i,m+1 , Li+N/2m ,m+1 + Ri+N/2m ,m )
t−1
t
Lti+N/2m ,m = Lt−1
i+N/2m ,m+1 + g(Li,m+1 , Ri,m )
t
t
t
Ri,m+1
= g(Ri,m
, Lt−1
i+N/2m ,m+1 + Ri+N/2m ,m )
t−1
t
t
t
Ri+N/2
m ,m+1 = Ri+N/2m ,m + g(Li,m+1 , Ri,m )

(3.4)

where g(a, b) is defined as follows:

g(a, b) = α sgn(a) sgn(b) min(|a|, |b|)

(3.5)

and α is a constant scaling factor.
(i, m)

(i  N / 2 m , m)

Lti ,m

Rit,m 1

Rit,m

Lti-,1m 1

Rit N / 2m ,m

Lti-1N / 2m ,m 1

Lti  N / 2m ,m

=

(i, m  1)

(i  N / 2 m , m  1)

Rit N / 2m ,m 1

Fig. 3.6: PE for a BP decoder
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The BP algorithm is run for a fixed number of iterations T or can be stopped as
soon as a codeword is obtained. At the tth iteration, from the a posteriori information
computed on the left side of the factor graph at node (i, 1), the hard decision of the
information bit u[i] denoted by û[i] is obtained, as

t
û[i] = sgn(Lti,1 + Ri,1
).

(3.6)

Similarly, at the same iteration, the hard decision of the code bit x[i] denoted by x̂[i]
can be obtained on the right side of the graph at node (i, M + 1), as

t
x̂[i] = sgn(Lti,1+M + Ri,1+M
).

(3.7)

A possible stopping rule is the following: if the vectors û = [û[1], . . . , û[N ]] and
x̂ = [x̂[1], . . . , x̂[N ]], consisting of the hard decisions of x[i] and u[i], respectively, can
satisfy the following equation, [71, 1]:

x̂ = ûG⊗M .

The performance of the BP decoder can be improved by running more iterations [92].
The latency of BP is O(logN ) [38], which is low relative to that of SC, which is O(N ).
A typical BP decoding process is given in the Algorithm.3.1.
3.2.3

Novel decoding schemes based on BP for polar codes

In this section, I-BP is first proposed. Then, M-BP is proposed in the second part.
Last, in the third part of this section, the proposed feedback structure is introduced.
3.2.3.1

Interleaved-BP decoding scheme :

A BP factor graph is illustrated in Fig.3.5, where a C(8, 5) polar code with
F = {1, 3, 5} is processed. Ideally, we assume that x = y. According to the fac44

Algorithm 3.1 (N, K) BP polar decoding: (û, x̂) = BP(y, F)
Initialization :
(x[i]=0|y)
Initial values for BP using the received vector y: λ[i] = ln PP (x[i]=1|y)
;
The index set of the frozen bits F;
The maximum iterations T and scale factor α
t
;
For each node (i, m), initialize messages Lti,m and Ri,m
if (m == 1) & (i ∈ F) then
t
← ∞, t = 0, 1, ...T ;
Ri,m
else if (m == M ) then
Lti,m ← λ[i], t = 0, 1, ...T ;
else
0
← 0;
L0i,m ← 0, Ri,m
end if
while 1 < t < T do
t
according to eq.(3.4);
Update: Lti,m and Ri,m
Update: x̂ according to (3.7) and û according to (3.6);
t ← t + 1 & Start the next iteration;
end while
Output: û and x̂
tor graph, the following observations can be obtained: if the input sequence y is
[y[1], y[2], y[3], y[4], y[5], y[6], y[7], y[8]], according to the factor graph, the estimated
result can be calculated as:
T

T 
y[1]
u[1]








y[2]
u[2]








u[3]
y[3]












u[4]
y[4]

 =





u[5]
y[5]








u[6]
y[6]












u[7]
y[7]




y[8]
u[8]


1


1


1



1


1


1



1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1





0


0



0


0


0



0

1

(3.8)

thus û in order [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] can be obtained. Likewise, if y in order [1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8]
is sent to the decoder (indicated in the brackets of Fig.3.5), the corresponding output
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is calculated as:

T 
T
u[1]
y[1]
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0
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(3.9)

which is û in the same order [1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8].
From the above observations, we can see that when y with a specific order is
input, output û with the same order can be calculated according to the factor graph.
This specific input order of y can be achieved by a group of interleavers. A block
diagram of the proposed I-BP is given in Fig.3.7. The received sequence y is firstly
interleaved by a group of interleavers before sending to a set of BP decoders. An
interleaver is a device that operates on a block of N symbols to reorder or permute
them, without repeating or omitting any of the symbols in the block [93]. From a
mathematical point of view, an interleaver can be considered as a bijective map that
maps every vector to a permuted version of itself. Here, we define a set of J distinct
interleavers {Πj } with the following mapping functions:
 j
k

 (i−1)
2j + Φj [ (i+1)
]
i is odd
j
2
2
πj (i) = j
k

 (i−2)
2j + Φj [ 2i ] + 2j−1 i is even
2j

(3.10)

where 1 ≤ j ≤ J, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , b·c means the integer value of the argument. Φj is a
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length N/2 sequence, which is defined as:

Φj = [1, ..., 2j−1 , 1, ..., 2j−1 , ..., 1, ..., 2j−1 ]
|
{z
}

(3.11)

N
2

For example, if N = 8, j = 2, Φ2 is written as: [1, 2, 1, 2]. Then, the interleaver
Π2 is expressed as: Π2 : [1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6, 8]. Based on the factor graph and above
observations, interleavers {Πj } with j = 1, 2, 3 for a length-8 polar code is given in
Table.3.1.
1

y

2

y1
y2

BP#1

 1 1

BP#2

 2 1

x̂1
x̂ 2

x̂

.......

J

yJ

 J 1

BP#J

x̂ J
.

Fig. 3.7: Block diagram of the proposed I-BP decoder

Table 3.1: Available Interleavers for a N = 8 Polar Code
Πj
Π1
Π2
Π3

[
[
[
[

πj (1),πj (2),πj (3),...,πj (8) ]
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ]
1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6, 8 ]
1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8 ]

The interleavers {Πj } can generate J different vectors yj ,

yj = [yj [1], yj [2], ..., yj [N ]],
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(3.12)

by permuting symbols in the input sequence y, as:

yj = Πj (y)
= [y[πj (1)], y[πj (2)], ..., y[πj (N )]]

(3.13)

As a result, the components of the new vectors yj are obtained from the components
of y as follows:
yj [i] = y[πj (i)]

(3.14)

for j = 1, 2, ..., J and i = 1, 2, ..., N .
According to (3.10), we know that as long as j is defined, the interleaver Πj is
solely determined. Essentially, the mapping of these interleavers are defined based on
the relationship of nodes connected by “⊕” according to the factor graph on each stage
m. Therefor, the number of available interleavers is limited to M , thus J ≤ M . We
note that if random interleavers are applied, transmitted bits may cannot be recovered
by utilizing the BP polar decoding graph. For instance, if y with a random order
[2, 1, 8, 7, 4, 3, 6, 5] is sent to a BP decoder, the output sequence using the decoding
graph will be:


y[1] ⊕ y[1] ⊕ y[2] ⊕ y[3] ⊕ y[4] ⊕ y[5] ⊕ y[6] ⊕ y[7] ⊕ y[8]






y[1]
⊕
y[3]
⊕
y[5]
⊕
y[7]






y[5]
⊕
y[6]
⊕
y[7]
⊕
y[8]








y[5] ⊕ y[7]






y[3]
⊕
y[4]
⊕
y[5]
⊕
y[6]






y[3]
⊕
y[5]






y[5] ⊕ y[6]




y[5]

(3.15)

which is not a valid codeword. Therefore, I-BP implements at most M distinct
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interleaving operations using Πj based on (3.10). Then, a parallel BP decoding are
implemented continuously until stopping criteria are met or t = T . Subsequently,
de-interleavers Π−1
are required to obtain x̂j in the correct order. After finishing
j
decoding and de-interleaving operations, J candidates can be obtained. Denote S as
the indices set of J candidates. The following rule is employed to choose a candidate
as the final output:

x̂ = argmax
j∈S

N
X

(1 − 2xj [i])y[i], j = 1, 2, ...J

(3.16)

i=1

which is virtually the ML rule for BPSK modulation.
In practice, the interleavers of I-BP can be obtained in advance since the decoding
factor graph is pre-determined. We note that by applying the proposed interleavers,
indices of frozen bits, as well as the structures of BP decoders, are not changed.
However, by utilizing different interlavers, final LLRs of û or x̂ may be changed
because of different intermediate computations in the factor graph. These different
soft values may generate variant estimated x̂, which give us more chance to choose
the correct estimate.

3.2.3.2

Multiple candidates-BP decoding scheme :

It is known that the initial LLRs which are depended on the received vector y
are critical to BP decoding. The proposed M-BP yields a group of different initial
values by adding a set of random vectors dj = [dj [1], dj [2], ..., dj [N ]] with 1 ≤ j ≤ J,
where J denotes the maximum number of candidates. By utilizing these different
initial yj , where yj = [yj [1], yj [2], ..., yj [N ]], J different estimated codewords x̂j =
[xj [1], xj [2]..., xj [N ]] or information bits ûj = [uj [1], uj [2]..., uj [N ]] can be obtained.
After generating J candidates, M-BP also follows (3.16) to select the final output.
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An initial vector yj for M-BP decoding can be expressed in the following way:

yj [i] = y[i] + dj [i],

i = 1, 2, ...N

(3.17)

where dj [i] denotes a Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance σ02 . Here, we
also denote the set of candidates x̂j as S
A very practical problem is how to choose the optimal σ02 , which is utilized to
generate a random vector dj [i]. Parameter optimization with careful mathematical
proof remains an open question. In [42], it was shown that using noise generated by
random variance can improve the decoding performance of BP. In this part, instead of
using random variance σ02 [42], a fix value of σ02 is obtained from experiments. Fig.3.8
shows that the value of σ0 is associated with the value of SNR. It is indicated that
the impact of σ02 is small at low SNRs. Hence, in the simulation, we choose σ02 = 0.2
based on the result when SNR is 2.5 dB.
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Fig. 3.8: Impact of σ0 in M-BP on FER with 1/2 code rate, variable code length
and SNR

The block diagram indicating the proposed M-BP is given in Fig.3.9. According
to the block diagram, the received signal y is first scrambled by a random vector dj .
Then, J parallel BP decoding are implemented. Then, M-BP selects candidates that
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satisfies stopping criteria and output the most probable one based on (3.16). We note
that unlike I-BP, the available number of candidates for M-BP is not limited by M ,
which provides flexibility. Nevertheless, simulation results show that I-BP can obtain
better performance than that of I-BP with the same number of candidates.
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dJ

yJ

BP#1
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x̂1
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x̂
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d1

BP#J

x̂ J
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Fig. 3.9: Block diagram of the proposed M-BP decoder

3.2.3.3

M-BP and I-BP with the feedback structure :

From the previous section, we know that the proposed BP schemes generate multiple candidates, which have different LLRs. In these decoding procedures, some
decoded bits are unchanged even they are affected by different permutations or offsets, revealing that these bits are reliable. In contrast, some decoded bits have low
reliability (measured by LLRs) or oscillate easily during the decoding procedure, suggesting that these bits are unreliable and may be potentially incorrect. Inspired by
these behaviors, in this section, a feedback structure is proposed, which can be cascaded to the proposed BP schemes. The feedback structure freezes reliable bits and
flips unreliable bits. Subsequently, these processed bits are fed back to decoders as
the leftmost priori information R and the a posterirori information L on the rightmost side, to enhance the decoding performance. These information are exchanged
iteratively until the output sequence meets stopping criteria or the iteration of the
feedback structure iter reaches its maximum I.
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Fig.3.10 shows a proposed BP (M-BP or I-BP) decoder cascaded with the feedback
structure. For all J candidates obtained from the 1st trial, the ith bit is considered as
reliable if all |LLRiout | of J candidates are larger than a threshold β, where β denotes
a constant larger than 0. The calculation of |LLRiout | is given by:
T
|LLRiout | = |LTi,1 + Ri,1
|, i = 1, 2, ...N

(3.18)

Then, the candidate xj̃ and the corresponding yj̃ are picked by candidate selector
according to:
j̃ = argmax
j∈S

N
X
(1 − 2xj [i])y[i]

(3.19)

i=1

The indices of unreliable bits are stored in a set id based on their |LLRiout |. We note
that for the proposed feedback structure, after the 1st failed trail, instead of using
all J initial yj from candidate generator as the inputs of next trails, yj̃ at current
iteration iter is used as the inputs to all J BP decoders. Then, like what has been
done to |LLRiout |, similar calculations are also conducted on the information of the
input sequence yj̃ , which is written as |LLRiin | and calculated by:
T
|LLRiin | = |LTi,1+M + Ri,1+M
|, i = 1, 2, ...N

(3.20)

If the |LLRiin | is larger than a threshold β, this bit is trustworthy, and the corresponding |LLRiin | should be enhanced in the next iteration.
After finding reliable and unreliable bits that need to be processed, R are updated
based on set id and threshold β. If the corresponding bits are reliable, they are
considered as pre-known. However, if these bits belong to set id, the corresponding
messages are flipped by freezing them to opposite values. We note that in order to
take advantages of J parallel BP decoders, each decoder flips one distinct bit in set
t
id and enhance all bits that are considered as reliable. The update of message Ri,1
is
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written as:

t
Ri,1
=





sgn(LLRiout )LLRmax







+∞



−sgn(LLRiout )LLRmax







0

for LLRiout > β
if i ∈ F

(3.21)

if i ∈ id
else

where LLRmax denotes the maximum positive value we can define in a decoding
procedure, which effectively biases û[i] to 0 or 1.
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Fig. 3.10: Block diagram of the proposed BP cascaded with the feedback structure
Then, the message Lti,M +1 in J BP decoders are also required to be updated based
on the value of |LLRiin |. LLRs of reliable bits can be considered as pre-known and
then updated by:

Lti,M +1

=




sgn(LLRin )LLR

max

i



unchanged

for LLRiin > β

(3.22)

otherwise

This feedback structure aims to choose the x̂ that meets stopping criteria and (3.16).
Here, we define the distance between the received y and the estimated vector x̂j at
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iteration iter as:

D(x̂j , iter) =

N
X

||(1 − 2xj [i])yj [i]||2 , j = 1, 2, ...J

(3.23)

i=1

We know that the x̂ obtained in current iteration iter may have larger distance
than that in the previous iteration. Therefore, if the current D(x̂j,iter ) is larger than
D(x̂j,iter−1 ), all updated information need to be dropped, and the former information
in iteration iter − 1 should be used in the decoding trial in iter + 1. Otherwise, the
updated LLRs obtained in iteration iter must be used. In such ways, more than
one incorrect bits may be corrected by the feedback decoding structure. Finally,
if the estimated codeword x̂ meets stopping criteria or the iteration iter meets its
maximum I, the decoding should stop and the estimated codeword must be output.
The decoding process of the proposed feedback structure with M-BP is given in
Algorithm.3.2.
The proposed feedback structure can be regarded as an extended SCF decoding [79] in BP field. However, unlike SCF that only flips unreliable bits, our proposed
feedback structure also enhance reliable bits. Then, since BP is an iterative decoding,
the proposed scheme not only updates the initial LLRs on the rightmost side, but
also the information on the leftmost side. In addition, unlike SCF that locates unreliable bits based on the result in only one decoding trial, the proposed method selects
potential reliable and unreliable bits according to the results given by J parallel BP
decoders. Moreover, the proposed feedback structure implements J distinct bits flip
simultaneously, which achieves lower latency.

3.2.4

Advantages and benefits

Similar to the conventional BP, the first benefit of I-BP and M-BP is their lower
latency compared with SC based polar decoders. It has been suggested that the BP
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Algorithm 3.2 Decoding process utilizing the proposed feedback structure:
Initialization: xtep = 0, set I = ∅;
while iter = 1 : I do
if iter == 1 then
Obtain x̂j , ûj , L, and R from a M-BP decoder using yj ;
Calculate LLRiout according to eq.(3.18) and LLRiin according to eq.(3.20);
Sort LLRiin in descending order to build a set id;
Find j̃ according to eq.(3.19);
else
Obtain x̂j , ûj from a M-BP decoder using yj̃ , update R according to eq.(3.21),
and L according to eq.(3.22);
Find j̃ according to eq.(3.19);
end if
if x̂j ==ûj G⊗M or iter == I then
Decoding finish, and output the x̂ that meets eq.(3.16);
else
Ltep ← L; Rtep ← R;
Update R according to eq.(3.21), and L according to eq.(3.22);
end if
if D(xtep ) ≤ D(xj̃ ) then
R ← Rtep , L ← Ltep
else
xtep = xj̃ ;
end if
end while
based decoding enjoys advantages of high throughput and low latency for its parallel
hardware implementations [94]. The latency of I-BP and M-BP decoding methods
is O(log2 N ). In contrast, SC based decoding requires higher latency, which can be
scaled with O(N ). The second benefit of the proposed schemes refer to their simplicity. I-BP and M-BP decoders do not require any modification on BP decoder itself,
which is different from some other modified BP decoders [40]. The only additional
step takes place on the input sequence, which can be permuted in advance. The
third benefit of the proposed methods refers to their flexibility. On the one hand, to
save hardware resources, M-BP or I-BP can be implemented serially using unchanged
decoding structures. On the other hand, to improve the efficiency, the proposed methods can be employed in a parallel way. According to the simulation result, although
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the proposed BP still has performance gap to Fast-SCL [95], the parallel nature of
BP decoding makes this decoder interesting for applications with stringent latency
requirements, which is about 1/6 of Fast-SCL [96]. Furthermore, BP based decoders
yield soft outputs, which can be applied in joint detection and decoding that cannot
be achieved by hard decision based decoders. We note that the proposed decoding
schemes also pay the cost like high hardware complexity due to the parallel structure, whereas this issue can be solved by changing the proposed schemes to sequential
structures. Also, the feedback structure increases latency. Nevertheless, simulation
results suggest that compared with the gain from adding feedback structures, the
latency increase is tolerable, especially in moderate and high SNR scenarios.

3.2.5

Simulation results

In this section, some simulation results are presented and evaluated. The proposed
BP decoding schemes are compared from several aspects. First, the FER performance
between the two proposed BP and the conventional BP are compared. Then, the FER
performance of the proposed BP cascading the feedback structure (denoted as “FBP”) are provided and compared with the proposed BP without such structure. Also,
to show the advantage of the feedback structure, F-BP schemes are performed and
evaluated in different channels (e.g. fading and AWGN channels). Last, the proposed
BP schemes are compared with existing modified BP decoders, including BP-List [40]
(denoted as “BPL”), noise aided BP [42] (“N-BP”), and SCL [97]. In our simulations,
coding rate R is 0.5. Perfect synchronization is assumed, and the maximum iteration
(T ) is 50 for N = 512 polar codes and 40 for N = 256 polar codes. Moreover, in the
proposed methods, fixed threshold β = 5 and β = 3 are used in AWGN and selective
channels, respectively.
Fig.3.11 and Fig.3.12 show the FER performance among I-BP, M-BP and the conventional BP with N = 256 and N = 512, respectively. According to the simulation
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results, we know that although all proposed decoders can improve the FER performance compared with the conventional BP, I-BP exhibits better FER performance
than that of M-BP with identical number of candidates. Additionally, increasing the
amount of interleavers or random vectors d can benefit the FER performance. Further, compared with the conventional BP, performance gains become more remarkable
at high SNRs. Note that the number of interleavers in I-BP is limited to M , which
may not be sufficient for the requirement of some cases. Nevertheless, by combing
with M-BP, more candidates can be generated. Such hybrid BP decoding scheme is
open for future investigation. Moreover, we include the performance of PBP proposed
in [96] because of their similarities and following differences: The proposed I-BP does
not introduce any CRC, all termination process are based on stopping criteria. The
proposed I-BP can only cover M candidates by utilizing, which are less than that
of PBP decoding. The proposed I-BP is based on a groups of interleavers and the
PBP decoding is based on bits shifting. The proposed I-BP can achieve sightly better
performance when the number of candidates is the same, which is shown in Fig.3.12.
FER,N=256 R=0.50 Polar code performance
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Fig. 3.11: FER performance among different BP decoders with N = 256
Then, in Fig.3.13,we investigate the FER performance between the proposed BP
schemes with and without the feedback structure in AWGN channels. It is illustrated
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Fig. 3.12: FER performance among different BP decoders with N = 512
Table 3.2: Relative Frequency of Iteration Numbers for variant Eb/N0
Iteration numbers
Eb/N0=1.5dB
Eb/N0=2.0dB
Eb/N0=2.5dB

1
540
747
893

2
151
130
102

3
54
43
1

4
15
12
0

5
7
6
0

6
7
2
0

7
226
60
4

that the feedback structure is capable to further improve the FER performance. By
increasing the maximum iteration I, the performance can be enhanced at the cost
of increasing latency. Moreover, the enhancement with I becomes remarkable in
moderate or high SNR scenarios. Conclusively, the feedback structure helps the
proposed BP schemes improve their decoding performance at the cost of increasing
latency. Nevertheless, Fig.3.14 suggests that in moderate and high SNR scenarios,
BP with the feedback structure exhibit a comparable latency to conventional BP.
Further, Fig.3.15 and Table.3.2 reveal that when I is 7, in most cases, BP with the
proposed structure can obtain x̂ correctly within 3 iterations. For example, when
Eb/N 0 is 1.5 dB, more than 70% decoding procedures can be successfully finished
within 3 iterations. This behavior becomes more remarkable when SNRs are high.
To comprehensively investigate the proposed BP schemes, the FER performance
of the feedback structures cascading I-BP and M-BP (denoted as “F-IBP” and “F-
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Fig. 3.13: FER performance between BP decoders with and without the feedback
structure
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Fig. 3.14: Average iterations iter among different BP decoders with the feedback
structure
MBP”) are compared in Fig.3.16, using J = 4 in frequency selective channels combing
with OFDM. Fig.3.16 suggests that like what happened in AWGN channels, the
proposed BP with feedback structure also exhibits better FER performance than that
of the BP without such structure. Besides, compared with M-BP, F-MBP obtains
nearly 1 dB gains at probability 1 × 10−2 . Hence, the feedback structure exhibits
stronger error correction ability in frequency selective channels. Intuitively, we can
also expect that increasing I can improve the FER performance though this benefit
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Fig. 3.15: Relative frequency of iterations for F-MBP decoders with different Eb/N 0
will vanish gradually with the increment of I.
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Fig. 3.16: FER performance among BP decoders with and without the proposed
feedback structure in frequency selective channels
Furthermore, in Fig.3.17, FER performance of the proposed BP decoding schemes
combined with OFDM systems are compared in doubly selective channels (DSC) [98].
We note that a least square (LS) channel estimator was employed for simplicity [99].
It is therefore speculated though all BP decoding schemes undergo performance degradation in DSCs, those using the feedback receiving structure are capable of achieving
better FER performance than other modified BP decoders. The feedback receiver
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can obtain nearly 2 dB gains at the probability 0.07, a data noticeable than that in
frequency selective channels.
FER,N=512 R=0.50 Polar code performance
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Fig. 3.17: FER performance among BP decoders with and without the feedback
structure in DSCs
Last, the proposed BP decoders as well as their feedback cascaded versions are
compared with some existing polar decoding schemes in AWGN channels. Fig.3.18
suggests that with the same number of candidates, the proposed BP decoding schemes
exhibit superior FER performance than that of existing modified BP decoding schemes.
For instance, when Eb/N 0=3.0 dB, F-BP can achieve almost 0.4 dB gain than that
of the conventional BP. Then, compared with N-BP which uses random noise with
variance σ0 , the proposed M-BP can still achieve better performance. Moreover, as
a reference, the FER of a SCL decoder with list size 4 is also provided. It is illustrated that the proposed BP schemes achieve better performance than that of the
SCL decoding except that in the case with Eb/N 0=3.5 dB.
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Fig. 3.18: FER performance among the proposed BP and other polar decoding
schemes.

3.3

Stopping criterion for BP polar code decoders based on
bits difference ratio

3.3.1

Introduction

It has been concluded that because of the inherently parallel architecture, BP decoding schemes have much lower latency than SC based schemes. The low-latency
merit renders BP more suitable to 5G applications, particularly for those which have
low time-delay requirements. However, a BP decoder may achieve decoding process
before reaching its pre-set maximum iterations, which results in redundant implementations and energy waste. Hence, setting an inappropriate iteration will lead the
decoding process lose efficiency. Additionally, unnecessary iterations may compromise the low-latency advantage of BP, which is unacceptable in many applications
with low latency requirements.
To construct a low-latency BP decoder, an effective stopping criterion is required.
Some investigations have been done in several articles [71, 72, 73, 74]. In [71], generation matrix G⊗n is used to reduce unnecessary iterations. If the estimated information
⊗n
bits ûN
equals to the estimated codewords x̂N
1 G
1 , the decoding procedure can stop
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successfully. Moreover, two similar methods, proposed in [72] and [73], are based on
errors of the worst protected information bits (WIB) and the best protected frozen
bits (FBER), respectively. It have been concluded that these two proposed methods
own higher latency due to higher iterations and weaker error correcting performance
than that of the G-Matrix based method, but they are more hardware-friendly [72]
due to their lower computational complexity. In this section, our priority focuses on
the latency reduction, which can be achieved through decreasing iterations.
Although the G-Matrix based criterion stops the decoding process when it satisfies
the condition:
⊗n
ûN
= x̂N
1 G
1

(3.24)

⊗n
the estimated information bits ûN
may not always agree with x̂N
1 G
1 , especially in

low SNR scenarios. Our proposed stopping criterion in this section is based on an
⊗n
cannot always be equivalent to x̂N
observation that although ûN
1 , the number
1 G
⊗n
and x̂N
of different bits between ûN
1 can be comparatively stable and reach to
1 G

a “platform” with little fluctuation. According to this observation, if bits difference
fluctuations are small enough, and such different gaps can be kept within a tolerance
for a consecutive number of iterations, or even such gap equals to zero, which means
⊗n
that ûN
= x̂N
1 G
1 , the decoding process can be stopped. We call this method “bits

difference ratio (BDR)” stopping criterion.

3.3.2

Previous BP decoders with stopping criteria

A stopping criterion was proposed in [71] based on the generator matrix G⊗n , called
G-Matrix based scheme. For this criterion, the estimated information bits at the tth
iteration ût are re-encoded by making use of the generator matrix G⊗n . Then, it
is compared to the estimated codeword x̂t . If ût G⊗n == x̂t , the decoder can stop
and assumes that the decoding is successful. In literature [72], a simplified stopping
criterion based on the “worst protected information bits (WIBs)” was proposed. For
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WIB stopping criterion, authors assume that the successful detection of a cluster of
WIBs is enough to stop the decoding process. Hence, the WIB stopping criterion
tracks the alternative signs of a cluster of WIBs, if signs does not change for several
iterations, the decoder will stop and declare decoding success. BP decoders with these
criteria can stop themselves earlier with low computational complexity. Similarly, A
stopping criterion based on the best protected frozen bits called FBER scheme was
proposed [73]. FBER stopping criterion can achieve similar performance, in terms of
iteration reduction, as that of WIB but lower computational complexity.
Among these existing criteria, G-Matrix based scheme saves the most iterations
compared with the other two. It is very efficient in terms of latency reduction. However, in many low SNR scenarios, ut G⊗n does not equal to xt even t reaches to its
maximum. To clarify this behavior occurred during the decoding process, we define
the BDR at iteration t as:
(K − Dt )
K

(3.25)

where Dt is the number of different bits between ût G⊗n and x̂t at the tth iteration.
For example, if ût G⊗n equals to x̂t , then Dt is zero, thus BDR equals to 1. It is
indicated in Fig.3.19 that in comparatively high SNR scenarios, the G-Matrix based
stopping criterion can be easily satisfied, while in comparatively low SNR scenarios,
BDR may not equal to 1 but also gets to a “platform” with little fluctuation. This
intuitive behavior gives us the idea that a BP decoding process can stop as ling as
the BDR can keep flat for a consecutive iterations, which may save more unnecessary
decoding procedure than that of the G-Matrix based scheme.

3.3.3

The proposed BDR based early stopping criterion

As shown in Fig.3.19, it appears that the BDR stabilizes at a steady-state value for
each SNR scenario. Hence, we propose a BDR based stopping criterion to make use
of this behavior. Here, we keep tracking the value of BDRv − BDRv−1 , which is the
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Fig. 3.19: BDR along with iterations, N =128, K=64, maxt = 19
difference of BDR between iterations v and v − 1. The idea of BDR based stopping
criterion can be given as:
|BDRv − BDRv−1 | ≤ M, for v = t, t + 1, ..., t + P − 1
or

(3.26)

|BDRv | = 1
This proposed stopping criterion can be interpreted as that if the gap of BDR
between iterations v and v − 1 is lower than a threshold M within successive P
iterations, the decoder can terminate the decoding procedure. In other words, if the
fluctuation of BDR is tolerable (tolerance is M ) for consecutive P iterations, it can
be concluded that the decoding process probably gets to a “platform” thus more
iterations may be redundant. Moreover, if BDRv = 1, which indicates that ûv G⊗n
equals to x̂v at the v th iteration, the decoding procedure can stop immediately.
We note that the proposed stopping criterion relies on two parameters, M and
P . M describes the percentage of fluctuation (|BDRv − BDRv−1 |) that a decoder can
tolerate. The optimization of M in mathematical way is an open topic for future
investigation. However, intuitively, it can be expected that a large M means that the
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proposed stopping criterion can tolerate more fluctuations, which may cause more
bits errors. However, a small M leads more redundant iterations because a small M
(i.e. 0) may not be satisfied even the t goes to maximum. To find out the impact of
P on the proposed stopping criterion, we redraw Fig.3.19 by utilizing the mean value
of BDR. Hence, the stopping criterion can be rewritten as:
|E[BDRv ] − E[BDRv−1 ]| ≤ M, for v = t, t + 1, ..., t + P − 1
or

(3.27)

|E[BDRv ]| = 1
where E[ ] is the mean operation. We note that although mean values can reflect the
trend of BDR, this value cannot be used in practice. Hence, in real time situation,
(3.26) is still used. For example, in Fig.3.20, when SNR=1.0 dB, in the range of 5-15
of abscissas, there has fluctuations, which means that if M = 0, the proposed stopping
criterion cannot stop before the 15th iteration. However, as seen, the decoding process
can claim to be successful at the 9th iteration. Effects of the selection of M are shown
in Fig.3.20 where the SNR is 1.0 dB. It is indicated that a larger threshold M may
cause the decoder to mistakenly believe it has successfully find the “platform”, which
leads higher BER. In other words, the decoding process may terminate before BDR
get to the “platform”. Therefore, M is essentially the fluctuation tolerance. For
example, M = 0.02 means that the decoder can tolerant 2% of fluctuations between
BDRv and BDRv−1 . We can expect that larger tolerance M may cause worse error
correction performance, which will be shown by simulations in next section.
Another question is that how many consecutive iterations we need to track in the
proposed stopping criterion ? In another word, what the value of P should be? It
can be expected that lower P cannot guarantee that the “platform” is stable, while
a large value of P may compromise the iteration reducing ability of BP decoding
algorithms. Here, similar to the investigation on M , the mean of BDR is used to
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Fig. 3.20: Impact of M on the proposed criterion when SNR=1 dB,1.5 dB,and 3.5
dB
determine the value of P .
If the value of (3.27) changes drastically, it is difficult to guarantee that the BDR
has reached to a “platform”. Hence, the values of BDR should be comparatively stable
within P iterations. However, a long P may never be satisfied for limited iterations,
which results in unnecessary decoding process. Fig.3.21 indicates that the small value
of of P may result in an instability, which could make the proposed criterion stops
early even the “platform” is not stable. For example, it can be seen from Fig.3.21
that when SNR=1.0 dB and M = 0.01, from the 6th to 7th iteration, if P = 2, the
decoding procedure would be stopped at the 7th iteration, which could cause poor
BER performance. However, if P = 4, the decoding process would be terminated at
the 9th iteration, which could guarantee the error correction performance. As shown,
although a comparatively lower value of P (e.g.P = 2) may work in a comparatively
high SNR scenario (e.g. SNR=3.5 dB), P = 4 is enough to decide if the BDR is stable
in most cases (e.g. SNR=1.0 dB or 1.5 dB). It can be expected that an adaptive P
for different SNRs can achieve more effective performance. However, for simplicity, in
this section, we use a fixed P value in simulations. Accordingly, a polar BP decoder
with the proposed BDR stopping criterion is given in Algorithm.3.3.
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Algorithm 3.3 C(N,K) polar decoder with BDR stopping criterion:
BDR(y1N , M, P, F)
Log-likelihood ratios of the received vectors y1N LLR(yi ), i = 0, 1, ..., N ;
The index set of the frozen bits F;
Initialization :
Set the maximum iteration T and scale factor α
BDR0 = 0, F lag = 0
t
For each node (i, j), initialize messages Lti,j and Ri,j
;
if (j == 1) & (i ∈ F) then
t
← ∞, t = 0, 1, ...T ;
Ri,j
else if (j == 1 + n) then
Lti,j ← LLR(ri ), t = 0, 1, ...T ;
else
0
L0i,j = Ri,j
← 0;
end if
Iterations :
while 1 < t < T do
t
← (3.4);
Update: Lti,j and Ri,j
Update: x̂t and ût ← (3.7) and (3.6);
Bt ← |BDRt − BDRt−1 |;
if BDRt == 1 then
Decoding is successful and output ûN
1 ;
else if Bt ≤ M & Flag < P then
Flag ← Flag+1;
else if Bt ≤ M & Flag == P then
Decoding is successful and output ûN
1 ;
else
Flag = 0 & t ← t + 1 & Start the next iteration;
end if
end while
Output: ûN
1
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Fig. 3.21: Impact of P on the proposed stopping criterion with different SNRs when
M = 0.01
3.3.4

Simulation results

In this section, comparisons among the proposed criterion and previous stopping
criteria [72, 71, 73] are given. For a fair comparison, different length of polar codes
C(1024, 512), C(128, 64) in AWGN channels are used. Additionally, SMS-BP is used
with scale factor α = 0.935 [91]. The maximum iterations (T ) is 60 for N = 1024
and 20 for N = 128. P is set to 4 and the express journey (XJ) message passing
schedule [100] is adopted to each decoding procedure in order to a rapid converge.
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Fig. 3.22: BER performance of C(128, 64) polar codes with the proposed BDR
criterion
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Fig. 3.23: BER performance of C(1024, 512) polar codes with the proposed BDR
criterion

Fig.3.22 and Fig.3.23 illustrate BER results of SMS-BP decoders for fixed iterations and BP decoders with BDR criterion using different threshold M . It can be seen
from the figures that as what we expected, a larger M causes BER degradation. For
example, in Fig.3.23, when the M equals to 0.5%, the BP decoder using the proposed
stopping criterion can achieve around 0.3 dB gain compared to that of the case using
M = 2%. However, with an appropriate selection of M , the BER performance is al70

most the same as that of the decoder with fixed iterations. When the length of code
N ⊗n
N is short, the estimated x̂N
, which can explain that
1 is easier to agree with û1 G

for the proposed BDR criterion, why the BER degradation of C(128, 64) is slightly
lower than that of C(1024.512).
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Fig. 3.24: Average iterations along with different SNRs for variant stopping criteria

Fig.3.24 shows average iterations among different criteria for a length 1024 polar
code. As shown in Fig.3.24, the proposed stopping criterion can achieve the most
iteration reductions among these 4 current schemes regardless of M . Although larger
M may compromise BER performances, it also reduces more iterations, which offers
users more flexibility to make a trade-off between reliability and latency. However, we
note that because the BDR can easily equal to 1 in comparatively high SNR scenarios,
which makes our proposed stopping criterion insensitive to the decreasing value of M .
N ⊗n
Also, when SNRs become higher, x̂N
easily in early stages. In
1 may equal to û1 G

these cases, the proposed method achieves the same iteration reduction performance
as that of G-Matrix based stopping criterion.
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3.4

A hybrid SD for short polar codes using variable step
size

3.4.1

Introduction

Polar codes [28], as a type of error correction codes, can be proved to asymptotically
achieve the memoryless channel capacity. Using SC, the decoding complexity of
polar code can be very simple, summarized as O(N logN ), where N denotes the
length of polar code [87]. To further improve the polar decoding performance, some
modified SC were proposed [89, 88, 45]. Also, BP [26] can be adopted in polar
decoding for higher throughput despite its sub-optimal performance. Although the
above polar decoding schemes have lower complexity, they are not capable of achieving
ML performance.
As an alternative scheme for polar codes to achieve ML performance, SD has been
extensively investigated in spite of its high complexity. The SD for polar codes [51],
as inspired by the similar concept that is applied in space-time block code (STBC),
is capable of achieving ML performance and exhibiting nearly cubic complexity [99].
Unlike ML decoding that searches all possible outputs, SD only visits candidates in
a sphere with radius of r . Although SD noticeably reduces the complexity compared
with the conventional ML decoding scheme, it remains too complex to be implemented. Hence, many scholars are seeking modified SD schemes towards complexity
reduction. Since SD can be considered as a tree searching problem, most works have
simplified the complexity of SD by developing different ways to terminate the tree
searching in an early stage. In [53], a low complex SD utilizing the properties of Galois field was proposed. In [54], an optimum PM was introduced to the conventional
SD to effectively decrease its complexity and latency. Moreover, it was proved that
by adding CRC bits, the CRC-SD can outperform CRC-SCL decoding with increased
complexity [101].
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Additionally, unlike the conventional SD that decreases sphere radius r , [52] proposed a simple but feasible SD scheme, named as “reduced latency ML” (RML)
method. The proposed RML scheme gradually increases the sphere radius until one
candidate with the minimum SED is identified. It was shown in [52] that without
compromising ML performance, RML decoding method can effectively reduce the
complexity and latency compared with existing SD schemes. Nevertheless, such effective RML scheme has two points that can be improved for complexity reduction:
first, some nodes visited in the last searching round, might be revisited; second, when
the radius r increases, the step size is fixed, making the tree pruning less aggressive.
Inspired by RML [52] and the SD with optimum PM [54], in this section, a hybrid
low- complex SD for short polar codes is proposed. The proposed scheme introduces
the idea of stack, which has been utilized in SC based decoding [89], to RML in order
to reduce the redundant node visiting. Also, the proposed method employs variable
step sizes obtained from the PM that is modified from the optimum PM proposed
in [54] to effectively prune the searching tree of the SD scheme. Simulation results
suggest that compared with existing SD schemes, the proposed scheme achieves ML
optimality with lower complexity.
Then, some notations we used in this section are claimed. Matrix and vectors are
denoted by upper and lower case boldface letters.
• aiN −1 = [a[i], a[i + 1], ..., a[N − 1]] is a length N − i vector with element a[i],
where 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1.
• g[i, j] represents the ith row and j th column element of matrix G.
• ⊗n denotes the nth Kronecker power.
• D(aiN −1 ) denotes the sum of SED from a[i] to a[N − 1], and dmin (a[i]) is the
minimum SED and dmax (a[i]) is the maximum SED that a[i] can achieve, respectively.
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• ȧiN −1 = [ȧ[i], ȧ[i+1], ..., ȧ[N −1] represent a failed tree searching process stopped
at ȧ[i].
−1
• uN
(l), where 1 ≤ l ≤ L, denotes the lth vector with length N − i in the stack
i

with size L.

3.4.2

The signal model

Consider a length N polar code with rate R = K/N , where N = 2n , and K (K ≤ N )
−1
indicates the number of information bits. Denote an input sequence u , uN
and
0
−1
codeword x , xN
. When an encoding procedure is finished, the vector y on
0

receiving side can be written as:

y=

p
Es s + w

(3.28)

−1
where y , y0N −1 , Es indicates the energy of a transmitted symbol, s , sN
refers
0

to BPSK symbols of a codeword x (1 → -1, 0 → +1), and w represents a length N
AWGN with 0 mean and variance N0 /2.
Based on (3.28), the ML estimate û can be obtained by minimizing the SED
between y and all possible information bits u:

û = argmin||y −

p
Es (1 − 2uG⊗n )||2

(3.29)

u

where 1 indicates an all ones vector of length N .
It is known that a ML decoding can be transformed to a depth N tree-searching
problem. In the searching tree, each node has two children (0 and 1). Each node can
−1
be mapped to a partial estimated vector uN
, where 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, equating to a
i

unique path from the root s[N −1] to the corresponding node at depth i. Subsequently,
the SED of siN −1 , where siN −1 is the corresponding partial BPSK signals that related
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to uiN −1 , can be written recursively as:
−1
D(siN −1 ) = D(sN
i+1 ) + (y[i] −

p
Es s[i])2

(3.30)

where in (3.30),

s[i] = 1 − 2

N
−1
X

u[k]g[k + 1, i + 1], for i = 0, ..., N − 1

k=i
N −1
and D(sN
−1 ) = 0. Hence, ML decoding is equated with finding the nodes path with
−1
minimum D(sN
).
0

3.4.3

RML decoding via SD tree searches

From existing works, we know that conventional SD schemes gradually decrease the
radius r until there is no vector within r [51]. SD performs well in high SNR scenarios.
Otherwise, latency and computational complexity are very high. To address these
disadvantages, RML decoding was proposed [52]. The low efficiency of SD partially
results from the value of radius. To cope with this problem, instead of gradually
decreasing the radius, RML decoding gradually increases the radius r in parallel or
serial manners. In RML decoding, r grows continuously by a fixed step size α, and
this step needs to be added on a path obtained from PM in (3.31) until the first
candidate within the radius r is identified.

−1
M0 (uN
)=N −i
i

(3.31)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1.
As observed, the value

√
√
√
Es s[i] in (3.30) is only taken from Es or − Es . Hence,

in an ideal case, the SED from any leaf node to the root should be equated with or
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N
larger than the lower-bound of SED [52], Dmin
, as defined below:

N
Dmin

,

−1
)
Dmin (sN
0

=

N
−1
X

dmin (s[i])

(3.32)

i=0

where:

dmin (s[i]) = min{(y[i] −

p
p
Es )2 , (y[i] + Es )2 }

for i = 0, ..., N − 1

(3.33)

RML decoding performs several tree searching process with variant radius r , the
squared radius r in the wth tree search is expressed as:

N
rw2 = Dmin
+w·α

(3.34)

where w starts from 1, and α denotes the fixed step size. The searching process
continues and rw2 keeps growing until a valid codeword is identified. The SED for
ML leads to the N -length ML distance DM L ≤ rk 2 if a valid estimate is found in the
k th search. Accordingly, a further increase in r will unnecessarily enlarge the search
space by just adding solutions with larger SED than the one identified already [52].
The difference between the conventional SD and RML decoding scheme with the
respect of the number of visited nodes is presented in Fig.3.25. For example, if we
N
assume α = 0.25, Dmin
= 0.4, DM L = 0.7. For the conventional SD, 40 nodes are

visited. For RML decoding, r12 is firstly set to 0.65, which resulted in a failure after 7
visited nodes. Subsequently, the r22 increases by one step size α. Then, the ML path
is visited since r22 is larger than DM L . It takes 17 more node visiting. Hence, after
counting the 8 nodes caused by Dmin , RML decoding costs 32 node visiting in total,
which saving 8 node visiting compared with the conventional SD scheme. Since these
unnecessary node visiting are saved, the corresponding computational complexity is
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reduced. Moreover, since RML decoding can be implemented parallelly, the latency
can be further reduced compared with the conventional SD.
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Fig. 3.25: Searching trees of RML decoding and the conventional SD scheme

3.4.4

The proposed SD scheme

−1
−1
Consider a failed searching u̇N
terminated at u̇[i], and ṡN
is the corresponding
i
i

partial BPSK symbols. For RML decoding, after a failed search, the scheme starts
over with a larger radius, and expands the vector that owns the longest length until
no path has smaller SED than the current radius r . It is a straightforward strategy,
but the path that steps are added only depends on it length. Moreover, RML does not
have a mechanism to store the visited nodes, resulting in unnecessary calculations.
Inspired by [54], to reduce the computational complexity without compromising ML
optimality, in our proposed scheme, a stack and an PM derived from [54] are introduced to the proposed hybrid SD scheme. By utilizing the new PM, after each failed
search, a variable step size according to such PM can be added. The optimum PM
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in [54] is rewritten as:

−1
M1 (uN
)
i

=

N
−1
X

(y[j]s[j] − |y[j]|)

(3.35)

j=i

where 0 ≤ i ≤ N −1, (3.35) suggests which path has the maximal possibility to become
the ML result. We note that for better understanding, the proof of the optimality of
(3.35) is rewritten in the appendix. However, during the decoding procedure, paths
with different length may have very similar PM values. From Fig.3.26, we can see that
some paths stored in the stack have the same M1 value, but their length are different.
Intuitively, the longer path with similar M1 values should have more chances to be the
final result. Therefore, in this section, we propose a new PM that adds a very small
correction part related to the length of paths after the original PM M1 to distinguish
the paths that have similar M1 but different length. The new PM M2 is written as:
−1
M2 (uN
)=A
i

−i
N −i
M1 (uN
)
i
+B
NP
−1
N
2
y[i]

(3.36)

i=0

where A, B are constants, and in order to let the optimum PM M1 dominate the
metric, we set A  B.
M1

Sequence

Path length

1

-9.8995

[ x[ 0 ], x[1], x[ 2 ],..., x[ 21 ]]

22

2

-9.8995

[ x[ 0 ], x[1], x[ 2 ],..., x[ 26 ]]

27

3

-9.8995

[ x [ 0 ], x [1], x [ 2 ],..., x [10 ]]

11

4

-9.9022

[ x[ 0 ], x[1], x[ 2 ],..., x[ 24 ]]

25

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

N-1

-22.2535

[ x[ 0 ], x[1], x[ 2 ],..., x[ 41 ]]

42

N

-23.2025

[ x [ 0 ], x [1], x [ 2 ],..., x [17 ]]

18

PM

No..

.

Fig. 3.26: Illustration of a stack using PM M1
According to this knowledge, the variable step size αw at the wth searching, can
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be derived, as expressed below:

min
αw = dmax
w (s[ĩ]) − dw (s[ĩ])
p
p
= max{(y[ĩ] − Es )2 , (y[ĩ] + Es )2 }
p
p
− min{(y[ĩ] − Es )2 , (y[ĩ] + Es )2 }
p
= 4 Es |y[ĩ]|

(3.37)

where ĩ ∈ {0, ..., N − 1} denotes the corresponding depth of candidate uĩN −1 at the
−1
top of stack in current searching (i.e. the wth searching) among all candidates uN
(l)
i

for l = 1, ...L in the stack after sorting in a descending order based on M2 , where L
is defined as the size of stack.
By employing (3.37), a variable step size αw is introduced to the current radius r
to ensure that the expanded nodes cover the path that exhibits the highest possibility
to become the final solution. Hence, the current radius r after adding step size αw is
expressed as:
rw = rw−1 + 4

p
Es |y[ĩ]|

(3.38)

A comparison between the proposed SD and RML is drawn in Fig.3.27. After the
N
first failed searching with r = Dmin
= 0.4, RML decoding continuously increased r to

0.9 based on a fixed step size α and revisited 7 nodes (the orange line). On contrast,
the proposed SD increased the r22 to 0.7 based on the step size α2 obtained from M2 .
Subsequently, using the stored visited path in the stack, the proposed scheme visits
10 more nodes and finds the ML solution (the blue line). Hence, after accounting the
N
first 8 nodes visiting of calculating Dmin
, the proposed SD visited 25 nodes in total,

which has lower node visiting than that of RML. However, compared with the RML
decoding that can be implemented in parallel ways, the computational complexity
reduction of the proposed SD is at the cost of latency.
The procedure of the proposed SD scheme is summarized as follows:
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Fig. 3.27: Searching trees of RML and the proposed SD
N
. b. Initialize an empty
Step 1. Initialization: a. Set the beginning r to Dmin

stack with size L. c. Push a null path D(Ø) into the stack. d. Calculate all possible
αw according to the received y[i] for i = 0, ..., N − 1 by (3.37).
−1
Step 2. Popping: the path uN
(1) on the top of the stack is popped out if its
i
−1
SED is smaller than r 2 , otherwise, go to Step 6. If the length of uN
equals to N
i

(i = 0), record the u0N −1 as the output u and then terminate the decoding procedure.
Step 3. Expand uiN −1 to two new paths [0, u[i], u[i+1], ...u[N −1]] and [1, u[i], u[i+
1], ...u[N − 1]], subsequently, calculate the corresponding SED and PM using (3.30)
and (3.36).
Step 4. Pushing: push both paths [0, u[i], u[i + 1], ..., u[N − 1]] and [1, u[i], u[i +
1], ..., u[N − 1]] back to the stack if their corresponding SEDs are smaller than current
rw2 .
Step 5. Sorting: sort the path stack according to (3.36) in a descending order. If
the path stack size is larger than L, keep the top L paths and discard others.
Step 6. Radius Update: when the SED of all paths in the stack is larger than
the current radius rw2 , update r according to (3.38). Then, go to the Step 3.
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3.4.5

Simulation results

In this part, variant length short polar codes with code rate R = 0.6 using BPSK
modulation are examined. The comparison between low complex ML (SD, RML)
decoding methods in [54, 52, 53] and our proposed approach in AWGN channels
is drawn. For the proposed scheme, the study on different lengths of stack size is
conducted. In M2 , A and B are set to 0.95 and 0.05 respectively. In the first subsection, the block error rate (BLER) comparison is drawn. Then, the computational
complexity (numbers of nodes visiting) and the latency comparison is implemented.
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Fig. 3.28: BLER of different polar decoding schemes for short length polar codes
(some lines are overlapped)
The BLER performance among existing low complex ML decoding schemes with
different polar codes length configuration is given in Fig.3.28. Note that all existing
low complex ML decoding schemes can achieve ML performance [54]. It is suggested
that the proposed SD can also achieve the ML performance when the stack size is
infinity. Furthermore, with comparatively small stack size, the proposed decoding
scheme exhibits a lower complexity at the cost of BLER degradation. Moreover,
different values of A and B in (3.36) will effect the overall performance of the proposed SD scheme, in terms of BLER and complexity performance. However, the
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optimization of (3.36) can be regarded as an open topic for further investigation.
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Fig. 3.29: (a). Numbers of nodes visiting and (b). Average latency for different low
complex ML schemes for a C(64,38) polar code
The computational complexity and latency comparisons among different low complex ML decoding schemes are drawn in Fig.3.29. The average number of nodes
visiting using various polar decoding schemes are employed to assess the average
computational complexity. Since RML decoding can be implemented parallelly, the
latency comparison between the proposed scheme and RML decoding is also investigated. Compared with existing schemes, the proposed decoding can significantly
reduce the computational complexity. Further, at the cost of BLER degradation, the
computational complexity of the proposed scheme can be reduced more. Moreover,
since the proposed scheme need update the radius after each failed search, compared
with RML decoding, the computational reduction is at the cost of latency, which can
be reflected in Fig.3.29.(b). However, results show that the proposed decoder has
comparable latency when then number of parallel elements used in RML decoding is
small.
Although the complexity of our proposed scheme is reduced, the complexity and
latency is still high compared with SC based decoding, like SC (with complexity
O(N logN )), SCS [89] and SCL (with complexity O(DN logN ), where D is the list
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size, usually smaller than 100) [45] decoding. However, compared with the schemes
aiming at achieving ML decoding performance, the proposed SD can reduce significant
computational complexity.

3.5

Comparsions among the proposed polar decoding schemes

According to the proposed modified polar decoding schemes in above sections, we
know that all proposed schemes can achieve better performance in different performance metrics than their original versions or some existing works. In this section, for
better understanding, the author implements a comprehensive comparison between
our proposed polar decoding methods in this chapter and state-of-the-art decoding
algorithm of polar codes, namely Fast-simplified-SCL decoding (F-SCL) [95] in terms
of error performance, decoding latency (in a quantitative manner such as the number of decoding time-steps), and computational complexity. We note that since our
proposed SD scheme is only suitable for short polar codes due to its high complexity,
the performance of this method are not included.
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Fig. 3.30: FER comparison among different polar decoding methods
It is illustrated from Fig.3.30 that all proposed decoding can approach or sightly
outperform the non-CRC aided F-SCL decoding. However, the performance of CRC83

aided F-SCL can outperform our proposed decoding methods (The CRC was 16 bits
and the generation polynomial was x16 + x15 + x2 + x1 ).
N=1024 R=0.50 Polar code decoding latency
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Fig. 3.31: Average decoding latency comparison among different polar decoding methods
Then, we measure the decoding latency of the proposed methods in terms of
the number of decoding time-steps. The average decoding latency of I-BP in the
number of time steps can be given as: Tavg 2n, where Tavg is the average number of
iterations. After adding the feedback structure, the average latency can be expected
increased, which can be concluded as: Iavg Tavg 2n, where Iavg is the average number of
feedback iterations I. Then, the average decoding latency of the proposed SCF can
be roughly calculated as Tavg times as the conventional SC decoding, if no simplified
SC is considered. Moreover, the average decoding latency of F-SCL can be found
in [95]. The number Tavg and Iavg are obtained from experiments. The comparison
of the average decoding latency is given in Fig.3.31.
The investigation of the accurate computational complexity comparison among
the above polar decoding methods is open for future research. However, based on
existing works, we can roughly estimate each polar decoding scheme’s complexity.
For instance, since the complexity of SC decoding is O(N logN ), the complexity of
the proposed SC-F should be at most O(Tavg N logN ). The complexity of SCL based
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Fig. 3.32: Decoding complexity comparison among different polar decoding methods
Table 3.3: Comparison Among Different Modified Polar Decoding Schemes
Error performance

Decoding latency

Computational complexity
O(LN logN )
F-SCL-CRC Best1
Low2
High
2(n − 1) + K
O(LN logN )
SCL
Good
High
High
Tavg 2n
O(M Tavg N logN )
I-BP
Sub-optimal
Lowest
Highest
Iavg Tavg 2n
O(Iavg M Tavg N logN )
F-IBP
Good
Low
Highest
Tavg 2(n − 1) + K O(Tavg N logN )
P-SCF
Good
Highest
Lowest
1.All comparison are relative results according to the above simulation results
2.Experimental results are according to [95]
decoding can be generalized to O(LN logN ). Then, the complexity of I-BP should
be O(M Tavg N logN ), where M is the number of candidates, and the complexity of
F-IBP should be O(Iavg M Tavg N logN ). Here, we show the corresponding complexity
comparison in Fig.3.32. Moreover, we conclude the corresponding comparison in
Table.3.3.
According to the above analysis, we know that each proposed polar decoding own
their unique advantages and trade-offs. Fortunately, these modified polar decoding, as
well as some other polar decoding methods, can be smoothly applied in the proposed
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polar-coded OFDM-IM system as long as their have soft-valued input, which provides
huge flexibility to our designed system.

3.6

Summary

In section 3.1, a novel SC-F decoding based on GA and stack was proposed. By
utilizing stricter error bits selecting criteria, the proposed SC-F can accurately select unreliable bits, leading to a better error correcting performance. Moreover, by
including more potential incorrect bits into the stack based on the ML rule, the decoding process may correct more than one errors, leading higher possibility to obtain
correct sequence. Simulation results show that the proposed method can improve the
FER performance with lower complexity compared with conventional SC-F and SCL
methods.
Then, in section 3.2, two enhanced BP decoding algorithms for polar codes were
proposed. These schemes employ specific designed interleavers or offsets to effectively
enhance the FER performance without changing the structure of BP decoders. Moreover, a feedback structure was proposed based on the proposed enhanced BP decoders.
This structure iteratively exchanges the information obtained during the BP decoding. The proposed BP schemes keep most advantages of the conventional BP at the
cost of increasing complexity. The only modification is the way to generate permuted
input sequences for BP decoders, which can be implemented in advance. Moreover,
M-BP and I-BP decoding schemes can be implemented in both serial and parallel
ways, thereby conducting effective trade-off between cost and efficiency. Lastly, with
the proposed feedback structure, at the cost of increasing complexity and latency,
the FER performance of BP decoders can be further enhanced, and this gain is more
noticeable in fading channels. However, how to optimize the parameter σ0 , threshold
β, and decrease the latency of the proposed BP decoding with feedback structure
require further studies.
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In section 3.3, a novel stopping criterion for BP polar decoders based on the BDR
was proposed. The proposed stopping criterion can significantly reduce the number
of iterations via recognizing the successful decoding. Moreover, by choosing different
thresholds M , the proposed criterion can save more iterations by compromising the
BER performance, which is suitable for some applications with low latency requirement. The mathematical optimization of parameter M and P can be regarded as
open investigations.
Last, in section 3.4, a low complex hybrid SD decoding for short polar codes
using variable step was proposed. The proposed SD consists of two parts. First,
the proposed scheme gradually increases the radius instead of shrinking the radius.
Second, the proposed scheme utilizes variable step derived from a modified optimum
PM and a stack to avoid node revisiting and unnecessary calculations. Simulation
results suggest that for short polar codes, the proposed scheme is capable of maintaining ML optimality and exhibiting lower complexity. Besides, by changing the
size of stack, polar decoders with different error correcting capability and complexity
can be obtained, exhibiting flexibility and trade-off between complexity and decoding
performance. However, the proposed scheme still has somethings to improve. First,
compared with RML, the proposed SD has higher latency. Second, compared with
other low complex polar decoding, the proposed scheme still has high computational
complexity. Third, the variable step size obtained from higher order modulation needs
further investigation.
After introducing above modified polar decoding schemes, in the next chapter, the
author will move to OFDM based systems which are another inevitable part for wireless communication systems besides channel coding. The OFDM based techniques
can obtain benefit from applying polar codes. The next chapter start from introducing conventional OFDM and then move to OFDM-IM. The author believe that
by introducing these preliminaries, it would be easier to understand the proposed
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polar-coded OFDM-IM system.
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4

THE THEORY OF OFDM BASED SYSTEMS

Besides channel coding, for a practical wireless communication system, a reliable
transmission scheme is also required. In this chapter, the author introduces the
fundamental of transmission schemes which have potentialities to be applied in next
generation communication networks, including OFDM and OFDM-IM. This chapter
starts from the introduction of OFDM, then, the concept of OFDM-IM is given. At
the end of this chapter, the author compares OFDM and OFDM-IM from several
aspects.

4.1

OFDM systems

This section presents the introduction of OFDM systems, including the fundamental
principles of OFDM and OFDM transceivers.

4.1.1

Fundamental principles of OFDM

For an analog OFDM system with N sub-carriers shown in Fig.4.1, assume that the
complex symbol Xn is a signal point from the constellation that is modulated on the
nth sub-carrier. The transmitted OFDM signal can be expressed as follows [102]:

x(t) =

N
−1
X

Xn exp(j2πfn t),

0 ≤ t ≤ T,

(4.1)

n=0

where fn = f0 + n/T and T = N Ts is the OFDM symbol interval and Ts is the data
symbol period.
Based on (4.1), we know that although sub-carriers may have different phases and
amplitudes, they are mutually orthogonal over the symbol interval T if the sub-carrier
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Fig. 4.1: Simple block diagram of OFDM.
spacing is a multiple of 1/T , as:

1
T

T

Z

exp(j2πfn t) exp(−j2πfm t)dt =
0



1,

m = n,


0,

m 6= n,

(4.2)

where |fn − fm | = k/T , k = 0, . . . , N − 1.
At the receiver, the received signal s(t) should be fed to N correlators whose
outputs are sampled at the end of each symbol interval t = T , which is given in
Fig.4.1. Since the sub-carriers are orthogonal, the correlator outputs can be simply
obtained as follows:
1
X̃k =
T

Z

1
=
T

Z

=

T

x(t) exp(−j2πfk t)dt,
0

N
−1
X
n=0

T

−1
hN
X

0

Xn

i
Xn exp(j2πfn t) exp(−j2πfk t)dt,

n=0

(4.3)

h1 Z
T

T

i
exp(j2πfn t) exp(−j2πfk t)dt ,

0

= Xk ,
for k = 0, . . . , N − 1.
Analog implementation of OFDM requires multiple local oscillators, which is not
a practical solution. However, the digital implementation of OFDM systems can
be easily done using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), which is simply the efficient
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computational tool of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
The baseband OFDM signal in (4.1) can be synthesized by the inverse discrete
Fourier transform (IDFT). Sampling the signal x(t) with sample rate T /N yields the
following result:

xk = x(kT /N ) =

N
−1
X

Xn exp(j

n=0

2π
nk),
N

k = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(4.4)

which is essentially the IDFT of original symbol Xn . Therefore, to recover these
original symbols, the receiver performs the DFT on received samples xk , as:

Xn =

N
−1
X

xk exp(−j

k=0

2π
nk),
N

n = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(4.5)

In practice, IDFT/DFT can be replaced by IFFT/FFT. The IFFT can dramatically decrease the computational complexity compared with the IDFT/DFT [103].

4.1.2

OFDM transceivers

OFDM systems split high-speed data streams into low-speed data streams, which increase the duration of symbol period on each sub-carrier. The longer symbol duration
is helpful to eliminate the ISI due to time dispersive channels. Unlike the conventional
FDM that data are transmitted by uncorrelated sub-channels protected by guarded
bands between adjacent sub-carriers, OFDM overlaps sub-carriers because of the orthogonality. Therefore, OFDM is spectral efficient. A typical OFDM transceiver is
shown in Fig.4.2.
As illustrated in Fig.4.2, at an OFDM transmitter, the K bits data dK−1
are
0
mapped to N constellation symbols S0N −1 . Then, after serial to parallel converter
(S/P), the frequency domain signals S0N −1 are transformed to time domain signals
−1
sN
by an IFFT unit. This operation is called OFDM modulation. Then, after IFFT
0

operations, the parallel symbols stream are transformed into serial format (P/S), and
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Fig. 4.2: Block diagram of an OFDM transceiver
CP is inserted into original symbols. CP is a set of samples that are copied from the
data in the last Tg duration of each OFDM symbol, where Tg should be larger than
the time spread delay caused by multi-path propagation. In this way, if the time
spread delay is shorter than Tg , signals will not suffer ICI during the demodulation
process.
At the receiving side, CP are removed from the received OFDM signals y(t). Then,
the parallel symbols are fed to a FFT block to transform the received samples from
the time domain to the frequency domain. Then, the constellation de-mapping is
implemented to obtain the estimated data stream dˆK−1
. The author notes that in
0
practice, a digital to analog converter (DAC) and an analog to digital converter (ADC)
are required at transmitters and receivers, respectively. Moreover, as an illustration,
the author omits some blocks that are necessary in practical OFDM realization in
the block diagram for simplicity, such as: channel estimation, (de)interleaving, timing
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and synchronization.

4.2

OFDM-IM systems

In last decade, OFDM has been widely applied in wireless communication networks,
providing high data rate transmission. Thanks to its attractive features, OFDM has
been adopted to several standards since 1990s, such as digital audio broadcasting
(DAB) [104], high-bit-rate digital subscribe line (HDSL) [105], asymmetric digital
subscriber line (ADSL) [106]. Currently, OFDM is the core technique of wireless
local area networks (WLAN) [107], wireless local and metropolitan area networks
(WMAN) [108, 109], and 4G-LTE networks. With the increasing requirements of
new generation wireless communication systems, modified OFDM are also developed.
Therefore, OFDM-IM attracts attention because of its unique advantages compared
with its ancestor, which is suitable for some applications in next generation wireless
communication networks [110].
In this section, the author briefly introduces the concept of OFDM-IM. As a
modified OFDM technique inspired by SM, OFDM-IM can achieve a balance between
error performance and spectral efficiency as well as high energy efficiency compared
with classical OFDM thanks to the information bits carried by the indices of OFDM
sub-carriers under both ideal and realistic channels [69]. This section presents the
introduction of OFDM-IM by introducing transmitters and receivers, respectively.

4.2.1

Transmitters

A transmitter structure of OFDM-IM is illustrated in Fig.4.3.(a). For each OFDM-IM
frame, first, m source bits are equally divided into G sub-blocks, and each one has p
bits, thus m = Gp. Then, each block of p bits need to be modulated by an OFDM-IM
modulator, which is given in Fig.4.3.(b). Each block has n available sub-carriers to
perform index modulation, where the author denotes NF , where NF = Gn, as the
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total available sub-carriers. In OFDM-IM, each sub-block selects k out of n available
sub-carriers as active using the first p1 bits through an indices selector according to:
p1 = blog2 Ckn c

(4.6)

where b·c is the floor function and C is the combinatorial operation. The author
notes that the conventional OFDM can be regarded as a special case of OFDM-IM
with n = k. The selection of active sub-carriers can be implemented by a reference
look-up table when n and k are small or the combinatorial method [69] when n and
k are large.
Since the first group of p1 bits are utilized for index modulation, the rest p2
bits, where p = p1 + p2 , for each sub-block are modulated by a M -ary constellation
parallelly. Then, each OFDM-IM sub-block creator obtains a n-length OFDM block
by considering symbols {Sg (η)}kη=1 and indices Ig , for g = 1, ..., G, respectively. Ig
indicates which sub-carriers are occupied by symbols {Sg (η)}kη=1 , and which subcarriers are idle. Then, an OFDM-IM block creator concatenates these G sub-blocks
to obtain a NF length OFDM frame. The author notes that after this point, a
n × G block interleaver might be utilized to improve the performance of OFDMIM [67, 111]. However, it is not necessary for a conventional OFDM-IM. Finally,
IFFT operations, P/S converter, and CP insertion are performed like the classical
OFDM for the transmission through fading channels. Here, the total number of bits
transmitted by OFDM-IM in one frame can be written as:

m = pG = (blog2 Ckn c + Klog2 M )G
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(4.7)
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4.2.2

Receivers

The receiver of OFDM-IM is required to determine the indices of active sub-carriers
as well as the corresponding symbols that are conveyed by these active sub-carriers.
A receiver of OFDM-IM is shown in Fig.4.4. After reverse operations (CP removal,
NF points FFT), the received sequence y needs to be split into G sub-blocks yg
for g = 1, .., G. The author notes that the detection of these G sub-blocks are
implemented parallely and independently. For OFDM-IM, generally, two detection
schemes can be utilized. One is the optimal but high-complex ML detector, which
performs a joint search by considering all realizations of sub-carrier activation patterns
(SAPs) and data symbols [110]. For each sub-block, the ML detector for OFDM-IM
is given by:
{Ŝg (η)}nη=1

= argmin
{Sg (η)}n
η=1

n
X

|yg (η) − Hg (η)Sg (η)|2

(4.8)

η=1

where Hg (η) denotes the channel frequency response (CFR) on the η th sub-carrier of
the g th sub-block. More details for ML decoding in OFDM-IM can be found in [112].
The other one is the low-complex a posteriori probability based near-optimal detector,
which independently calculates the a posteriori probability for each sub-carrier. The
channel detector handles indices first and then detect transmitted symbols based
on the detected indices information. The author will discuss more details for the
detection of OFDM-IM in the chapter where the polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system
is proposed.
y1
NF -FFT

Received
Signals
Sepertaion

y

...

S
/
P
C
P

Detector

yG

Fig. 4.4: Block diagram of an OFDM-IM receiver
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m bits

OFDM-IM provides a very interesting result in terms of BER performance. According to the simulation result in [69], compared with OFDM, the classical OFDMIM achieves worse performance when SNR is low and better performance when SNR
is mid to high. Also, the OFDM-IM usually achieves lower spectral efficiency than
that of OFDM when modulation order is high. Moreover, compared with ML detectors, the BER performance of OFDM-IM using low-complex a posteriori probability
based detectors only have slight degradation. To further improve the spectral efficiency and error performance, modified OFDM-IM schemes appeared. Some of them
can achieve performance enhancement without increasing complexity, which makes
OFDM-IM surpass OFDM in many scenarios of the next generation wireless communication networks. Therefore, polar-coded OFDM-IM systems can be regarded as a
valuable investigation.

4.2.3

Comparisons between OFDM and OFDM-IM

A detailed tutorial article of OFDM-IM techniques can be found in [110]. According
to such existing works, the author concludes the advantages and disadvantages of
OFDM-IM compared with OFDM in this section.
In general, OFDM-IM was proposed as an extended version of OFDM. Therefore,
compared with emerging waveforms such as generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) [113], filtered bank multi-carrier (FBMC) [114], and universal filtered
multi-carrier (UFMC) [115], OFDM-IM has a less complicated structure, and it can
be seen as a smooth transition from OFDM. Compared with the conventional OFDM,
the advantages of OFDM-IM are concluded as follows:
• OFDM-IM owns trade-off between error performance and spectral efficiency
because OFDM-IM can adjust the number of activated sub-carriers accordingly
to reach the target spectral efficiency or error performance. In other words,
OFDM-IM can generate variable sized frames, which provides high flexibility
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for the network slicing in the next generation communication networks.
• OFDM-IM has flexibility in terms of energy efficiency and error performance.
On the one hand, OFDM-IM can achieve higher energy efficiency by setting
some of sub-carriers as idle. On the other hand, since some of sub-carriers are
inactive, the power of active sub-carriers can be increased under the constraint
of total power, which is expected to achieve better error performance.
• OFDN-IM has better BER performance than that of the classical OFDM when
the spectral efficiency is low to mid utilizing low-complex a posteriori or ML
detectors.
• OFDM-IM has better performance compared with OFDM in terms of ergodic
achievable rate.
• OFDM-IM has better performance in terms of PAPR and inter-carrier interference (ICI) because of inactive sub-carriers.
• OFDM-IM performs well in multiple input multiple output (MIMO), multi user
(MU), and high mobility setups as well as to optical wireless (OW), device to
device (D2D) and under water acoustic (UWA) communication systems.
• OFDM-IM has multiple modified versions proposed in recent years, which increase its flexibility as well as error performance without increasing complexity.
Since OFDM-IM can provide above advantages, it has been an attractive candidate
for next generation networks. However, compared with OFDM, OFDM-IM still has
following disadvantages:
• When modulation orders are high, the spectral efficiency of the classical OFDMIM is lower than that of the conventional OFDM due to the index modulation.
However, some enhanced OFDM-IM schemes have been proposed to overcome
this drawback.
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• Coded/uncoded OFDM-IM usually performs worse than that of the classical
OFDM in low SNR scenarios. Also, this disadvantage might be solve by applying enhanced OFDM-IM schemes.
• The computational complexity of the ML detector for OFDM-IM is high compared with the OFDM. The low-complex a posteriori probability based detector
achieves lower complexity while losing some error performance.
• OFDM-IM and OFDM have similar PAPR performance when the input are
Gaussian symbols. Moreover, OFDM beats OFDM-IM in terms of achievable
rate for Gaussian input symbols.

4.3

Summary

In this chapter, OFDM based techniques, including conventional OFDM and OFDMIM, were reviewed. Further, the author provided the advantages and disadvantages of
OFDM-IM compared with OFDM. Thanks to the unique advantages, OFDM-IM has
been regarded as a potential candidate for the 5G wireless communication system,
competing with its ancestors. Moreover, the flexibility and well performance in variety of user applications and channel conditions makes OFDM-IM very attractive for
M2M and D2D systems. Therefore, based on OFDM-IM, the author will introduce
a polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system in Chapter 7. Nevertheless, before introducing
such novel system, the author will first introduce polar codes to conventional OFDM
systems, and propose two modified polar-coded OFDM systems based on existing
techniques. These works that can be implemented in practical systems enhance the
corresponding error performance.
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5

MODIFIED POLAR-CODED OFDM SYSTEMS

OFDM systems are suitable for selective fading conditions without complicated equalizers because OFDM converts a high-speed message stream to several low-speed
streams modulated on sub-carriers, thus each sub-carrier can be treated as undergoing flat fading. Moreover, in order to make OFDM systems work normally in
practical scenarios, channel coding is usually adopted. As one of the selected coding
schemes using in 5G communication networks, it is worth to investigate polar-coded
OFDM systems. In this chapter, the author will introduce two modified polar-coded
OFDM systems, which can achieve better error performance than that of the system
where polar codes and OFDM are simply concatenated. Therefore, these two works
are presented in this chapter as two separate sections.

5.1

Polar decoding for wireless system with noisy channel
estimates

5.1.1

Introduction

Polar codes, introduced by E.Arikan [28], are the first type of capacity-achieving codes
over B-DMCs. Nevertheless, in OFDM communication systems, after OFDM modulation, signal transmissions are equivalent to be transmitted over flat fading channels.
Moreover, channel estimates are usually inaccurate, leading to BER degradation. Exploiting channel compensations can effectively enhance the BER performance of error
correction codes over fading channels [116]. In this part, a channel reliability compensator C for BP decoding in polar-coded OFDM with imperfect channel estimates
is proposed. This compensator C re-regulates the initial LLRs of the conventional
2
BP decoding by introducing the variance of channel estimate errors σm
. It is shown

that utilizing the proposed compensator C for BP is helpful for BER performance
enhancement. However, similar to turbo codes, “min-sum” (MS) based decoding
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methods cannot benefit from the proposed channel reliability compensation [117].
Simulation results reveal that the proposed C can significantly enhance the BER
performance of polar codes with noisy channel estimates without rising any complexity.

5.1.2

The system model

The channel model and receiver structure are illustrated in Fig.5.1. It is assumed that
√
√
a BPSK modulated polar-coded sequence x = [x1 , ...xN ] with xi ∈ {+ Es , − Es },
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and Es is the transmitted power, is sent over an independent
Rayleigh fading channel. After noise contamination, the corresponding transmitted
sequence is written as:
ri = hi xi + ni

(5.1)

where the fading coefficient hi and AWGN component ni are independent complexvalued, Gaussian distributed random variables with zero mean. The variance of hi
and ni are assumed as E[|hi |2 ] = 2σh2 and E[|ni |2 ] = 2σn2 , respectively, where E[x]
denotes the expectation value of x.
ni ~ (0,2 n2 )
xi

fading
channels

ri

hi ~ (0,2 h2 )

channel estimator
hˆi  hi  mi

BP
Decoder

LLRi' 

C2ri hˆi*



2
n

zi  ri hˆi*

mi ~ (0,2 m2 )

C
LLRi 

2ri hˆi*

 n2

Fig. 5.1: Block diagram of the receiver and channel model
In practice, channel estimators are available at receivers for data recovery, whereas
9/23/2019
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the estimation is usually inaccurate. Thus, the noisy channel estimate ĥi is defined
as:
ĥi = hi + mi

(5.2)

where mi indicates a Gaussian distributed complex variable with E[|mi |] = 0 and
2
. E[ĥi ] = 0, hi and mi are assumed to be independent. Accordingly,
E[|mi |2 ] = 2σm
2
. σm can be ascertained if parameters, such as SNR and channel
σĥ2 = σh2 + σm

Doppler frequency, are available [118]. In this paper, it is assumed that σm is known
by the receiver, employed to enhance the BER performance of BP polar decoding.
Subsequently, after channel estimation, the variable applied for decoding is denoted
as:
zi = yi ĥ∗i = zi,R + zi,I

(5.3)

where zi,R and zi,I denote the real and imaginary part of zi , respectively. Since BPSK
modulated signals only exhibit real parts, imaginary parts zi,I are omitted, zi,R is
directly expressed as zi in following sections.
If the fading coefficient hi is optimally estimated, received symbols zi can be
treated as the symbols that are only affected by Gaussian white noise, and the PDF
that receives zi conditioned on xi in AWGN channels is expressed as:
√
√
Es
(zi − Es xi )2
pzi |xi (zi ) =
)
exp(−
N0
N0
2

(5.4)

√
√
If xi ∈ {+ Es , − Es }, initial LLRs of BP decoders with channel estimate can
be written as:
√
(zi − Es xi )2
Es
exp(−
)
N0
N0
2
√
ln( √
)
(zi + Es xi )2
Es
exp(−
)
N
0
N0
√

LLRi =

√
4 Es
2zi
2ri ĥ∗i
=
zi = 2 =
N0
σn
σn2

(5.5)

2

However, due to noisy channel estimates, initial LLRs in (5.5) is not as accurate as
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that with perfect channel estimation. Therefore, in this part, a channel compensator
C for BP is proposed to improve the accuracy of initial LLRs, which is expected to
enhance the BER performance of BP polar decoding in fading channels.
It is known that in AWGN channels, BP for polar codes is not sensitive to inaccurate channel estimates since min-sum based decoding functions are insensitive
to multiplicative factors [119]. However, the conventional BP is sensitive to multiplicative factors. Given the mentioned knowledge, C, a multiplicative factor for the
original inaccurate LLRs, is defined.
BER,N=1024 R=0.50 Polar code performance,SNR=3dB
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Fig. 5.2: BER performance for a (1024,512) polar code with variant channel compensator C for two kinds of BP decoders with Eb /N 0=3 dB
Fig.5.2 suggests that compared with MS-based BP decoders [91], the conventional
BP is susceptible to the variance of compensation factor C. Thus, applying an
appropriate C can help conventional BP enhance its BER performance.
5.1.3

The proposed channel compensator C for BP

In fading channels with estimate ĥ, the PDF of zi conditioned on transmitted BSPK
modulated symbol xi is defined as [120]:

pzi |xi (zi ) =

1
2πσĥ2 σr2 (1

−

|µ|2 )

exp[

|zi |
R[zi µi ]
] × K0 (
)
2
σĥ σr (1 − |µ| )
σĥ σr (1 − |µ|2 )
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(5.6)

where K0 (x) denotes the 0th -order Hankel function of x, R(x) refers to the real part
of x. Moreover, µi is denoted as the cross-correlation coefficient of ri and ĥi , which
is defined as:
E[ri ĥ∗i ]
µi = q
E[|ri |2 ]E[|ĥi |2 ]
2σh2
= xi p
2 )
(|xi |2 2σh2 + 2σn2 )(2σh2 + 2σm

(5.7)

= |µ|e−ji

Since xi is a BPSK modulated symbol, thus, |µi | is a real value and i ∈ {0, π}.
Subsequently, based on (5.6) and (5.7), the corrected initial LLRs of decision variable
zi with noisy channel estimate ĥi is written as:
LLRi0

√
P (zi |xi = − Es )
2|µ|
√
= ln
zi
=
σr σn (1 − |µ|2 )
P (zi |xi = − Es )

(5.8)

2
By considering (5.7), σĥ2 = σh2 + σm
, and σn2 = N0 /2, the corrected LLRs are rewritten

as:
LLRi0

√
4 Es 2 2 2Es 2
=
zi σh [σm (
σ + 1) + σh2 ]−1
N0
N0 h

(5.9)

2 2Es 2
where σh2 [σm
( N0 σh + 1) + σh2 ]−1 is called the channel compensator C.

(5.9) reveals that the channel compensator introduces the variance of estimate
2
error σm
. With the proposed channel compensator C, corrected initial LLRs can
2
be achieved. Moreover, when σm
= 0, (5.9) can be simplified to

√
4 Es
zi ,
N0

which is

equivalent to (5.5).

5.1.4

Simulation results

In this section, BER simulation results of BP decoding with the proposed C are given
and evaluated. In the presented simulation results, σh2 = 1. Furthermore, code length
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is 1024 and rate is fixed to 0.5. The noisy channel estimate is simulated, and mi is
calculated from a Gaussian random generator. The maximum iteration for BP is 60.
Furthermore, the BER performance of BP in AWGN channels with perfect channel
state information (CSI) is also included.
BER,N=1024 R=0.50 Polar code performance
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Fig. 5.3: BER performance of polar codes using corrected LLRs (dashed) versus
2
= 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4.
LLRs in (5.5) (solid) with variable σm
The BER performance of BP decoding in Rayleigh fading channels using the
proposed channel compensator C is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The code length is 1024.
2
It is suggested that when σm
increases, benefits gained from C are more noticeable.
2
When σm
= 0.4, compared with the BP using initial LLRs in (5.5), the performance

gain using the proposed compensator is nearly 1.5 dB at probability of 10−2 .
2
It is known that better channel estimates (lower σm
) can be obtained by using

different channel estimate algorithms under high SNRs [69]. To make our simulation
2
results more practical, instead of a fixed value of σm
for all SNRs, it is assumed
2
here that σm
= ασn2 , where α denotes a constant scale factor. Fig.5.4 reveals that

with variable α, the BER performance using the proposed compensator C (dashed)
2
is always better than that of the case without introducing σm
(solid). The gain is

about 1.5 dB at probability 10−3 when α = 1.
Fig.5.5 draws the comparison between BP decoding utilizing the proposed C
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Fig. 5.4: BER performance of polar codes using corrected LLRs (dashed) versus
2
LLRs in (5.5) (solid) for variable σm
= ασn2 with α = 0, 0.4, 1.
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Fig. 5.5: BER performance of BP with (dashed) and without (solid) corrected LLRs
versus different SC based polar decoders (SC, SCL)
and other major stream polar decoding algorithms, including: SC and SCL [45],
2
with σm
= 0.4. It is known that SCL can act as a benchmark for polar decoding.

Nevertheless, SC based decoding algorithms are not capable of exploiting the proposed
C for its insensitivity to multiplicative factors [119]. Given this, in noisy estimate
scenarios, the proposed BP decoding can achieve a very similar BER performance to
SCL (list size L = 4), which exhibits higher latency. Furthermore, the gain obtained
from utilizing C does not rises the complexity of BP decoders.
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5.2

Turbo receiver for polar-coded OFDM systems with unknown CSI

5.2.1

Introduction

We know that in November 2016, polar coding was agreed to be used in eMBB
control channels for the 5G NR interface [55], which makes related research in polar
codes more attractive. Nevertheless, in practice, communication channels are usually
frequency selective. However, polar codes are mostly designed for AWGN channels,
which may be insufficient when using in frequency selective channels. Although there
are some investigations for polar code construction in memory channels [64, 65, 66], it
is more practical to modify receivers rather than polar encoders. We know that OFDM
is a multi-carrier modulation technique which converts frequency selective fading into
flat fading [61], and OFDM is also the chosen one as waveform for 5G [63]. This
decision gives us the idea to combine polar codes with OFDM techniques. Moreover,
currently, OFDM has been implemented in 4G LTE and WiMAX cellular network
standards [121], which provides us a lot of ideas to learn from.
In this part, a novel turbo receiver for polar codes, which combines a expectation maximization (EM) demodulator and BP polar decoders [1] in OFDM systems
to improve the error-correcting performance of polar decoding in frequency selective
channels. Simulation results show that by utilizing the proposed receiver, corresponding BER performances can be significantly improved compared with the case
that implements demodulation and decoding separately. Moreover, the performance
of using the proposed receiver with unknown CSI can approach the performance with
perfect CSI. Similar research has been investigated by using LDPC codes [122]. In
this part, the turbo receiving structure is realized by using polar codes.
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5.2.2

The system model

Assume a polar coded OFDM system with Q sub-carriers, transmitting data through
frequency selective channels. The system model at transmitting side is given in
Fig.5.6. First, information bits u are coded by a polar encoder. Then, polar codewords c are modulated by M-phase shift keying (M-PSK). These M-PSK symbols X
are transmitted across P OFDM slots. Therefore, P Q M-PSK symbols are transmitted in total. It is assumed that the fading processes remain static during each OFDM
word (time slot) while varying from one OFDM word to another. Then, after IFFT,
time-domain OFDM words x are sent to fading channels.
At the receiver, signals after matched filtering and symbol-rate sampling are operated by FFT, obtaining:

Y[p] = X[p]H[p] + z[p], for p = 1, ..., P

(5.10)

where

X[p] = diag{X[p, 0], X[p, 1], ..., X[p, Q − 1]}Q×Q
H[p] = {H[p, 0], ..., H[p, Q − 1]}TQ×1

where H[p] is a length Q vector including complex channel frequency responses at
the pth OFDM slot. The H in time domain at the kth sub-carrier and pth slot can
be written as:
H[p, k] =

L−1
X

h[l; p]e−j2πkl/Q = wH
f (k)h(p)

(5.11)

l=0

where h(p) = [α(0; pT ), ..., α(L − 1; pT )]T is the L-length channel response of all taps
in time domain. T is the duration of one OFDM slot. The α(l; pT ) is the complex
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fading amplitude of the lth tap, and

wf (k) = [e−j0 , e−j2πk/Q , ..., e−j2πk(L−1)/Q ]H
L×1

are related FFT coefficients. Therefore, (5.10) can be rewritten as:

Y[p] = X[p]Wf h[p] + z[p], for p = 1, ..., P

(5.12)

with

X[p] = diag{X[p, 0], X[p, 1], ..., X[p, Q − 1]}Q×Q
Wf = [wf (0), wf (1), ..., wf (Q − 1)]H
Q×L

Polar
Encoder

Code
words

c

MPSK

Coded
symbols

X

S/P

Info
Bits
u

IFFT

x

Fig. 5.6: Block diagram of a polar-coded OFDM transmitter

5.2.3

The turbo receiver for polar-coded OFDM

In this section, design of the proposed turbo receiver for polar-coded OFDM is introduced. A polar code based turbo receiver includes two stages, the soft demodulator
and soft polar decoder. To obtain soft values, BP decoding is used. By utilizing soft
demodulators and decoders, the extrinsic information can be iteratively exchanged
between these two parts to gradually improve the performance of the proposed system.
In practice, CSI are usually unknown and needs to be estimated at receiving
sides. Therefore, we assume an unknown fading channel, and utilize the maximum
a posteriori expectation-maximization (MAP-EM) algorithm for demodulation. An
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illustration of the proposed turbo receiver for polar-coded OFDM systems is shown in
Fig.5.7. It consists two parts: The soft MAP-EM demodulator and BP decoder. Both
of them are iterative algorithms. The soft MAP-EM demodulator receives signals Y
after FFT operations, and the extrinsic LLRs λ2 from the BP polar decoder. It
computes the extrinsic a posteriori LLRs of coded words λ1 and sends them to BP.
Then, the decoder obtains corresponding LLRs and computes as the output extrinsic
LLRs of coded words or the hard decision if it reaches the last turbo iteration.

λ2

P/S

IFFT

Y

λ1

Soft MAP-EM
Demod

BP Polar
Decoder

Estimated
Info. Bits

Xˆ ,uˆ

Pilots

X(0), hˆ(0)

Initialization
of
MAP-EM

Fig. 5.7: Block diagram of the proposed turbo receiver

5.2.3.1

The MAP-EM demodulator :

For notation simplicity, in the following discussion, we assume that P = 1, and
BPSK is used for modulation. It should be noted that the h defined above is supposed
to have only time responses of Lf nonzero taps. Moreover, since CSI is not available
at first, the h needs to be redefined to consist time responses of all taps within the
maximum multi-path spread, which is h = [h(1), ..., h(L0f )]T , with L0f = [τm Q∆f +
1] > Lf , where τm is the maximum multi-path spread. Hence, the corresponding FFT
0

coefficients need to be rewritten as wf (k) = [e−j0 , e−j2πk/Q , ..., e−j2πk(Lf −1)/Q ]H
L0 ×1 .
f
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Therefore, the received signal Y should be rewritten as

Y = XWf h + z

(5.13)

where:

X = diag{X[0], X[1], ..., X[Q − 1]}Q×Q
Wf = [wf (0), ..., wf (Q − 1)]H
Q×L0f
with Y and z the length Q vectors which contain the received signals and ambient
Gaussian noise at all Q sub-carriers, respectively.
Without CSI, the MAP detection problem is defined as:

X̂ = argmaxlnP (X|Y)

(5.14)

X

and this problem can be solved by an EM algorithm.
E-step: the expectation is computed with respect to the hidden channel response
h conditioned on X and Y. It is shown that the h follows a complex Gaussian
distribution conditioned on X and Y, which is denoted as:

h|(Y, X(i) ) ∼ Nc (ĥ,

X
ˆ
h

)

(5.15)

with:

ĥ = (WfH X(i)H X(i) Wf +

†
X
)−1 WfH X(i)H Y

(5.16)

h

X
ˆ
h

where

P

h

=

X
h

−(WfH X(i)H X(i) Wf

+

†
X
h

)−1 × WfH X(i)H X(i) Wf

X

denotes the covariance matrix of the channel response h.
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(5.17)

h

P

h

can be

= E[hhH ] = diag{σ12 , ..., σL2 0 }, where σl2 is the average power of the
f
P†
0
lth tap, which can be known with the help of pilots.
h = diag{γ1 , ..., γLf } is the
P
pseudo-inverse of h , which is defined as:
written as:

P

h



1/σ 2 , σ 2 6= 0
l
l
γl =

 0,
σ2 = 0

l = 1, 2, ..., L0f

(5.18)

l

By using (5.15) and (5.13), the Q function is calculated as:

Q(X|X(i) ) = −Eh|(Y,X(i) ) {||Y − XWh||2 } + C

(5.19)

= −Eh|(Y,X(i) ) {||(Y − XWĥ) + (XWĥ − XWh)||2 } + C
= −Eh|Y,X(i) {(ĥ − h)H WH XH XW)(ĥ − h)} − ||Y − XWĥ||2 + C
X
ˆ
W H XH } + C
= −||Y − XWĥ||2 − trace{XW
h

Q−1

=−

X

q(X[k]) + C

k=0

P
where C is a constant, q(X[k]) = {||Y [k] − X[k]wfH (k)ĥ||2 + [X[k] ˆ h (k)X[k]]}, with
P
ˆ wH ]k+1,k+1 , where [A]i,j denotes the (i, j)th elements in matrix [A].
ˆ (k) = [wf P
h f
h
Then, based on the function Q, the M-step can be concluded as:

X(i+1) = argmax[Q(X|X(i) ) + lnP (X)]

(5.20)

X
Q−1

= argmax[−
X

X

Q−1

q(X[k]) +

k=0

X

lnP (X[k])]

k=0

Q−1

=

X
k=0

argmin[q(X[k]) − lnP (X[k])]
X

It is shown that the M-step can be decoupled into Q independent minimization steps.
Each step is solved by enumerating all possible symbols X from set Ω, where Ω
represents the set of all M-PSK symbols. Therefore, the total complexity of the
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M-step is O(|Ω|).
In each turbo iteration, EM optimization iterates IEM times. At the end of EM
process, the extrinsic a posteriori LLRs of code words are calculated and fed to
the BP decoder. Using M-PSK modulation, the a posteriori LLRs λ1 of the jth
(j = 1, 2, ..., log2 |Ω|) code word at the kth sub-carrier, cj [k] is calculated as the
output of the EM demodulator, which is computed as follows:
P (cj [k] = +1)
P (cj [k] = +1|Y)
−
ln
λ1 (cj [k]) = ln
P (cj [k] = −1|Y)
P (cj [k] = −1)
P
X∈Cj+ P (X[k] = X|Y)
=P
− λ2 (cj [k])
− P (X[k] = X|Y)
X∈Cj
P
X∈Cj+ exp[−q(X) + lnP (X)]
− λ2 (cj [k])
=P
− exp[−q(X) + lnP (X)]
X∈C

(5.21)

j

where Cj+ denotes the set of X where the jth polar code word is mapped to +1 and
Cj− is defined similarly. For BPSK, the above equation can be simplified as:
λ1 (cj [k]) =

exp[−q(X = +1) + lnP (X = +1)]
− λ2 (cj [k])
exp[−q(X = −1) + lnP (X = −1)]

The extrinsic a posteriori LLRs λ2 are given by polar decoders from the previous
iteration. Then, the extrinsic a posteriori LLRs λ1 computed by EM demodulator
are fed to the polar decoder, which in turns obtains the extrinsic LLRs λ2 , and gives
to the MAP-EM demodulator iteratively. In such way, one turbo iteration can be
completed. At the last turbo iteration, hard decision of information bits are computed
and output by the polar decoder.

5.2.3.2

Initialization of MAP-EM demodulators :

The performance of MAP-EM highly depends on initial values of X(0) and ĥ(0) .
Except the first turbo iteration, X in (5.20) is simply taken as X(i) from the previous
iteration. Then, the mean value ĥ is updated based on (5.16). However, The initial
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value of ĥ(0) is obtained by using the aid of pilots bore on transmitting OFDM
symbols. In this section, the simplest LS channel estimation method is used to obtain
Ĥ and then FFT is applied to have the initial value of ĥ(−1) , which is given as follows:
H
ĤLS = int[(X−1
pilot Y) ]

(5.22)

ĥ(0) = [FFT(ĤLS )]L0f ×1
where int[ ] denotes the interpolation operation, and [A]L0f ×1 represents the first L0f
elements of [A]. More details of the LS channel estimation can be found in [99]. After
obtaining ĥ(0) , The X(0) is demapped as:

X(0) = Demap{diag(Wf ĥ(−1) )H Y}

5.3

(5.23)

Simulation results

In this section, the BER performance comparison between the proposed turbo receiver
and a separated processing receiver is implemented in frequency selective channels.
In the simulation, the number of sub-carriers Q = 256, the length of polar code
N = 128, OFDM symbols number P = 10000, and the rate of code R = 0.75. LS
channel estimation is used to obtain the initial value of ĥ. Furthermore, the number
of iterations Iturbo for turbo receivers are variant while the number of iterations for
MAP-EM demodulator IEM equals to 4. BP, which is a soft input soft output (SISO)
decoding, is used. The iteration Tmax for BP is 20.
The BER performance among turbo receivers with variant Iturbo and that of
the corresponding receiver without using the turbo receiving method is compared
in Fig.5.8. It is illustrated that 1. turbo receivers are significantly helpful to improve
the BER performance. It is shown that by using the proposed joint detection and
decoding method, around 5dB gain can be achieved at probability 5 × 10−2 . 2. Increasing Iturbo is helpful to decrease the BER performance. 3. Using turbo receivers
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Fig. 5.8: BER performance between the polar-coded OFDM with and without turbo
receivers with variant number of Iturbo
can obtain a similar BER performance as that of using the perfect CSI. 4. Although
increasing Iturbo is helpful, the performance enhancement is gradually vanishing.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, the author proposed two modified polar-code OFDM systems by
including: 1. a channel compensator for polar decoding using in fading channels with
noisy channel estimates. 2. a turbo receiver based on EM detectors and BP decoders.
First, a fading channel compensator C was proposed for BP polar decoding. It is
assumed that an inaccurate channel estimate has been provided, and the variance of
2
estimate errors is available. Using the variance σm
, initial LLRs can be corrected and

the corresponding BER performance can be noticeably enhanced. Simulation results
2
reveal that by taking σm
into consideration, the SNR gain obtained by conventional

BP reaches 1.5 dB without any rise in computational complexity.
Then, a novel turbo receiver for polar-coded OFDM was proposed to fight against
the frequency selective fading. The turbo receiver iteratively exchanges the soft information between MAP-EM detectors and BP decoders. By utilizing these soft
information, the BER performance of such system can be significantly improved.
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Simulation results show that compared with the performance of separate implementation, the proposed turbo receiver can significantly improve the BER performance
even without CSI. Moreover, by choosing appropriate iteration numbers, the performance given by turbo receivers is comparable to that of receivers with perfect channel
estimation.
In next chapter, the author will introduce polar codes to OFDM-IM based systems
to solve their high PAPR problems. The proposed scheme in next chapter utilizes
polar codes to achieve PAPR reduction as well as error correction. Additionally, the
author notes that all proposed techniques for polar-coded OFDM systems in this
chapter can be utilized in the polar-coded OFDM-IM based systems proposed in the
next chapter without significant modifications.
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6

A SLM SCHEME FOR PAPR REDUCTION
IN POLAR-CODED OFDM-IM SYSTEMS WITHOUT USING SIDE INFORMATION

6.1

Introduction

The OFDM-IM is a modified version of OFDM [69], which owns an interesting tradeoff between energy efficiency and system performance from the adjustment of the
number of active sub-carriers in the system. Therefore, the OFDM-IM has acted as
one of the potential waveform formats of the 5G communication system [110]. Nevertheless, like the OFDM, as a multi-carrier modulation scheme, the OFDM-IM also
faces its high PAPR, resulting in in-band and out-of-band distortion when it passes
through high power amplifiers (HPAs) [61]. To reduce PAPR, several schemes have
been proposed to address this problem. Conventional PAPR reduction methods can
be classified into the following three categories [99]: 1. The limiting technology covers
clipping and block-scaling methods, that directly clip the high power signal, which
is straightforward but may cause distortions. 2. The scrambling method covers the
SLM [123] and PTS [124] schemes, which can effectively reduce the PAPR. However,
high complexity is a major problem. 3. Constructing a kind of code that owns PAPR
reduction capability [125]. However, the construction of such codes for long length
signals is very complicated. Beside the PAPR reduction, for a practical communication system, the error correction code is also an inevitable part, which is applied for
errors control. By introducing such error correction codes to OFDM-IM systems, it
is very interesting to investigate the PAPR reduction capability of such concatenated
system.
In OFDM systems, some articles introduced existing error correction codes to
deal with the PAPR reduction problem [126, 127]. Nevertheless, these papers only
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simply combined existing PAPR reduction schemes with error correction codes (e.g.
Turbo codes). Therefore, it is worth to investigate whether there has a kind of scheme
that owns the potentiality to have error correction and PAPR reduction capability,
which helps the system skip the conventional PAPR reduction process. In [128], a
concatenated coding scheme was proposed. In this scheme, RM codes, which reduces
PAPR, and LDPC codes, which controls errors, are implemented in frequency and
time domain, respectively. By using this kind of hybrid code, the PAPR can be
reduced and the error control performance can be maintained. However, compared
with the conventional LDPC code, the proposed method has BER degradation due
to the introduction of the PAPR reduction coding scheme. Also, since the design of
such PAPR reducing code is complicated, this method can be only used when the
block length is short.
As the first capacity-achieving error correction code, polar coding [28] is considered as a mile stone in coding and information theory for its low complex encoding
and decoding procedures. In November 2016, polar codes have acted as the channel coding scheme for the eMBB control channels of the 5G NR interface through
3GPP [55]. Recently, a new PAPR reduction scheme was proposed in polar-coded
OFDM system [129]. In this method, random PAPR reduction bits are injected to
original polar codes. These PAPR reduction bits that occupied the frozen bits positions are unknown for receiver thus these bits have to be decoded as information bits,
which equivalent to increase the code rate. Hence, such method decreases PAPR by
increasing the number of information bits, which compromises the error correction
performance.
In is chapter, a novel SI free SLM scheme is proposed based on polar-coded OFDMIM systems. The proposed method takes advantage of the unique properties of polar
codes. It is observed that in the conventional polar encoder, frozen bits are commonly assigned as “0”. However, polar codes can reduce the PAPR of signals by
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randomly rotating these frozen bits. This scrambling procedure is similar to the SLM
scheme. Compared with the conventional polar-coded OFDM-IM system, the proposed method effectively reduces the PAPR. Also, compared with polar codes concatenated SLM scheme in OFDM-IM systems (Polar-OFDM-IM), since the frozen
bits are known by receivers and transmitters, polar decoding can be implemented
directly without inverse phase rotation procedure required by the conventional SLM
scheme, which decreases the latency at receivers. Simulation results reveal that the
proposed novel SLM scheme based on polar codes can achieve the performance in
PAPR reduction similar to that of the Polar-OFDM-IM scheme without compromising the error correction performance. Moreover, for conventional scrambling PAPR
schemes (e.g.SLM, PTS), the SI, which indicates the index of the selected phase
rotation factor, is an inevitable part. Losing these bits can cause an irrevocable
decoding error. These important bits needs to be carefully protected, which compromises transmission efficiency. Many SI free schemes have been proposed to solve this
problem [130, 131, 126, 132]. A common idea to avoid SI transmission is to introduce
some PMs that can distinguish different phase rotation factors. In this chapter, we
propose a novel receiver for the proposed SLM scheme without transmuting SI. This
receiver takes advantage of SCL polar decoding scheme [45]. By using PM values
caused by different frozen bits sets, the proposed receiver can correctly choose the
frozen bits that the transmitted polar codeword used and decode the information bits
without using SI. Simulation results show that the proposed receiver can achieve very
close performance as that of the ideal case, where SI are perfectly received, in both
AWGN and frequency selective channels.
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6.2
6.2.1

Preliminary knowledge
The polar code and system model

Here, the author use the definition and terminologies of polar codes in last chapters
by doing the following notations modifications: here, we define the length of codeword
as N and the number of information bits is K. The N − K length frozen bits are
expressed as F1N −K with indicies set Ac , where A is the indices set of information
bits. A polar codeword X can be obtained by a matrix product:
N

N

n

n

X = uG2,A ⊕ F1N −K G2,Ac
N

N

n

where G2,A denotes the sub-matrix of G2
N

n

(6.1)

formed by the rows with the indices in

n

A and so does G2,Ac . “⊕” denotes the mod 2 operation. We note that if the frozen
bits F1N −K are all zero, denoting as: F0 , the generation process can be simplified to:
N

n

X = uG2,A

(6.2)

Then, we consider an OFDM-IM transmission scheme given in the IM part of
Fig.6.1. In this section, we only focus on index modulation part, the candidates
generation part for PAPR reduction will be introduced in the next section. Here, a
total of N length polar codewords X are divided by a bit splitter into G groups, each
of which contains p bits, where p = p1 + p2 . We assume the size of IFFT is Nf f t
and each group owns n available sub-carriers, thus Nf f t = Gn. The first p1 bits are
used for IM, which selects k active sub-carriers from n available sub-carriers, thus the
number of p1 equals to blog2 Ckn c. The remaining p2 bits are mapped to constellation
symbols. Unlike the OFDM, in the OFDM-IM system, not all sub-carriers need to
carry symbols, the information are carried by active sub-carriers and their indices.
For OFDM-IM, the set that indicates the active sub-carriers is mapped from the G
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Table 6.1: A Look-Up Table Example For k = 2, n = 4
Pattern
P1
P2
P3
P4

Bits i
[ 0, 0 ]
[ 0, 1 ]
[ 1, 0 ]
[ 1, 1 ]

Indices I
[1, 3]
[2, 4]
[1, 4]
[2, 3]

groups of p1 bits, which is represented by

i=

G
[

ig ⇔ I =

g=1

G
[

Ig

(6.3)

g=1

ig = [i[1], i[2], ..., i[p1 ]], Ig = [I[1], I[2], ..., I[k]]

(6.4)

where i[β] ∈ {0, 1} is a bit for index selector, and I[η] ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} denotes an
active sub-carrier. For OFDM-IM, i and I is one-to-one mapping. “⇔” means a
mapping relationship. For example, let assume a length-128 random polar codeword
with BPSK modulation (Nf f t is 128), and G = 32. In this case, n for each subblock is 4 and p = 4. Then, if we decide to use 2 sub-carriers to transmit symbols
(thus k = 2), the number of p1 for IM should be blog2 C24 c = 2, and the rest p2 = 2
bits needs to be mapped to BPSK symbols and modulated on 4 available sub-carriers.
Hence, for the 1st sub-block, the p1 length random sequence i1 has four possible values
[0, 0], [0, 1], [1, 0], [1, 1]. Then, the sequence i1 needs to be mapped to I1 in order to
indicate which 2 out of 4 sub-carriers are active while the rest 2 sub-carriers will be
idle. This mapping procedure can be implemented based on a look up table [69],
which is shown in Table.6.1.
After index modulation using the first p1 bits, the g th OFDM sub-block can be
denoted as:
Sg =



Sg (η),

 0,

η ∈ Ig

(6.5)

otherwise

where Sg (η) is obtained from a constellation Θ for η = 1, ..., k. After concatenating
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Sg , the OFDM block S is transformed to time domain using the IFFT operations.
In the proposed polar code based SLM scheme, V candidates Sv with different
PAPR are generated by polar codes. In the next section, the proposed SLM scheme
will be given in detail. After IFFT, CP is inserted to the time domain signal s. After
digital to analog converter and HPA, the signal is transmitted over the channel. The
transmission rate of an OFDM-IM is:

R=

blog2 Ckn c + klog2 M
(p1 + p2 )
= G(
)
n
Nf f t

(6.6)

where b c is the floor function M is the order of constellation, and C is the combinatorial operation.
At the receiving side, after the removal of CP, a FFT operation needs to be applied
on the received vector. Then, the received y is divided into G groups. The OFDM-IM
receiver needs to detect both the indices of active sub-carriers and the corresponding
data symbols. The optimal ML detector owns high complexity. To achieve near
optimal performance, two low complex IM detectors (IMDs) are proposed, including
the low complex ML and the LLR detection method [110]. The initial LLR values
for polar decoding are constructed by two parts, the LLRs of indices bits, LLRid ,
and LLRs of transmitted bits, LLRs . We consider the estimated received indices bits
sequence for each sub-block as

rid,g = [X̂id,g [1], X̂id,g [2], ..., X̂id,g [p1 ]]

(6.7)

where X̂id,g [β] is the estimated indices bits. Then, the initial LLR values for these
indices bits can be represented as

LLRid,g

√
2 Eb
rid,g
=
σk2
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(6.8)

where

√

Eb is the energy per bit. It is assumed that the noise variance in the time

domain is σ 2 , which is related with the noise variance in the frequency domain via
p
σk2 = (k/n)σ 2 due to the normalization factor (k/n) of the FFT at the receiver [133].
In this section, the detail of such detector will not be introduced. Interested readers
can refer to [69]. Then, the LLRs of the estimated received indices bits LLRid and
the corresponding received vector for transmitted bits LLRs are combined together
and send to a polar decoder.

6.3

The proposed polar code based SLM scheme for PAPR
reduction

In general, frozen bits in a polar code are certain and usually zeros. Nevertheless,
by rotating these frozen bits, more randomness can be introduced to a conventional
polar code, presumably leading to a lower PAPR in OFDM systems. Also, by utilizing
the PM provided by SCL polar decoder, the transmitted frozen bits vector can be
correctly distinguished, thus the inefficient SI can be avoided. In this section, we
propose a SLM scheme by introducing the transmitter and receiver, respectively.

6.3.1

The transmitter design

The proposed polar code based SLM scheme can be implanted in a conventional polar
encoder, as illustrated in Fig.6.1.
In an OFDM-IM transmitter, first, information bits u should be transformed to
a polar codeword X0 according to (6.1) using all zero frozen bits. In the proposed
scheme, the transmitter generate a number of frozen bits sequence Fv , forv = 1, ..., V −
1, which are a set of length N − K random vectors, expressed as:

Fv , {F1N −K }v = [Fv [1], Fv [2], ..., Fv [N − K]]
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(6.9)
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where Fv [j] ∈ {0, 1}, for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − K. After matrix product using G2,Ac , a group
of length N vectors Pv are obtained. In this section, we call these random frozen bits
vectors as “phase rotation” vectors, which is inspired by the same terminology in the
SLM scheme [123]. We note that the indices set Ac are predetermined, which are decided by polar encoding methods. More details regarding to polar codes construction
algorithms can be found in [134].
After mod 2 operations “⊕” with X0 , polar codewords with different phase rotation vectors Pv result in a set of V modified input vectors Xv for 0 ≤ v ≤ V − 1,
as:
Xv = [Xv [1], Xv [2], ..., Xv [N ]]

(6.10)

We note that the first candidate X0 equals to the polar codeword using all zeros
frozen bits. Then, a set of polar coded vectors Xv go through IM part, including
index modulation and constellation mapping. Then, the parallel modified symbol
vectors Sv are transformed to time domain using V blocks of IFFT, yields:

sv = IFFT[Sv ], for v = 0, ..., V − 1

(6.11)

where sv = [sv [1], sv [2], ..., sv [N ]]T with components:
N
1 X
Sv [k]ej2πkn/N
sv [n] =
N k=1

(6.12)

for n = 1, 2, .., N . Then the system selects one candidate sṽ which owns the minimum
PAPR as:
ṽ = argminPAPR{sv }

(6.13)

0≤v≤V

to transmit. This PAPR reduction procedure can be regarded as a kind of SLM
scheme based on polar codes. The definition of PAPR of candidate vectors sv is
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defined as [93]:
max |sv [n]|2

Γsv = PAPR{sv } ,

1≤n≤N

Psv

(6.14)

where Psv denotes the average power of sv , which is calculated as:

Psv =

1
1
E[sH
E[||sv ||2 ]
v sv ] =
N
N

(6.15)

where E[ ] denotes the expected value and the superscript H denotes the Hermitian
transpose.
In the conventional scrambling PAPR reduction scheme (i.e. SLM or PTS), the
transmitter should let the receiver know which phase rotation vector is applied. In
other words, the index of ṽ should be transmitted as SI. The number of bits that
should be transmitted is log2 V for each data block. In the proposed polar code based
SLM scheme, similar to the conventional SLM scheme, the transmitter also needs to
send the index of ṽ. Some researchers have proposed methods capable of avoiding SI
transmission [135, 136]. However, it is assumed in this subsection that the receiver
knows the table of phase rotation vectors in advance and the transmitter is required
to send the log2 V bits SI. The SI free method for the proposed PAPR reduction
scheme will be introduced in the next subsection.
It is noteworthy that since the phase rotation P generation in Fig.6.1 can be
implemented in advance, the proposed PAPR reduction method has the same complexity as the polar code concatenated SLM scheme at the transmitter. Also, because
of the parallelism, the proposed polar code based SLM scheme owns almost the same
latency as the polar coded OFDM-IM system. Note that advanced or low complex
SLM schemes [61, 137] can also be easily applied on the proposed scheme, which provides more flexibility to our proposed method. On the receiving side, given in Fig.6.2,
after obtaining the used frozen bits set index ṽ correctly, the proposed scheme directly
decodes the received vector using the corresponding frozen bits Fṽ by regular polar
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decoding algorithms, such as SC [28], SCL [45], or BP [38]. Hence, compared with
the conventional SLM concatenated polar coded OFDM system, the required inverse
phase rotation procedure can be skipped, which reduces the complexity and latency
on the receiving side.

6.3.2

The receiver design
u
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Fig. 6.2: Transceiver of (a).the Polar-SLM scheme. (b).the proposed scheme
In the conventional SLM PAPR reduction scheme. The SI needs to be transmitted
to the receiver in order to obtain the used phase rotation vector Pṽ . After the
inverse operation by utilizing Pṽ , the polar codeword can be decoded by regular
polar decoding algorithms. In this subsection, we introduce a SI free receiver for the
proposed SLM scheme, which is based on SCL polar decoders.
The block diagram of the SI receiver for the proposed SLM scheme is illustrated in
Fig.6.3. At the receiver, after invoking the FFT demodulation operation, we denote
the serial received signal, including the bits for IM, r as: r , r1N = [r[1], r[2], ..., r[N ]].
We assume that the receiver has the table of all possible Fv with 0 ≤ v ≤ V − 1.
First, the selected index ṽ needs to be confirmed. To solve this problem, the signal r
is firstly decoded parallelly by a set of SCL polar decoders with different frozen bits
set Fv with 0 ≤ v ≤ V − 1. We will show that the list size l at this round is good
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to be set to 1 because by using larger size l, there has no significant difference on
the accuracy of Fv detection but increasing corresponding computational complexity.
Thus, to select the correct index ṽ, l = 1 is enough. After the first round decoding,
each SCL decoder using different Fv can obtain a unique PM value. Generally, the
lth PM for the ith bit is calculated as:

(i−1)


P Ml







if i ∈ A or Ac and ûl [i] = h(L[ui ])





(i−1)

P Ml
− |L[ui ]|
i
P Ml =


if i ∈ A or Ac and ûl [i] 6= h(L[ui ])







+∞





 if i ∈ Ac and h(L(ui )) 6= Pv [i]

(6.16)

with 1 ≤ l ≤ L and 1 ≤ i ≤ N , where L is the list size of a SCL decoder, h(x) =
1
(1
2

− sgn(x)), and
L[ui ] = ln(

P (ui = 0|r, û1i−1 )
)
P (ui = 1|r, û1i−1 )

(6.17)

is the LLR of bit ui calculated by the SCL decoding algorithm. More details of the
SCL decoding method can be found in [45]. By using different Fv , every SCL decoder
owns different PM values. Here, the receiver selects the v̂ th decoder corresponding to
Fv̂ so that:
|P M (Fv̂ )| < |P M (Fp )| for any p

(6.18)

where 0 ≤ p 6= v̂ ≤ V − 1. Therefore, by using different PM values, the index of the
used Fṽ can be found. We note that this unique PM value is caused by the pre-known
positions of frozen bits and error propagation of SCL decoding. In other words, the
proposed SI free scheme makes use of the structure of polar decoding schemes, so the
conventional scrambling PAPR reduction (i.e. SLM or PTS) schemes without using
polar codes cannot enjoy this advantage.
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Table 6.2: Rate of Selecting Incorrect Fv̂ in Different Channels with R = 0.5
V
dB
0.5
1.5
2.5
7
8
9

8(AWGN)

16(AWGN)

8(Fading)

16(Fading)

1.1 × 10−3
2.3 × 10−5
0
-

2.4 × 10−3
4.2 × 10−5
0
-

2.7 × 10−3
4.0 × 10−4
1.2 × 10−4

3.6 × 10−3
4.8 × 10−4
2.0 × 10−4

In Table.6.2, we show the rate of proposed SI receiver fails to find the correct Fṽ .
From the table, we can learn that the proposed receiver can effectively find the used
Fṽ in different types of channels. The effectiveness of the proposed receiver can be
partially explained by the error propagation effect of SC based decoding [79]. Here,
we briefly introduce such effect starting from a review of SC decoding. We note that
SCL can be regarded as a modified SC decoding with L-sized stack using PM in
(6.16).
Then, the v̂ th SCL decoder increases the list size l to L, where L is a positive number (L ≥ 1). This step is to guarantee the error correction performance. Therefore,
the estimated information bits û can be obtained through the v̂ th SCL decoder.
SC decoding is a type of sequent decoding. Hence, SC first computes an estimate
of u[1], denoted by û[1] based on only r. Then, the SC starts to estimate û[2]. Since
u[i], i ∈ Ac is known by receiver, thus the SC only needs to compute û[i], i ∈ A. The
hard decision of û[i] can be obtained from h(L[ui ]), and it can be calculated through
a decoding graph which contains two types of nodes, f and g. Here, in Fig.6.4, we
(i)

give an example of this graph for a N = 8 SC decoding, where Ln , L[ui ]. Each
node has two input LLRs, denoted as L1 and L2 , and the output LLR is written as
L. The g block implements extra operation called as partial sum, denoted by u. The
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min-sum operation [79] for two types of rules are

f (L1 , L2 ) = sgn(L1 )sgn(L2 )min(|L1 |, |L2 |)
g(L1 , L2 , u) = (−1)u L1 + L2

(6.19)
(6.20)

The partial sum of stage (s − 1) can be obtained from the corresponding sum at stage
s, where 1 ≤ s ≤ n, written as
(2i−1−[(i−1) mod 2s−1 ])

us−1

(2s−1 +2i−1−[(i−1) mod 2s−1 ])

us−1

= u(2i−1)
⊕ u(2i)
s
s

(6.21)

= u(2i)
s

(6.22)

(i)

where un , û[i].
Since SC is a type of sequent decoding, erroneous bit decisions can be caused by the
error propagation due to previous erroneous bit decisions. For example, we assume
an all zero codeword with A = {3, 4, 7, 8} is transmitted and û[3] is determined
erroneously. Then, if we assume that the two LLRs used for next bit calculation,
(2)

(6)

(2)

(6)

namely L2 and L2 are larger than zero and L2 > L2 . By utilizing the g node
(6)

(6)

update rule with û[3] = 1, the result L2 − L2

is smaller than 0, which leads to

an erroneous decision. Since the proposed SI free decoder uses all possible Fv , most
frozen bits from decoders with incorrect Fv must be determined erroneously, which
will cause serious error propagations. Hence, the PM values from the incorrect SCL
decoders should be larger than that from the correct one. Therefore, our proposed SI
free decoder is very likely to select the correct Fṽ .
The average PM values of L = 4 SCL decoders with different Fv is shown in
Fig.6.5 after 1000 trials. In this figure, we assume V = 8 and ṽ = 1. From Fig.6.5,
we know that the absolute PM values of SCL decoders with incorrect Fv is much
larger than that of the decoder with correct Fṽ due to serious error propagations.
Moreover, increasing the size l at the first stage has no significant impact to the
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Fig. 6.4: Decoding graph of a SC for N = 8, the f and g nodes are rerpesented solid
and dash blocks and in the parenthesis are the partial sums used by each g node
detection accuracy of Fṽ . It is because for SCL decoding, adjacent candidates in the
stack usually have only one or two bits difference, resulting in similar PM values. It
is also verified in Fig.6.5 that the difference between candidates in one SCL decoder
(i.e. decoder 1) is much smaller than that between different decoders (decoder 1 and
2).
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Fig. 6.5: Illustration of the average PM values of L = 4 SCL decoders with different
Fv
After selected the correct Fṽ , the v̂ th SCL decoder increases the list size l to L,
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where L is a positive number (L ≥ 1). This step is to guarantee the error correction
performance. Therefore, the estimated information bits û can be obtained through
the v̂ th SCL decoder.
Then, we analyze the complexity of the proposed SLM scheme. In order to more
intuitively reflect the complexity of our proposed scheme, we do a comparison between
the proposed SLM and the conventional SLM scheme in polar-coded OFDM-IM system. The complexity comparison can be separated into two part: the transmitter
side and the receiver side.
For the transmitting side, the proposed SLM scheme has similar computational
complexity as that of the polar-coded SLM scheme in OFDM-IM systems. To generate V candidates, both schemes require V IFFT operations, which complexity is
generalized to O(V N logN ) [138]. On the receiving side, if we consider the ideal case
where both schemes need transmit SI and the SI is perfectly received. The proposed
SLM scheme based on polar codes have lower latency and computational complexity compared with the conventional one because the proposed SLM scheme does not
require inverse phase rotation multiplications, which complexity is O(N ).
Additionally, compared with the conventional proposed system with SI and the
PAPR reduction scheme in [129] using SCL decoding, it is obvious that the corresponding complexity of the proposed SI free receiver increased. On the one hand,
for the conventional SCL decoding, the decoding complexity can be generalized to
O(LN logN ) [87]. On the other hand, the complexity of the proposed SI free receiver
is roughly O((V + L)N logN ). Nevertheless, since the proposed receiver is a parallel structure, the latency does not increase compared with the conventional receiver.
Also, if the hardware resources is a main concern, this structure can also be flexibly
modified to serial format at the cost of latency.
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6.4

Simulation results

In the present section, some simulations are implemented and evaluated. First, simulation is conducted to compare the PAPR reduction performance of the proposed
SLM scheme (expressed as “Proposed”), the novel PAPR reduction method in [129]
(denoted as “Novel”), and the conventional SLM scheme (C-SLM). In the simulation,
the phase rotation vectors are randomly selected from {0, 1}. The codeword length
N is selected from 128 and 256. BPSK modulation is used. The impacts of the number of candidates V on the proposed scheme and C-SLM are compared. Also, even
the results for the OFDM system without any PAPR reduction scheme (Unmod) is
covered.
Subsequently, the BER performance of the proposed scheme, Novel scheme, polarcoded OFDM-IM, and that of the conventional SLM OFDM-IM scheme not using any
error control coding are compared. In these simulations, the length of polar codes is
N = 128, length-16 CP is used, the FFT size is 128, SC decoding [28] is used, and
the AWGN channel is assumed.
Last, the performance of the proposed SI free receiver is compared and evaluated.
In this section, we utilize simulations to compare the BER performance of the proposed SI free receiver and the proposed SLM scheme using SI. It is assumed that
for the proposed SLM scheme with SI, those side information are always correctly
received (denoted as Ideal). Also, the error correction performance of the proposed
receiver using variant number of candidates V is also included. In our simulations,
the codeword length is 128, R = 0.5, L = 4, and the cases in AWGN and frequency
selective channels are considered and shown respectively.
The performance of any PAPR reduction scheme is usually ascertained by the
complementary cumulative distributive function (CCDF) of its PAPR [139] since the
PAPR of an OFDM signal can be considered as a random variable. The CCDF
is defined as the probability that the PAPR of an OFDM block s exceeds a given
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threshold γ (usually given in decibels) [93], as:
FΓcs (γ) = 1 − FΓs (γ)
(6.23)

= 1 − P r[PAPR{s} ≤ γ]
= P r[PAPR{s} > γ]
where FΓs (γ) = P r[Γs ≤ γ] denotes the cumulative distributive function of Γs .
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Fig. 6.6: Comparison of CCDFs for three PAPR reduction schemes, with 8 and 16
candidates for N=128
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Fig. 6.7: Comparison of CCDFs for three PAPR reduction schemes, with 8 and 16
candidates for N=256
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The PAPR reduction performance of the proposed scheme and the C-SLM scheme
is presented in Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.7, using different candidates number V (V ∈ {8, 16})
when N = 128 and N = 256, respectively. In these simulations, the code rate is
0.5. Moreover, as a reference the Novel PAPR reduction performance of the method
in [129] is also included. We can see that all schemes exhibit prominent PAPR
reduction capability. As long as the phase sequences are carefully designed, the CSLM is theoretically expected to perform at least the same PAPR performance as the
proposed scheme. However, based on the simulation results, we surprisingly found
that given in Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.7, when the parameter V is small, our proposed scheme
can achieve even better PAPR reduction than that of the C-SLM. It is because for
the proposed OFDM-IM based system, the random frozen bits Fv not only affect
the transmitted signal but also changes the bits for IM, which indirectly affect the
distribution of the active sub-carriers. This can be regarded as an extra benefit only
enjoyed by OFDM-IM, and this operation is equivalent to a set of interleavers which
is helpful for PAPR reduction while this benefit will be vanished with the increase of
candidates [93]. Then, compared with the “Novel” scheme which treats a small part
of frozen bits as information to reduce PAPR, our proposed scheme takes advantage
of all frozen bits, resulting in better PAPR reduction performance. Also, as seen,
the increase of candidate number helps obtain a better PAPR reduction performance.
Further, we can expect that the code rate will affect the PAPR reduction capability of
the proposed SLM scheme, it is because that when the code rate is high, the number
of available frozen bits is small, which introduce less randomness to the candidate
sequences (assume that the code rate is 1, there is no position for frozen bit). However,
a very high code rate for polar codes is not practical in real communication systems.
Moreover, it is suggested in the next subsection that apart from the competitive PAPR
reduction performance, the proposed scheme owns the same BER performance as that
of the SLM concatenated polar-coded OFDM-IM system (Polar-OFDM-IM).
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Fig. 6.8: Comparison of the BER performance of the proposed scheme, Novel scheme,
Polar-OFDM-IM, and C-SLM (SLM-OFDM-IM) in an AWGN channel
The BER among the proposed PAPR reduction scheme, the “Novel” scheme, the
SLM-OFDM-IM (no channel coding is used), and the Polar-OFDM-IM system is
illustrated in Fig.6.8. For all compared schemes, for simplicity, perfect SI receiving
is assumed. For the proposed and “Novel” scheme, we assume code rate equals to
0.5 and V = 8. After obtaining the SI, for the proposed scheme, the receiver decodes
information bits using the estimated frozen bits Fv̂ . For the “Novel” scheme, the
bits that are occupied the frozen positions used for PAPR reduction is treated as
information bits and decoded together with messages, which equivalent to code rate
increase. First, it is shown that compared with the pure polar-coded SLM scheme in
OFDM-IM system, the proposed system has the same performance and lower receiving
complexity, which is shown in Fig.6.2. Second, it is suggested that due to the error
correction property of polar codes, the proposed scheme achieves significant gain than
that of the C-SLM scheme in OFDM-IM systems, which exhibits no capability of the
error control. Last, the proposed SLM scheme achieves better BER performance
than that of the “Novel” scheme with the same number of candidates. Therefore, the
proposed SLM scheme based on polar codes combines two advantages (error correction
and PAPR reduction) that are required in OFDM-IM systems with lower complexity.
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Fig. 6.9: Comparison of the BER performance between the proposed and ideal receivers using variant V in AWGN channels
Fig.6.9 illustrates the BER performance between the proposed SLM schemes utilizing the SI free receiver (denoted as Proposed) and utilizing the conventional receiver with perfect SI (denoted as Ideal) in AWGN channels. As seen, the proposed
SI free receiver can achieve a very close BER performance as that of the ideal case.
It is shown that in Fig.6.9, in high SNR scenario, the gap between the proposed SI
free scheme and the ideal case is negligible. Further, we know that for the conventional SLM scheme, increasing the number of candidates V can enhance the PAPR
performance but does not influence the performance of error correction. However,
for our proposed receiver, increasing the number of candidates V may cause error
performance degradation because the distance (i.e Euclidean distance) among each
candidate is closer, which result closer PM values that are used to distinguish the possible Fv . How to optimize this trade-off can be regarded as an open topic for future
research. In this section, to partially solve this problem, we can decrease the rate of
polar codes, which introduces more randomness to the candidates. From Fig.6.9, we
can see that for low code rate (0.32), the BER degradation is almost vanished. For
medium code rate (0.5), the BER degradation is still acceptable. We note that a low
to mid code rate is practical for polar codes because high code rate will cause serious
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performance degradation, which makes channel coding ineffective.
100
Proposed, V=16, R=0.5
Perfect SI, R=0.5
Proposed, V=8,R=0.5
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Fig. 6.10: Comparison of the BER performance between the proposed and ideal
receivers using variant V in frequency selective channels
Fig.6.10 illustrates the BER performance between the proposed SLM schemes
using the SI free receiver,and the perfect SI in frequency selective channels. In each
transmit block, a length-16 CP is used and the maximum delay spread of the channel is
8. As seen, our proposed SI free receiver has more degradation in frequency selective
channels compared with the ideal case in terms of BER performance than that in
AWGN channels. It is illustrated in Table.6.2 that for the proposed receiver, the rate
of selecting incorrect Fv in frequency selective channels is much higher than that in
AWGN channels, resulting in more burst errors. Fig.6.10 shows that by using polar
codes with rate 0.5, the proposed receiver has around 0.1dB gap compared with the
ideal case at probability 1 × 10−2 . However, it is still a close performance compared
with the ideal case. Also, similar to the case in AWGN channels, the increase of V
compromises the error performance, and this gap can be mitigated by decreasing the
code rate.
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6.5

Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a novel SLM scheme based on polar codes for PAPR
reduction in OFDM-IM systems. Moreover, for transmission efficiency, we also proposed a corresponding receiver without using side information for the proposed SLM
scheme. First, for the proposed SLM scheme itself, the problem of high PAPR in
OFDM systems can be solved by rotating frozen bits of a Polar code. This method
does not require separate PAPR reduction blocks. Besides, as an error correction
code, the Polar code can also achieve impressive error correction performance. According to simulation results, the proposed SLM scheme can achieve the performance
close to that of the SLM scheme. In the meantime, compared with the Polar code
concatenated SLM scheme, the proposed scheme does not compromise the error correction capability with lower complexity on the receiving side. Using the proposed
SLM scheme based on Polar codes, the PAPR reduction and error control can be
solved jointly. Second, for the proposed receiver, by utilizing a set of parallel SCL
decoders, no side information is required when using the proposed SLM scheme. Simulation results show that compared with the ideal receiver, which perfectly obtains
the side information, our proposed receiver can achieve a very close BER performance. Moreover, this advantage can be also kept in frequency selective channels.
The computational complexity reduction for our proposed receiver can be seen as a
future topic for investigation.
In next chapter, the author will propose a general design guideline for polar-coded
OFDM-I/Q-IM systems, which can achieve better error performance than that of the
conventional polar-coded OFDM.
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7

POLAR-CODED OFDM WITH INDEX MODULATION

7.1

Introduction

Polar codes, introduced by Arikan in 2009 [28], can achieve symmetric capacity of
B-DMC for the input letters with equal probability. In some scenarios, it has been
shown that the bit-error-rate (BER) performance of polar codes can be similar to that
of turbo or LDPC codes with lower complexity by utilizing SCL decoding scheme [87].
Furthermore, the polar codes aided by CRC can achieve even better performance than
other channel coding schemes [50]. For these reasons, polar coding has been adopted
to the 5G NR interface by the 3GPP [55].
Beside applying polar coding, to meet the requirements of the next generation of
high-speed wireless communication networks, also new waveform formats have been
proposed. The OFDM-IM is a modified version of OFDM by extending the concept of SM to the frequency domain. The idea of OFDM-IM was firstly proposed
in [69], and an overview of this technique can be found in [70, 140]. Compared with
the conventional OFDM, OFDM-IM offers a trade-off between energy efficiency and
system performance with the adjustment of the number of active sub-carriers in the
system [68]. Hence, OFDM-IM is suitable for some businesses in next generation
communication networks. Since OFDM-IM has unique advantages, as an extended
version of OFDM, it is also considered as a promising candidate for 5G [110]. However, OFDM-IM performs weaker than OFDM in low SNR [69]. Hence, some modified
OFDM-IM schemes with better performance have been proposed. In [133], the number of active sub-carriers was adaptive, which increased the SE of OFDM-IM. In [67],
interleavers were adopted to enhance the performance of OFDM-IM at the cost of
higher latency. In [68] and [141], two methods with higher diversity gain were introduced, which significantly improved the performance of OFDM-IM while reducing
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SE. In [112], OFDM-I/Q-IM, which can be considered as a generalized OFDM-IM,
was proposed. Compared with the conventional technique, OFDM-I/Q-IM not only
has higher SE but also achieves better BER performance. Hence, OFDM-I/Q-IM can
be considered as a promising candidate for the next generation of high-speed wireless
communication networks.
The application of polar codes in conventional OFDM systems has been discussed
in [142]. It has been shown the design of a polar-coded OFDM system is very straight
forward. However, a major drawback of polar-coded OFDM systems is that increasing the transmission rate in these systems leads to substantial performance degradation [143]. Because of some advantages of OFDM with index modulation, it seems
intuitively that polar-coded OFDM-IM or polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM systems can
outperform their OFDM counterpart. However, combining polar codes with any type
of OFDM-IM is a challenging problem, whereas the design of polar-coded OFDM
is very straightforward. It is shown that the idea of applying polar codes in the
conventional OFDM-IM scheme [69, 144, 145, 146] is limited to the case in which a
BPSK modulator is employed as a symbol mapper; while, in practice, the design of
most systems is based on higher order modulations to reach higher spectral efficiency.
Hence, in this chapter, we focus on OFDM-I/Q-IM since it has more flexibility in the
allocation of bits in a polar-coded system and also better performance compared to
OFDM-IM. We try to provide a general design guideline for polar-coded OFDM-I/QIM.
Application of polar codes in OFDM-I/Q-IM systems presents new challenges,
and dealing with these is the main focus of this section. One of the challenges is to
combine polar coding with restricted length with OFDM-I/Q-IM modulators employing different constellations symbols. The other challenge is to include the a posteriori
information provided by the index detector for polar decoding to take further advantage of the structure signaling. Hence, in order to propose a polar-coded OFDM-IM
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system, the following step will be taken:
• In the proposed system, at the transmitter, in order to make the polar code
compatible with OFDM-I/Q-IM, we employ a random frozen bits appending
scheme. In the design of polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM, this novel scheme not
only helps us to make the polar code compatible with OFDM-I/Q-IM but also
improves the BER performance of the system.
• At the receiver, the channel detectors, based on the received signal and the a
priori information, provide soft information for both the index detector and the
polar decoder. Next, the index detector produces the a posteriori information
for the index bits, by utilizing the information from the channel detectors and
the lookup tables for mapping. Then, the information provided by the index
detector is fed to the polar decoder. Finally, the proposed polar decoder, which
is based on the belief propagation (BP) algorithm, computes the a posteriori
information for the information bits based on the code constraints, the input information given by the channel detectors and utilizing the information provided
by the index detector.
The remainer of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 gives the preliminary knowledge, which is the background of OFDM-I/Q-IM. We give the proposed
polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system in section 7.3 by introducing its transmitter and
receiver, respectively. Simulation results of the proposed system are presented and
evaluated in section 7.4. The summary of this chapter is given in section 7.5.

7.1.1

OFDM with in-phase/quadrature index modulation

By independently implementing index modulation on the in-phase and quadrature
components of OFDM signals, OFDM-I/Q-IM achieves more transmit diversity than
conventional OFDM-IM. Moreover, thanks to the higher SE, OFDM-I/Q-IM is able
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to transmit polar-coded signals, which may have restricted length and variant constellations. Hence, in this chapter, we apply OFDM-I/Q-IM to the proposed system to
achieve better performance and flexibility. This sub-section gives a brief introduction
on OFDM-I/Q-IM.
The block diagram of an OFDM-I/Q-IM transmitter is given in Fig.7.1.(a). For
OFDM-I/Q-IM, the available number of sub-carriers is denoted as: Nf f t . First,
m information bits U1m are divided into 2G groups, each of which has p bits, thus
m = 2Gp. Each group of p bits are sent to an OFDM-I/Q-IM modulator to generate
an in-phase or quadrature component of an OFDM sub-block with n available subcarriers, where n = Nf f t /G. Unlike conventional OFDM-IM that maps a complex
symbol to an available sub-carrier, OFDM-I/Q-IM implements index modulation on
in-phase and quadrature dimensions separately. The p bits of an OFDM-I/Q-IM
sub-block are divided into two parts: the first p1 bits are used for index modulation,
and the remaining p2 bits are mapped to constellations on in-phase or quadrature
dimension. Let take the first p bits on in-phase dimension as an example, the p1 bits
iI1 = [iI1 (1), ..., iI1 (p1 )], where iI1 (α) ∈ {0, 1}, are sent to an index selector to generate
an indices indicator II1 , which indicates to activate k sub-carriers out of n available
ones, while the rest of n − k sub-carriers are null. For the g th (1 ≤ g ≤ G) sub-block,
the indices of k active sub-carriers in the in-phase and quadrature dimensions are
denoted as:
Q
Q
IIg = [IgI (1), ..., IgI (k)], IQ
g = [Ig (1), ..., Ig (k)]

(7.1)

where IgI (γ), IgQ (γ) ∈ {1, ..., n} for γ = 1, ..., k. The indices selection is implemented by using the look-up table or combinational methods [69]. Then, based on
the first p1 bits of ig , the remaining p2 bits are mapped to M -PAM symbols in inphase/quadrature dimensions. After index modulation using the first p1 bits, the
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in-phase/quadrature part of the g th OFDM sub-block can be denoted as:

SIg =



S I (η),
g


 0,

η ∈ IIg

, SQ
g =

otherwise



S Q (η),
g




0,

η ∈ IQ
g

(7.2)

otherwise

where SgI (η) and SgQ (η) are independently obtained from a M -PAM constellation Θ for
η = 1, ..., n. Then, the in-phase/quadrature parts in (7.2) are combined to generate
a complex OFDM sub-block:

Sg = SIg + jSQ
g , g = 1, 2, ...G.

(7.3)

An OFDM-I/Q-IM encoder with n = 4, k = 2 using Table.7.1 is given in Fig.7.1.(b).
In this example, if the first p1 bits is [0, 1], then the symbols S(1) and S(2) generated
by the p2 bits should occupy the 2nd and 4th sub-carriers while the rest ones are idle.
After concatenating Sg , the OFDM block is transformed to time domain by using
Nf f t points IFFT. After P/S converter and CP insertion. The vector is sent to a
frequency selective channel. The transmission rate of the OFDM-I/Q-IM is:

R=

2(p1 + p2 )
blog2 Ckn c + klog2 M
)
= 2G(
n
Nf f t

(7.4)

where b c is the floor function and C is the combinatorial operation.
At the receiver, after the removal of CP, a FFT operation needs to be implemented.
The OFDM-I/Q-IM receiver needs to detect both the indices of active sub-carriers and
the corresponding data symbols. For each sub-block, by considering a joint detection
for the indices of active sub-carriers and the transmitted symbols carried on, the ML
detector for OFDM-I/Q-IM is given by [112]:

{Ŝg (η)}nη=1

n
X

= argmin
{Sg (η)}n
η=1

η=1
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|yg (η) − Hg (η)Sg (η)|2

(7.5)
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Fig. 7.1: System model of (a).an OFDM-I/Q-IM transmitter (b). an example of an OFDM-I/Q-IM modulator for n = 4,
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where Hg (η) denotes the channel frequency response (CFR) on the η th sub-carrier
of the g th sub-block. More details for ML decoding in OFDM-I/Q-IM can be found
in [112]. The searching space of the ML detection per bit is given by the order of

O( nk + M k ) [147]. Hence the optimal ML detector has high complexity. To achieve
near optimal performance, two low-complex detectors have been proposed, including
the low-complex ML and the a posteriori probability detection methods [110]. In this
chapter, the a posteriori probability detection method is used and the corresponding
process will be introduced in the next section. The OFDM-I/Q-IM can obtain around
4-6 dB performance gains in mid-high SNR compared with the conventional OFDM
scheme [112].

7.2

The proposed polar coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system

The powerful polar codes allow us to achieve channel capacity performance. In this
section, the polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM is proposed, and the design guideline of the
system is introduced in terms of the transmitter and receiver, respectively.

7.2.1

The transmitter design

Block diagram of the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM transmitter is given in
Fig.7.2. The system aims to transmit m-bits message U1m . These bits are processed
by a polar encoder to have a length N codeword X1N . Then, they are divided into
2G groups, each of which contains b bits. These b bits need to be further divided
into two parts, which contain b1 and b2 bits for index modulation and constellation
mapping, respectively.
We note that the amount of bits carried by a pure OFDM-I/Q-IM must be
2G(klog2 M + blog2 Ckn c), which is not always equal to the length of a polar code
(We note that although in some works, polar codes can be constructed with variant length [148, 149], these methods suffered performance degradation.). Therefore,
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Fig. 7.2: Block diagram of the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM transmitter
compared with a pure OFDM-I/Q-IM, when applying polar coding, the selection of
b1 and b2 have to be carefully implemented when splitting bits. For a polar-coded
OFDM-I/Q-IM, the available b1 and b2 needs to be selected based on the following
rule:
k
G(b1 + b2 ) ≥ klogM
2 + blog2 Cn c

(7.6)

Proof: first, we assume the length of a polar code is 2v , thus G(b1 + b2 ) = 2v−1 .
Then, since each b2 bits need to be modulated by M -PAM, we have

2v−1
G

− b1 =

klog2 M . Moreover, the first group of b1 bits are required for index modulation.
In a pure OFDM-I/Q-IM system, b1 is required to be exactly equal to blog2 Ckn c.
Nevertheless, as long as b1 ≤ blog2 Ckn c, the b2 bits can be successfully used for index
modulation. Therefore, we use this loose constraint in the proposed polar-coded
OFDM-I/Q-IM. Combining the above three conditions, we can obtain (7.6). For an
example, considering a length N = 128, Nf f t = 64, and 4-QAM polar-coded OFDMI/Q-IM system. If G = 16, we can set b1 = b2 = 2 bits, n = 4, and k = 2. In such
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Table 7.1: A Look-Up Table Example For k = 2, n = 4, p1 = 2
Pattern
P1
P2
P3
P4

Bits i
[ 0, 0 ]
[ 0, 1 ]
[ 1, 0 ]
[ 1, 1 ]

Indices I
[1, 3]
[2, 4]
[1, 4]
[2, 3]

scenario, the value b1 for index modulation is exactly equivalent to p1 that is used in
pure OFDM-I/Q-IM systems, and Table.7.1 can be used.
However, considering a pure OFDM-I/Q-IM case with G = 8, thus n = 8, if we set
k = 6, the corresponding p1 should be 4 bits. However, since the length of polar code
is N = 128, for a 4-QAM system, the amount of available bits for index modulation
is only 32, thus b1 has to be 2 bits, resulting in b1 ¡ p1 . To activate 6 out of 8 available
sub-carriers with less bits, instead of all 16 patterns, only 4 sub-carrier activation
patterns (SAPs) can be selected, which is shown in Table.7.2. However, to maintain
the compatibility of OFDM-I/Q-IM with polar codes, in this chapter, we propose a
scheme that appends ba = p1 − b1 random frozen bits Uf at the end of the original b1
length index vector. We take a 2-bit-length vector iI = [iI (1), iI (2)] in the in-phase
dimension as an example. To align with the pure OFDM-I/Q-IM that requires 4 bits
for IM, two frozen bits needs to be appended at the end of iI , given by:

iI = [iI (1), iI (2), Uf (ζ), Uf (ζ + 1)]

(7.7)

where Uf (ζ) ∈ {0, 1} is the ζ th frozen bit, and 1 ≤ ζ ≤ N − m. Therefore, similar
to the pure OFDM-I/Q-IM, all 24 = 16 SAPs in Table.7.3 have a chance to be
selected. At the receiver, since Uf (ζ), Uf (ζ + 1) are pre-known, the selector only
needs to choose patterns that the last two bits are Uf (ζ) and Uf (ζ + 1) as possible
answers. For example, based on Table.7.3 and pre-known frozen bits (for example:
Uf (ζ) = 0, Uf (ζ +1) = 0), the estimated SAP can be only selected from P1 , P5 , P9 , P13 .
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By using the random frozen bits, the available SAPs are extended. This proposed
method is equivalent to a random interleaver, which may provide potential benefit
to the proposed system. Here, we briefly analyze the advantage of the appending
method using random Uf compared with the scheme that uses fixed frozen bits (The
conventional scheme without appending frozen bits is equivalent to that uses fixed
bits.) based on distance. First, we introduce the following definitions. For a nelements vector Vg = [Vg,1 , Vg,2 , ..., Vg,n ], the distance between any two vectors Vm
qP
n
2
and Vq is given as: D(m, q) =
j=1 |Vm,j − Vq,j | . For simplicity, we consider an
all one BPSK OFDM-I/Q-IM system with n = 4, k = 2, and p1 = 1. We assume
that sub-carriers in the same sub-block have similar CFR Hg . In this case, based on
Table.7.1, the average distance (AD) of the appending method using fixed frozen bits
(0) in a single OFDM block is derived as:
√
G−1 G
2 2 X X
ADf =
|Hg − Hi |
G(G − 1) g=1 i=g+1

(7.8)

Then, using the same system above, we assume that the first sub-block utilizes
a non-zero appending frozen bit, such as 1. Based on Table.7.1, the AD of the
appending method using random frozen bits in a single OFDM block is derived as:
√
G q
G−1
G
X
X X
2 2
2
2
(
|H1 | − |Hg | +
|Hg − Hi |)
ADr =
G(G − 1) g=2
g=2 i=g+1

(7.9)

The difference between ADr and ADf , denoted by ∆, is expressed as

∆ = ADr − ADf
√
G q
2 2 X
=
( |H1 |2 + |Hg |2 − |H1 − Hg |)
G(G − 1) g=2

(7.10)

The advantage of the proposed appending method using random frozen bits over
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the one using fixed frozen bits ∆ is proved in the case of ∆ ≥ 0, i.e.

(

q
|H1 |2 + |Hg |2 − |H1 − Hg |) ≥ 0

(7.11)

The inequality (7.11) can be shown to hold as follows:

(

q
|H1 |2 + |Hg |2 − |H1 − Hg |) ≥ 0

⇒ (|H1 |2 + |Hg |2 ) − |H1 − Hg |2 ≥ 0
⇒ 2|H1 ||Hg | ≥ 0

(7.12)

Simulation results in the following section also verified above assumption that compared with the appending method using fixed frozen bits, the proposed appending
method is helpful to decrease the BER.
Table 7.2: A Look-Up Table Example For k = 6, n = 8, b1 = 2
Pattern
P1
P2
P3
P4

Bits i
[ 0, 0 ]
[ 0, 1 ]
[ 1, 0 ]
[ 1, 1 ]

Indices I
[2, 4, 5, 6,
[1, 3, 5, 6,
[1, 2, 3, 4,
[1, 2, 3, 4,

7,
7,
6,
5,

8]
8]
8]
7]

The bits after appending Uf can be treated by an OFDM-I/Q-IM modulator given
in Fig.7.1.(b). Then, after IFFT and CP insertion, an OFDM block is generated and
transmitted. Also, as what we note before, an advantage of OFDM-I/Q-IM compared
with OFDM-IM is that OFDM-I/Q-IM is more flexible for polar-coded systems when
variant constellations are applied. After introducing the bits appending method, we
show the advantage of OFDM-I/Q-IM for polar-coded systems in Table.7.4, where ba
is the number of random frozen bits appended after the original b1 bits. Table.7.4
illustrates that with the restriction of polar codes, OFDM-I/Q-IM can be adopted
in more scenarios, which is more flexible than OFDM-IM. For the proposed system,
unlike pure OFDM-I/Q-IM, b1 , b2 , ba need to be carefully selected under the restriction
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Table 7.3: A Look-Up Table Example For k = 6, n = 8, b1 = 2, ba = 2
Pattern
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

Bits [i(1), i(2), Uf (ζ), Uf (ζ + 1)]
[0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 1]
[0, 0, 1, 0]
[0, 0, 1, 1]
[0, 1, 0, 0]
[0, 1, 0, 1]
[0, 1, 1, 0]
[0, 1, 1, 1]
[1, 0, 0, 0]
[1, 0, 0, 1]
[1, 0, 1, 0]
[1, 0, 1, 1]
[1, 1, 0, 0]
[1, 1, 0, 1]
[1, 1, 1, 0]
[1, 1, 1, 1]

Indices I
[2, 4, 5, 6,
[2, 3, 5, 6,
[2, 3, 4, 6,
[2, 3, 4, 5,
[1, 3, 5, 6,
[1, 2, 5, 6,
[1, 2, 3, 6,
[1, 2, 3, 5,
[1, 2, 3, 4,
[1, 2, 3, 5,
[1, 2, 3, 4,
[1, 2, 3, 4,
[1, 2, 3, 4,
[1, 2, 3, 4,
[1, 3, 4, 5,
[1, 4, 5, 6,

7,
7,
7,
7,
7,
7,
7,
7,
6,
6,
5,
5,
5,
7,
6,
7,

8]
8]
8]
8]
8]
8]
8]
8]
8]
8]
8]
6]
7]
8]
7]
8]

of polar codes.
Table 7.4: The Bits Allocation Schemes For Polar-Coded OFDM-IM And PolarCoded OFDM-I/Q-IM With Nf f t = 128
Const.
BPSK
Polar-OFDM-IM

4-QAM
16QAM
BPSK

Polar-OFDM-I/Q-IM

4-QAM
16-QAM
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k
2
5
2
5
2
5
6
2
5
2
5
2
5
6

n
4
8
4
8
4
8
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
8

b1 b2 ba
2 2
0
3 5
2
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
2 2
0
5 5
2
2 2
0
5 5
2
Not Available
Not Available
4 12 0

7.2.2

The receiver design

After removing CP and invoking the FFT, unlike the conventional polar-coded OFDM
system, the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system needs to detect the indices
of active sub-carriers and the corresponding information bits according to the received vector y(β) with β = 1, 2, ..., Nf f t . In this section, the channel detector in [69]
is applied to obtain the active indices patterns IIg and IQ
g . We note that the indices
detection for the in-phase and quadrature parts are same and implemented simultaneously. Hence, in the following section, we only take the in-phase sub-blocks as an
example, and the superscript I is omitted for simplicity.
The channel detector of OFDM-I/Q-IM gives the a posteriori probabilities of
frequency domain signals by considering the case that the values are either non-zero
or zero [69]. For the g th sub-block, channel detectors provide the probability of the
active status of the corresponding index η with η = 1, 2, ..., n, given by:
M
P

λg (η) = ln

P (Sg (η) = Qχ |yg (η))

χ=1

P (Sg (η) = 0|yg (η))

(7.13)

where Qχ is the element of a M -array PAM constellation, and yg (η) is the received
vector for the g th sub-block after FFT operation, which can be written as:

yg (η) = Hg (η)Sg (η) + wg (η), for η = 1, ..., n

(7.14)

where wg (η) denotes the zero-mean complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with variance σk2 on the η th sub-carrier of the g th sub-block. It is assumed that the
noise variance in the time domain is σ 2 , which is related with the noise variance in
p
the frequency domain via σk2 = (k/n)σ 2 due to the normalization factor (k/n) of
the FFT at the receiver [133].
The lager the value of λ(η), the higher the probability that the corresponding η
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is an active sub-carrier. Using Bayes formula, (7.13) can be expressed as:
M
X
|yg (η)|2
1
λ(η) = ln(k) − ln(n − k) +
+ ln((
exp(− 2 |yg (η) − Hg (η)Qχ |2 )) (7.15)
2
σk
σk
χ=1

The complexity of a channel detector is O(M ) per sub-carrier and dimension. Also,
like conventional OFDM-IM, the Jacobian logarithm [150] can be applied in (7.15).
R
R
R
For example, the identity ln(ea1 + ea2 , ... + eaM ) = max ( max ( max (a1 , a2 ), a3 , ...), aM ),
R
where max (a, b) = ln(ea1 + ea2 ) = max(a1 , a2 ) + ln(1 + e−|a1 −a2 | ) can be utilized to
simplify (7.15). Then, the channel detector can do conjunction based on a lookup table. Let denote the set of possible active indices of the g th sub-block by I =
{I1g , I2g , ..., IVg } for which Iωg ∈ I, where Iωg = [Igω (1), Igω (2), ..., Igω (k)] with ω = 1, .., V
and V = blog2 Ckn c. For example, for Table.7.1, we have I1g = [1, 3], I2g = [2, 4],
I3g = [1, 4], I4g = [2, 3]. After obtaining all a posteriori probabilities based on (7.15),
for each sub-block, the receiver can calculate the following V summations for all
possible set of active indices using the corresponding look-up table as [69]:

dωg

=

k
X

λ(n(g − 1) + Igω (γ))

(7.16)

γ=1

for ω = 1, 2, ..., V . Let take Table.7.1 as an example, for sub-block g, we have d1g =
λ(1) + λ(3), d2g = λ(2) + λ(4), d3g = λ(1) + λ(4), d4g = λ(2) + λ(3). Then, the receiver
makes decision on the set of active sub-carriers based on the maximum sum among
all V probability sums: ω̂ = argmaxdωg . Then, the estimated Ig can be mapped to
ω

the index bits ig according to the corresponding look-up tables.
The block diagram of the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM receiver is given in
Fig.7.3.(a). For each in-phase or quadrature sub-block g, after obtaining the estimated
Ig from channel detectors, the initial LLRs for polar decoding need to be calculated.
The initial LLRs of the index bits for decoding rely on the a posteriori information
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provided by the index detector, and the corresponding information can be calculated
from the hard valued detected index bits or the soft information obtained from the
a posteriori probabilities λ(η) of channel detectors and look-up tables. These initial
LLRs for polar decoding are more reliable than the LLRs used in polar-coded OFDM
because the index error rate (IER) for OFDM-I/Q-IM is lower than the BER of M QAM demodulation. The corresponding proof is given in appendix. Therefore, by
utilizing these reliable initial LLRs, we expect that the proposed system can achieve
better performance than that of polar-coded OFDM.
For each in-phase or quadrature sub-block g, after obtaining the estimated Ig ,
these index indicators are de-mapped to the indices bits ig = [Xg (1), Xg (2), ..., Xg (k)]
based on look-up tables. After de-mapping all ig , the detected indices are combined
to have a 2Gb1 length sequence Xid . The initial LLRs for polar decoding can be
obtained through Xid , denoted as:

Xid = [Xid (1), Xid (2)..., Xid (2Gp1 )]

(7.17)

The LLRs obtaining method using hard information is given in the lower part of
√
Fig.7.3.(b), where Eb is the energy per bit. This sequence (7.17) can be seen as a
bit stream that is perfectly transmitted without affected by noise.
Nevertheless, intuitively, for a sub-block g with index bits ig = [i(1), i(2), ..., i(b1 )],
the initial LLR of index bit i(j) in ig can be obtained by fully utilizing the probability
related to λ(η). However, (7.15) only reflects the probability that the corresponding
position η is zero or not. Therefore, by combining the look-up tables for mapping,
we can indirectly obtain the LLR of i(j) for polar decoding, where 1 ≤ j ≤ b1 . Here,
we define a mapping according to the look-up tables:

i(j) = b ⇔ Pi(j)=b
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(7.18)

where Pi(j)=b = [Pb,1 , ...Pb,ω ..., Pb,V ] is the pattern corresponding to i(j) = b, where
b ∈ {0, 1}. Pattern Pb,ω is a length n sequence where the active position is denoted
as × and the null position is denoted as 0. For example, according to Table.7.1, P0,1
and P0,2 can be written as: [×, 0, ×, 0] and [0, ×, 0, ×], respectively. The probability
that the η th element in pattern Pb,ω is zero or × can be written as:
1
1 + exp(λ(η))
exp(λ(η))
P (Pb,ω (η) is ×) =
1 + exp(λ(η))
P (Pb,ω (η) is 0) =

(7.19)

Then, the corresponding LLR of bit i(j) can be written as:
V Q
n
P

LLRi(j)

P (i(j) = 1|y)
ω=1 η=1
= ln
= ln V n
P Q
P (i(j) = 0|y)

P (P1,ω (η)is fi(j)=1 )
(7.20)
P (P0,ω (η)is fi(j)=0 )

ω=1 η=1

where f ∈ {×, 0}, and fi(j)=b represents the active status of Pb,ω corresponding to
i(j) = b. The initial LLR calculation method using soft information is given in the
upper part of Fig.7.3.(b).
For example, considering a sub-block with n = 4, k = 2, and Table.7.1, according
to (7.19), the probability that Pb,ω (η) with b = {0, 1} equals to zero or not can
be written as: P (Pb,ω (η) is 0) =

1
1+exp(λ(η))

and P (Pb,ω (η) is ×) =

exp(λ(η))
1+exp(λ(η))

with

η = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then, based on the mapping between i(j) and Pi(j) with 1 ≤ j ≤ 2.
The probability that i(1) equals to 0 or 1 can be written as (i(2) can be obtained in
a similar way):

P (i(1) = 0|y) =P (P0,1 (1) is ×) · P (P0,1 (2) is 0) · P (P0,1 (3) is ×) · P (P0,1 (4) is 0)+
P (P0,2 (1) is 0) · P (P0,2 (2) is ×) · P (P0,2 (3) is 0) · P (P0,2 (4) is ×)
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P (i(1) = 1|y) =P (P1,1 (1) is 0) · P (P1,1 (2) is ×) · P (P1,1 (3) is ×) · P (P1,1 (4) is 0)+
P (P1,2 (1) is ×) · P (P1,2 (2) is 0) · P (P1,2 (3) is 0) · P (P1,2 (4) is ×)

Then, according to (7.20), the corresponding LLR value of i(1) can be obtained.
Compared with the LLR calculation method that using hard values, method that
using soft information from λ(η) fully takes advantage of the probabilities provided
by channel detectors, which should bring benefit in terms of BER performance. However, this method owns higher complexity, especially when Ckn is large. The computational complexity of the soft information based method can be roughly generalized to
k

O(2blog2 Cn c ) per sub-carrier and dimension. The simulation result shows that although
using (7.19) and (7.20) to generate initial LLRs can achieve better performance, using
(7.17) can still obtain a good performance with lower complexity.
After obtaining the LLRs of index bits, which are denoted as LLRid , LLRs of the
rest transmitted codewords need to be confirmed. First, for the g th sub-block, we
write the symbols after idle sub-carriers removal as:

{Sg (η)}kη=1 = [Sg (1), Sg (2), ..., Sg (k)]

(7.21)

Each symbol Sg (η) consists log2 M bits. Denote Qc,i as the sub-constellation of Q
corresponding to bit c among log2 M bits when bit c is i ∈ {0, 1}. Then, for a given
Sg (η), the LLR of bit c is given by:
P (yg (η)| hSg (η)ic = 0)
P (yg (η)| hSg (η)ic = 1)
P
|yg (η)−Hg (η)S|2
)
S∈Qc,0 exp(−
σk2
= ln P
|yg (η)−Hg (η)S|2
)
S∈Qc,1 exp(−
σ2

LLRg,c (η) = ln

(7.22)

k

where hS(η)ic denotes the cth bit of the symbol S. Then, combining with the LLRid ,
the N length LLRs becomes the initial input of the polar decoding part to obtain
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the estimated information bits Û1m . In this section, a widely used BP decoding
scheme [91], which is a type of soft input and SISO decoding, is applied in both
the proposed system and the polar-coded OFDM system for fair comparison. Also,
we note that SC based decoding can be used in the proposed system.

7.3

Simulation results

In this section, methods proposed in above sections are verified, and the BER performance of the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system is investigated. To make
fair comparisons, both the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM and polar-coded
OFDM are compared with the same transmission rate R, where R = m/Nf f t . Perfect
channel estimation was assumed. The parameters used in simulations are given in
Table.7.5.
Table 7.5: Simulation Parameters
Number of available subcarriers (Nf f t )
Modulation
Length of cyclic prefix
Length of polar code (N )
Number of information bits (m)
Number of indices bits (b1 )
Number of sub-blocks (G)

64
4-QAM
8
128
{64, 84}
{2, 4}
{8, 16}

Fig.7.4 gives the BER performance between the polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM systems using different bits appending methods. The number of sub-block G is 8. When
b1 = 2, each sub-block has n = 8 available sub-carriers, and k = 6 sub-carriers are
activated. Hence, p1 − b1 = 2 extra bits are appended. By appending random frozen
bits, the corresponding BER performance can be improved. Therefore, we note that
in the following simulations, the proposed appending method is applied whenever
p1 > b1 .
Then, BER performances of the proposed systems utilizing different LLRs calculation methods in Fig.7.3.(b). are investigated. Fig.7.5 illustrates that compared with
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Fig. 7.3: Block diagram of (a). a polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM receiver (b). an example of the initial LLR generation process
of the indices bits using hard or soft information
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Fig. 7.4: BER performance between the polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM systems using
different appending methods.
the initial LLRs obtained from (7.20), using the initial LLRs obtained through hard
information caused BER degradation. In low-mid SNR, the gap is negligible. Nevertheless, the gap becomes larger in high SNR scenarios. At probability 1.6 × 10−4 ,
the black line which soft information are applied has around 2 dB performance gain
compared with the red line that hard values are utilized. However, in terms of computational complexity, using hard valued sequence is an effective way to implement
the decoding procedure. Therefore, in the following simulations, the LLRs calculation
method using hard-valued sequences is utilized for simplicity.
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Fig. 7.5: BER performance between different LLR generation methods.

The BER comparison between the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system
(denoted as “proposed”) and the conventional polar-coded OFDM system (denoted
as “P-OFDM”) with different transmission rate R is given in Fig.7.6. As a reference,
the performance of a pure OFDM-I/Q-IM [133] and a polar-coded OFDM in slow
Rayleigh fading channel (denoted as “O-PC-Frequency non selective”) [142] are also
included. In the simulation, G = 16, b1 = 4. It was illustrated that compared with
the OFDM-I/Q-IM, adding polar codes was helpful in terms of BER performance.
Then, the proposed system can achieve significant BER enhancement compared with
the conventional polar-coded OFDM. For example, when R = 1, at probability 10−3 ,
the proposed system obtained around 6 dB gains than that of the conventional polarcoded OFDM system.
Then, BER performance of the proposed polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system by
utilizing different number of sub-block G and index bits b1 is investigated. Fig.7.7
indicates that various G and b1 can cause different BER performances. When G = 8,
and b1 = 4, no matter what transmission rate R is, the corresponding BER performance is the worst compared with other allocation ways due to its large SAPs [151].
Intuitively, it was expected that when b1 is same, larger G would bring better per-
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Fig. 7.6: BER performance between the proposed system and polar-coded OFDM.
formance because more index bits can be used for decoding. However, it is shown
that in some cases, the allocation method using G = 8, b1 = 2 achieves better BER
performance than that of the method using G = 16, b1 = 2 (The red and blue solid
lines when R = 1.32). It can be explained by the index error rate (IER). We provide
the corresponding IER result among different index allocations in Fig.7.8. It is illustrated that although the scheme using G = 16, b1 = 2 has more index bits sent to the
BP decoder, it also causes higher IER. Therefore, it is possible for the scheme using
G = 8, b1 = 2 to achieve better overall BER performance.
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Fig. 7.7: BER performance of the proposed systems with various G and b1
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Fig. 7.8: IER performance of the proposed systems with different index bits
allocations

7.4

Summary

In this chapter, a polar-coded OFDM-IM system was proposed. By introducing the
concept of index modulation, the polar codeword can be transmitted not only by
OFDM blocks, but also indices of active sub-carriers. For the proposed system, a
part of polar codewords are transmitted implicitly through index modulation. Unlike
the polar-coded OFDM, using polar codes in OFDM-IM systems has difficulties in
terms of bits allocations due to the length and constellation restrictions of polar
codes. Therefore, OFDM-I/Q-IM and random frozen bits appending method are
introduced and proposed to make polar codes more compatible for OFDM-IM based
systems. At the receiver, the index detector and a BP decoder are utilized for data
recovery. For the proposed system, the detected index bits are regarded as reliable
and the corresponding initial LLRs for decoding can be obtained through soft or
hard information provided by such index detector. These initial LLRs are helpful
to achieve better decoding performance. Simulation results show that the proposed
polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system can achieve significantly better BER performance
than that of the conventional polar-coded OFDM system with different transmission
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rate. Nevertheless, how to obtain the initial LLRs of index bits with low complexity
is still open for future research.
In next chapter, the author will summarize the main contributions of this thesis
as the conclusion and propose some works that are valuable for future research.
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8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this chapter, first, main contributions of this thesis are summarized. Then, potential works that can be investigated in future are presented.

8.1

Conclusion

In Chapter 1, the author reviewed the history of channel coding and show that polar coding has opened a door for reliable transmission because of its low en/decoding
complexity and provable channel capacity achievement. Then, the preliminary knowledge, including the theory of polarization, polar encoding and decoding have been
introduced in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, several modified polar decoding schemes were presented. These novel
methods are based on SC, BP and SD, respectively. Moreover, for BP decoding, we
also developed a stopping criterion that can reduce the latency of BP. Compared with
existing works, the proposed modified schemes can achieve better error performance
or complexity reduction.
In Chapter 4, the background knowledge of OFDM based techniques were introduced. The fundamentals of OFDM were reviewed in the first part of Chapter 4.
Then, as a modified version of OFDM, OFDM-IM, which has unique advantages which
are different from OFDM, was introduced. OFDM-IM provides interesting trade-off
between spectral efficiency and error performance, which offers perfect properties of
network slicing required by next generation wireless communication networks. A
comparison between OFDM-IM and OFDM has been given in this chapter.
In Chapter 5, two modified polar-coded OFDM systems that introduce existing
techniques were proposed. These schemes can improve the performance of polarcoded OFDM. OFDM transforms frequency selective fading to flat fading. However,
it is very common that channel estimation is inaccurate. Hence, in the first part
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of Chapter 5, we developed a channel compensator that corrects initial LLRs of
BP decoders with noisy channel estimation. Moreover, a turbo receiver for polarcoded OFDM systems was proposed to enhance the BP decoding performance with
unknown CSI by utilizing the soft information provided by the EM detector and BP
polar decoder. These two methods have been proven useful through mathematical
proof and simulation results, and they can be easily applied in any OFDM based
system.
In Chapter 6, a SI free SLM based on polar-coded OFDM-IM systems was proposed, which can reduce the high PAPR in OFDM-IM systems by utilizing the properties of polar en/decoding without compromising the error-correcting capability of
polar codes.
In Chapter 7, a design guideline for polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM was proposed.
OFDM-I/Q-IM is a modified OFDM-IM, which implements index modulation on
in-phase and quadrature parts separately. OFDM-I/Q-IM achieves better spectral
efficiency and error performance than that of the conventional OFDM-IM. By introducing polar codes to OFDM-I/Q-IM, a polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM system can
be built. Moreover, by utilizing reliable index bits generated by the index detector,
compared with the conventional polar-coded OFDM systems, the overall decoding
performance of the proposed system can be significantly improved.

8.2

Suggestions for future studies

The research on polar-coded OFDM-I/Q-IM systems and related techniques in this
thesis leads to some suggestions for the following future research.
• For the proposed hybrid SD in Chapter 3, compared with existing SD schemes,
the proposed method can achieve significant complexity reduction without compromising the ML optimality. However, compared with existing polar decoding
schemes, such as SC and BP, the hybrid SD is still with high complexity. Keep166

ing ML performance while decreasing the complexity is still an important work
in the future.
• In Chapter 7, the author proposed a guideline of polar-coded OFDM-IM systems. The proposed scheme takes advantages of the bits that are utilized for
index modulation. Therefore, the proposed polar-coded OFDM-IM achieves
better error performance than that of the conventional polar-coded OFDM.
Also, it has been indicated that utilizing the soft information provided by the
index detector can achieve better performance than that of using hard information. However, it was also shown that the corresponding complexity is high.
Therefore, how to reduce the complexity of such soft-message-based method is
the issue that needs to be solved.
• In this thesis, the author investigated polar decoding schemes rather than polar encoding schemes. However, a strong polar code construction scheme can
significantly improve its performance. However, polar codes need to utilize the
channel statistics when selecting message bit positions. Therefore, when the
channel status is unknown or cannot be accurately acquired, it may fail to select the best split channels to transmit message bits, resulting in performance
loss. The author notes that all polar construction methods utilized in this thesis
are based on AWGN channels, which indicate that the decoding performance
provided such encoding methods are sub-optimal in other channels. In order
to solve this problem, it is necessary to introduce a method to estimate and
predict the channel, and analyze the impact of inaccurate channel statistics on
the performance of polar codes. A channel estimation methods utilizing polar
decoding was proposed in [152], and some polar construction schemes have been
proposed in [153, 66, 154, 155]. These methods make polar codes stronger in
block or frequency selective channels. Based on these works, using the prop-
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erties of polar codes, more polar codes construction and channel estimation
schemes might be developed in the future.
• We know that in pure OFDM-IM systems, the available bits are decided by the
length of FFT and SAPs. However, for polar-coded OFDM-IM based systems,
the length of polar code is usually fixed. Thus, the number of bits that can be
transmitted in OFDM-IM systems cannot always match the length polar codes,
especially when the modulation order is high. In our proposed polar-coded
OFDM-I/Q-IM system, common constellation mapping (i.e. BPSK, QPSK,
16QAM) can be applied. However, for higher order constellations, such as
64QAM, the availability of our proposed system is limited. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop a novel OFDM-IM based scheme that can be perfectly
combined with polar codes. These novel OFDM-IM schemes are expected to
have higher spectral efficiency without compromising the error performance.
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APPENDICES
A. Appendix for section.3.1
The average error probability of each bit over an AWGN channel can be obtained by
GA [75]. If an all zero BPSK polar codeword is transmitted over the AWGN channel,
the ith bit’s average error probability can be estimated as
√
P̄e (ui ) = 0.5erfc(0.5 γi )

(8.1)

where γi is the mean LLR of bit ui , which can be obtained by using the method in [75],
R∞
2
and erfc(x) = ( √2π ) x e−η dη. For an all-zero polar codeword, the probability of the
incorrect estimating ûi is equivalent to Pe (ûi ) = P (ûi = 1|y1N , û1i−1 ), which is the bit
error probability based on the observed estimation ûi−1
1 . The corresponding Pe (ûi ) can
√
be denoted as Pe (ûi ) = 0.5erfc(0.5 αi ). Let the average estimated error probability
for bit i denote as P̄e (ui ), which is obtained from (8.1). Intuitively, if P̄e (ui ) is lower
than Pe (ûi ), the corresponding bit is unreliable. Hence, in terms of LLR values, we
have:
αi − ln

1 − P̄e (ui )
>0
P̄e (ui )

(8.2)

Similarly, if the correct decision is ui = 1, we have:

αi + ln

1 − P̄e (ui )
<0
P̄e (ui )

(8.3)

Hence, assume P̄e (ui ) is low, if the bit obtained from SC is reliable, the absolute value
e (ui )
of the LLRs should be greater than ln 1−P̄eP̄(u
.
i)

B. Appendix for section.3.4
√
√
When the transmitted symbols are taken from { Es , − Es } with equal probability
1/2. A low complex SD scheme with novel PM was proposed in [54] to maximize the
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likelihood probability:

−1 i−1
2−i P (y|sN
s0 ), for i = 0, ..., N − 1
i

(8.4)

−1
where sN
= [s[i], s[i + 1], ..., s[N − 1]] and si−1
= [s[0], s[1], ..., s[i − 1]]. It is assumed
0
i

that the partial symbol siN −1 vector is correctly decoded. After the mathematical
derivation, this novel PM can be expressed as:

M0 (uiN −1 )

√
2 Es y[j]s[j]
− h1 (yiN −1 )
=
N0
j=i
N
−1 √
N
−1
X
X
2 Es
u[k]g[k + 1, j + 1]) − h1 (yiN −1 )
=
y[j](1 − 2
N
0
j=i
k=j
N
−1
X

(8.5)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, yiN −1 = [y[i], y[i + 1], ..., y[N − 1]], and

h1 (yiN −1 )

=

N
−1
X
j=i

√
2 Es y[j]
lncosh(
) + (N − i)ln2
N0

(8.6)

−1
This novel metric M0 introduces the knowledge of the estimated sN
provided by
i

the received sequence y. The first term of the (8.5) adopts the correlation between
−1
the received partial vector yiN −1 and the estimated symbols sN
. The second term
i

covers some correction parts [54].
The (8.5) can be simplified as [156]:

−1
M1 (uN
)
i

=

N
−1
X

(y[j]s[j] − |y[j]|)

(8.7)

j=i

which is the optimum PM in (3.35).
C. Appendix for Chapter.7
Here, we prove the conclusion claimed in the previous section that the IER of OFDMI/Q-IM is lower than the BER of M-QAM demodulation. Let take an OFDM-I/Q-IM
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scheme with parameters n and k as an example. On the one hand, it is known that
the estimation procedure of the activity of a single sub-carrier is similar to coherent
binary ASK detection which probability of error over Rayleigh fading channels can
be given as [157]:
r
PBASK = 0.5(1 −

γb
)
1 + γb

(8.8)

Eb
where γb = α2 N
is the average SNR per bit, α is the average fading amplitude and
0

Eb is the average bit energy. To have d errors, for a given n and k, the number of
different sub-carrier states between a transmitted SAPi and incorrectly received SAPj
is given as [151]:
di,j =

n
X

(SAPi,µ ⊕ SAPj,µ )

(8.9)

µ=1

where 1 ≤ i ≤ 2p1 , 1 ≤ j 6= i ≤ Ckn , µ is denoted as an inactivated sub-carrier index
and ⊕ is an exclusive NOR operator. Hence, the probability of incorrectly detecting
an SAP with di,j sub-carrier detection errors is:
d

i,j
PICi,j = PBASK

(8.10)

The average probability of incorrectly detecting SAPs can be written as:
p

PIC

n

Ck
2 1 X
X
1
= p1 n
PICi,j
2 (Ck − 1) i=1 j=1,j6=i

(8.11)

Considering an incorrect SAP, it is shown in [158] that an incorrect detected SAP
causes an average error of about 0.5p1 in the de-mapped p1 bits. Hence, the IER
contribution of an incorrect detected SAP is:

BIC = PIC (

0.5p1
) = 0.5PIC
p1

(8.12)

On the other hand, the approximate BER Pb of M -QAM demodulation over
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Rayleigh fading channels can be written as [159]:
√
√
r
2
M −1
1.5γs
M −1 2
) × (1 −
)
Pb =
( √
)−( √
log2 M
M − 1 + 1.5γs
M
M
r
r
1
1.5γs
4
1.5γs
×
[1 −
) × ( tan−1
)]
log2 M
M − 1 + 1.5γs
π
M − 1 + 1.5γs

(8.13)

where γs = γb log2 M is the average SNR per symbol.
To prove the IER for the OFDM-I/Q-IM scheme is lower than the BER of the
conventional M -QAM demodulation (BIC < Pb ), let assume M = 4, n = 4, and
k = 2 (using Table.7.1). It is illustrated that when using Table.7.1, the errors d in a
received SAP is larger than 2, given as:

di,j

n
X
(SAPi,µ ⊕ SAPj,µ ) > 2
=
µ=1

2
Thus PIC,i,j ≤ PBASK
. Then, the BIC in (8.12) can be rewritten as:

BIC = 0.5PIC
n

p

Ck
2 1 X
X
0.5
= p1 n
PICi,j
2 (Ck − 1) i=1 j=1,j6=i
2
≤ 0.5 × 1 × PBASK
2
≤ 0.5PBASK

(8.14)

Then, for the conventional 4-QAM demodulation, the corresponding Pb can be
denoted as:
1
Pb ≥ (1 −
2

r

≥ PBASK

γb
1
) − (1 −
1 + γb
8
1
− PBASK
4

3
≥ PBASK
4

r

γb
4 π
× × )
1 + γb π
4

(8.15)
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2
Therefore: BIC − Pb ≤ 12 PBASK
− 34 PBASK < 0. Thus the bits detected by indices

detector is more reliable and may benefit the decoding procedure.
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